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This is an especially important issue because it is to
be devoted exclusively to the Army laboratories as they exist
today. The need for the laboratories is beyond question, and
it is our responsibility to ensure that they are healthy and
performing the roles required for the Army of today and of
the future.
Of course, there is always room for improvement. That
has been recognized by every Review. The challenge today is
to find innovative ways to carry out the recommendations of
such groups. Assisting me in conducting such reviews is
Or. Gordon Prather, my Deputy for Science and Technology.
He is also an executive agent with respect to activities of
the Army Science Board and of a new National Research Council
Board on Army Science and Technology, both of which advise
us on RDA issues.
This issue also contains overviews of the Army Staff
functions concerning laboratory operations and programs, as
well as articles about each field laboratory activity. The
centerfold has pictures of individuals responsible for laboratory
programs at each organization. The Army Materiel Development
and Readiness Command (DARCOM), as the largest and most complex
organization, also presents a brief overview of its headquarters
management of laboratory operations and programs.
The past contributions made by our laboratories and the
significance of their efforts challenges each of us to contribute
more.

J. R. Sculley
Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Research, Development and Acquisition)
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Army LaboratoriesA Deepening Responsibility

By Dr. Marvin E. Lasser
Director of Army Research, ODCSRDA
These are exciting time! Never before have science and
technology offer d us so much while at the same time challenging us so strongly with their con equences. In many ways
we are now at a new threshold. As we strive for greater
science and technology achievements, we face overwhelming
evidence that we mu t give more emphasis to greater organization and use of the potentials of what we learn. Better
means can lead to better choices. The result can be profound
in terms of the nation's economic, societal, and defense
posture.
The Army laboratory community, perhap more than most
other groups, must address this challenge on an everyday
basis. In cooperation and collaboration with th ir sister
defense laboratories and with their colleagues in the academic
and indu trial ectors, the labo~atories must span the gap from
forces harbored in infinte imal subatomic systems to the inherent technical requirements of military applications.
Correctly, the public's expectation for national security are
high, and nowhere more evident than in the materiel and supporting technology essential to our combat capabilities. Clearly, as a con equence, we have come to need no lesser scientific and technological skill and insight to en UTe effective
operational systems than were required to create the underlying technology in the first place.
Our people in the laboratories-and yes. those in DA headquarters too-must keep a long term view as they strive to
resolve what often may seem to be hort term issues. When
major weapons systems and sub y tern remain near the cor
of our fielded materiel for 20-40 years the difficulty of this
problem is magnified many times.
We must have viable ways to keep the cutting edge on our
investments, while at the same time staying out of the way of
the blade. We must have available technology for "on-thedouble" situations while we conduct our affairs in a reasonably orderly manner consistent with our ability to pay for the
accelerating need for science and technology.
Accordingly, we must maintain support of our technology
base through thick and thin time to the very best of our ability. However, we must also work steadily to ensure that this
massive effort is simultaneously integrated into the enormously complex art of bringing weapons concepts to full scale
production and sustaining them in the operational forces.
To achieve the best hardware at the right price we have to
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have people who can find an effective balance between available technology and how we do busine s. This is a tough problem in a world of intense technical competition and expanding
military needs. We need people who will achieve new directions in research and exploratory dev lopment.
We need people who will stick with intricate technologies
basic to military performance to y temati ally improv the
specific tate-of-the-art. We need people who can handle the
persistent problem f production and operation. W need a
ho t of people, from single-minded specialist1 to those who
are especially competent to work, literally, "in-the-middl "
to achieve responsive teamwork between the producers and
consumers of science and technology.
Only by bringing and holding together good minds can we
ever achieve the outstanding science and technology essential
to the Army's mission. This i a basic r ason for the existence
of the Army laboratories. Their people help to ensure achievement of fundamental scientific and technological contribution to national ecurity and to the nation as a whole.
Whether in peace or war, the e laboratories are truly indi pensable to the country's trength and to cience and technology it elf.
Leadership of the e laboratorie is a great responsibility, one
which is hared among many exceptional people. Thi r ponsibility has several notable aspects. One is to generate and
make ignificanL knowledge available as the nation ne d it.
Another i to ensure that the net flow and benefit serves the
nation effectively. A third is to provide a reasonable environment for the free play of creative minds and an atmosphere
that they find stimulating to the achievement of the Army's
interests.
When we put it all together the demand are severe: broad
but specific purpose, real intellectual and organizational
freedom. proximity to challenging problems and talented people, provision of adequate facilities and equipment, and the
existence of a structure which can and will make good use of
the output of the laboratories.
This is much more than a mere matter of management. Efficient operation is important but human talent is the heart of
the maUer. The quantity and quality of contributions of the
Army laboratorie have frequently been ex eptional; the
rightness of their positioning increases the continuing
challenge of performance.
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laboratory and Technology Management at the Army Staff
Understanding the Labs

nderstanding the Arm in-house
laboratories is a high priority item. From
this understanding can come management chang which will assist the laboratories in meeting their vital roles.
The CUTr nt atmo phere of reduced
direct U.S. involvement in military conflicts offers an opportunity to introduce
improvements into the laboratories with
minimum disruption of critical activitie.
The high stake involved in OUT
competition with the Soviet union make
it essential that increased attention be
giv n to: better ensuring the relevance
of the work the laboratorie perform,
improving facilities and equipment, improving the quality of technical leadership and staff in these laboratori s, and
providing these people the authority
and f1exibili ty to effecti vely manage
their resources.
There are 34 formaUy recognized Army in-house laboratorie , some large,
some small, performing work in the
physical, life, and p !"SOnne! ciences in
support of military and civil works programs of the Department of Defense.
They constitute a large investment of
dollars and manpower.
The aCQui ition cost of the laboratories' real property and equipm nt exceeds 51.5 billion. Nearly 20,000 people
conduct the diverse activities of the
laboratories. An annual cash flow
greater than 52.3 billion is involved,
with half of that being research and
developmenl.
About half of the R&D fund are retained by the laboratories to cond uct
work directly with their personnel; the
other half being contracted largely to industry and universitie . The balance of
these funds are predominantly procurement monies that are used to achieve
first acquisition of materiel systems and
a ociated procurement support activities.
Army in-house laboratories have become increasingly important to DOD
RDTE and procurement programs, and
rec nt emphasis in the e areas increases
the importance of their performance. As
major participants in the technology
base and the systems development and
acquisition process, the laboratories
mu t achieve equipment improvements
which reduce the impact of projected
manpower contraints; obtain lower
equipment production, operation, and
support costs; and direct 'substantial
R&D effort toward the longer term tech-
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nological deficiencies and opportunities.
Here, attention must be paid to the
vitalization of our technology base, the
stimulation of prototyping, the use of
mature U.S. and aUied technology, and
the reduction of intelligence asymmetry
and "technological surpri e" in the
face of a determined and well-supported
Soviet competition.
The Department of the Army operates
its in-house laboratories through w llestablished command element: U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command, Chief of Engineers, the
Surge n General, and the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Personnel.
Headquarters, Department of the Army Staff overview for the aggregate
laboratory community i provided by
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Research,
Development, and Acquisition
(00 RDA) LTG Jame H, Merryman.
This agency, as the HQDA RDA proponent for DARCOM, directly interface
with DARCOM through its Directorates
of ArmY Research, Combat Support ystefllS, and Weapons ystems on day-today technology concerns-with support
from its Directorate of Materiel Plans
and Program, Systems Review and
Analysis Office, lnternational Offi ,
and others.
The Office Chief of Engineers (COE)
operates its laboratories under the
cognizance of thei~ R&D Office. This office oversees both "military" and "civil
works" laboratory activities and serves
as the COE/ODCSRDA agent.
The A istant Surgeon General for
R&D also erves as Commander, Medical
R&D Command and is the Office of the
Surgeon General/ODCSRDA agent.
The Office Depu ty Chief of Staff for
Personnel operates through its Research
tudies and Analysis Office to co-

Dr. Henry J. Smith
Technology Manager,
Combat Support Systems Director'ate

ordinate and direct personnel technology programs, This office directly
operates the Army Research Institute
for Behavioral and orial Sciences and
oversees the technology base program of
DARCOM' Human Engineering Laboratory. This offi e also serves as the
ODCSPERlODCSRDA agent.
The exact manner with which program formulation and r view tak s
place varie depending on the program
category and the current ituation.
Overview of in titutional factors
similarily varies, These r lationships are
often complicated and require prompt
action at the executive management
'evel. Accordingly, the Army staff has
designated, under the Director of Army
Research, an Assistant Director of Army
Research (Laboratory Activities) to be
the principal point of focus for the formulation, coordination, and execution
of policies, plans, and guidan e concerning Army laboratories. Thi position is
currently held by Mr, Jame E. Spate.
Army labomtory management involves several is ues which in the end
merge into a single issue-how can the
Ar1nJj inC1'ease the efjectivene Of its
manpower a-rul dollar expenctit:uros f01'
laboratories? This is, of course, mu h
too large an issue to be taken in one bite,
This single issue, insofar as the laboratories are concerned, may be viewed as
onsisting of tht e egments-image,
oper'at'ions, and long-term per rpectives.
Each of these segments is equally important and they are not necessarily
mutually exclusive.
The Army is actively developing al>proaches that wiU further improve management of it laboratories. These actions are in variou tages of ad vancement, ome establi hed, some evolving.
Included in these actions are two dom-
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inant interrelated thru t.. The fi rst is
the creation of a perspective structure
encompassing the eJementl critical to effective management by the Army of its
laboratorie . The
ond i' the us of a
participative RDA planning process and
product t provide general and specific
RDA di ref'tion to the laboratories
through the next two decade..~ and to
provide a base against which their individual and collective need and contribution can be "measw·ed".
Analyses of the posture of the Army
laboratories have shown a need for information and action in four areas:
ned,
apability, performance, and
planning.
By need is meant those aspe ts of
laboratory functions which relate to the
goal , problems, attitude , and bia es of
the potential military user of the
technological output of the laboratories,
and, implicitly, their contractors.
Capability refers to those aspects of
laboratory functions which relate to the
pre ent and volving technical apabilities repre ented by the know-how of
the laboratory staff and the facilitie
and equipment available to support
them-and corresponding capabilitie in
the university and indu trial ctoTS.
Performance concerns those aspects
of laboratory funclions which relate to
the work activities, resource utilization,
and ou tpu t of the laboratories as they
perform their current program of work.
Finally, planning deal with those aspects of laboratory functions which
represent the current statem nt of the
present and future actions to be taken if
the needs of the military user are to be
fulfilled with the capabilities available
or developable in the future.
It is important to understand that the
Army laboratories operate in pannership with the Navy and Air Force laboratories, under the general overview of
the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering. Individual Service procedures and roles
vary significantly but each Service has a
viable structure for its purposes.
A major step forward was taken recently with the establishment of the
DOD Laboratory Management Task
Force, a standing body authorized by
DOD directive. The membership is composed of 0 D and Service representatives from headquarters and field levels.
Among the recent outputs of the task
force is the Statement of Goal£ and Objective:; for Depa"/Jment oj ~ense
ReSeal"ck and Development Laboratories. This statement has been ap-

proved by the Deputy Secretary of
Defense and presents action targets rele-
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van.t to Army laboratori s in general and
for local action by each Army laboratory. Effective impl mentation is a
challenge La the entire laboratory community. Thi statement appears in the
inside back cover of this i sue.

n eded justification fol' single p]'ogram
elem nl funding (6.2) and advanced
development (6.3A) technology demonstrations, supporting new Army thrusts,
and participating on the core team of
the DAlDARCOMiTRADO laboratory
reviews.

Materiel Technology
Integration at DA Staff

One of the objectives of the 1974
HQDA reorganization was to more closely integrate the Army laboratory technology base effort with the dev lopmellt and. procu rement phase' of Lhe
materiel acquisition process.
As a result there now exi ts at the Army Staff level, within the two other
directorates of the Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Research, Development and AcqUisition (ODCSRDA), two
technology managers, each serving as an
adviser to one of that agency's principal
directors.
It i a major re ponsibility of the two
technology managers to provide. technology advice and assistance to his repective director on those programs that
faU under that director's sphere of
responsibility.
A a part of thi. , one primary management function of these manageri to
assist the transition of a system from a
laboratory technology demonstration into subsequent development. Additionally, with many current R&D programs
destined for completion shortly, there is
strong emphasi on defining successor
sy terns. Consequently, the technology
manag I' at DCSRDA focu. es much of
his effort on the next generation of
systems. This involve providing the

Cun ntly erving as technology
manager for the Weapon Sy"tem Directorate of ODCSRDA is Dr. Roben J.
Heaston, while Dr. Henry J. Smith is the
technology manager for the Combat
Suppon Systems Directorate.
Through these technology managers
then, there is the assurance that at the
Army Staff level there is a voice on the
development side of the house assuring
that the products of the laboratorie are
considered, properly oriented, and
utilized.
Underlying these efforts are the activities of others in the DC RDA. Mo t
prominent are Dr. Frank D. Verderame,
assi tant director (He earch) and Dr.
Charles H. ChurCh, assistant director
(Technology) in the Directorate of Army
Research. They playa large part in linking the laboratory programs with threat
assessments, technological opportunities, and long range materiel requirements.
The improvement over the past
decade of Army-wide management and
integration of its laboratory effort, the
improved guidance of its technology
base program, and the timely incorporation of this technology mu ·tgive all who
have been associated with those efforts
a sense of pride of accomplishment. The
years ahead then, hould ee an ever improving Army, reaping a fine product
harvest from a responsive laboratory
system.

AORS XXI Will Address Airland Battle
2000 Concept
The annual Army Operation Research
Symposium (AORS XXI) will be held 5-7
October 1982 at the U.S. Army Logistics
Management Center, Fort Lee, VA.
About 200 Army, academic, and industrial leaders are expected to participate
in the event which will be spon ored by
the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine
Command.
The theme of this year's symposium is
,. Analysis in Support of the Airland Battle 2000 Concept." A call has been
issued for papers which pertain to the
theme and other significant applications
of operations research/systems analysis
techniques to the solution of Army problems. Selected papers and presentations
will be published in the pro eedings.
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The U.S. Army Combined Arms Combat Development Activity (CACDA),
directed by MG Theodore G. Jene , has
overall responsibility for planning and
conducting AORS XXI. For the ninth
consecutiv year, the U.S. Army
Quartermaster Center and Fort Lee, and
the U.S. Army Logistics Management
Center will serve as hosts.
AORS XXI attendance will be limited
to invited observers and participants.
Symposium inquiries should be submitted to: Director, Combined Arms Studies
and Analysis Activity, ATIN: ATZLCAC-A (AORS XXI), Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas 66027. Phone inquiries should be
made to Mr. Leonard L. Fri sz, AUTOVON 684-5488.
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DARCOM Laboratories
By Dr. Richard L. Haley
DARCOM Assistant Deputy fol' Science & Technology

Since both DARCOM Commander GEN Donald R. Keith, and
his Deputy for Research Development and Acquisition LTG
Robert J. Lunn have had previous assignments as DCSRDA
and assistant DCSROA, their understanding and support for
the laboratory sy tern in the RD&A process is ex.ceptional.
They also emphasize the necessity for improvements in quality and productivity and insist that system project managers
take advantage of in-hou e expertise when available.
Specifically assigned the staff responsibilities for laboratory
and R&D program management are myself as assistant deputy
for Science and Technology, MG Orlando E. Gonzales, director
for Development, Engineering and Acquisition, Mr. James A.
Bender, director for Technology Planning and Management,
Mr. Seymour Lorber, director for Product Assurance and
Testing, and Mr. Fred J. Michel, director for Manufacturing
Technology: The four latter directorates have been expanding
to nearly authorized strength during the past few months to
meet the challenge of their new assignments, under the 1982
HQ DARCOM realignment,
Besides providing principal weapon system managers for all
systems under development until transferred to other staff
managers, MG Gonzales' organization manages the ROT&E
program/budget procedures, international R&D activities, and
the foreign scientific and technical intelligence and threat
system.
MG Gonzales' responsibilities cover the entire intelligence
pe truro for interaction of local foreign intelligence offices
thr"Oughout the command where laboratory scientists and
engineers may initiate intelligence production requirements
which are then levied on DARCOM's two scientific and technical intelligence production agencies, the Foreign Science
and Technology Center (FSTC) at Charlottesville, VA, and the
Missile Intclligence Agency (MIA) at Redstone Arsenal, AL.
These agencies provide all-source, worldwide scientific and
technical intelligence, including threats to the security of U.S,
Army ground forces, technology and equipment improvements that could benefit U,S. R&D programs, and deficiencies in foreign materiel developments, FSTC also has
two overseas collection teams in Europe and the Far East
which are in a position to assist traveling DARCOM laboratory
personnel in areas of their specific interests.
The Directorate for Technology Planning and Management,
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lmder Mr, Bender, supports the assistant deputy for Science
and Technology in functions concerning scientific and engineering personnel management, including recruiting of senior
ex.ecutive service positions through the Army, management of
the t chnology base, laboratory resources and evaluations,
consoiidation and publication of RD&A long-range planning
. documents, technical and industrial liaison, dentific and
technical information, and military contractors' independent
R&D programs.
In the tri-service arena, a recent initiative has been undertaken by the directors of laboratories of the other Service and
myself. As the Joint Directors of Laboratories, we are
chartered by the Joint Logistics commanders to optimize the
efficient utilization of technology base and laboratory
resources. Consequently, there will be greater program
coordination between the Services,
During the past several years, a "Board of Technical Directors" has been orgartized and utilized by the assistant deputy for Science and Technology as a means of direct communication and discussion of problem areas, development and better understanding of the technology base program priorities,
and participation in evaluations of laboratory performance.
The original 11 board members were the technical directors
of the eight field commands with R&D responsibilities plu the
directors of the Army Materials and Mechanics Research
Center, the Human Engineering Laboratory, and the Army Research Office, Added shortly thereafter were the director of
the Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activi.ty and the
technical director of the Test and Evaluation Command.
I recently invited the deputy directors of FSTC and MIA to
participate in the meetings because of increased recognition
of the relationship of intelligence and laboratory programs. In
addition, laboratory directors and associate technical directors of commands are invited to attend an annual meeting.
All of the Army DARCOM R&D laboratories, along with the
other Army R&D laboratories, are described in this spe ial
issue of Army RDA Magazine. They represent a wide span of
RDT&E activities which support every aspect of Army
materiel and the individual soldier. Today's Army can be
proud of its research and technological sophistication and of
the practical application of this expert! e in support of Army
needs.
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ARRADCOM labs Fulfill Diverse Army Materiel Requirements
Just as brushes and tubes of paint are
pri mary needs of an artist, so are cannons, machinegun , rifle, and their ammunition, e ential needs of an arm .
Each has ot her vital needs but these examples normally typify the respective
trade . For th U.8. Army, the job of researching, developing, and then initially
procuring the e example weapons and
munitions, along with others, i the responsibility of the .8. Army Armament
R&D Command, and the tarting point
for all of this is the productive laboratory tructure of thi command.
The four primary lab elements in the
command are the Large Caliber Weapoll
Systems Laboratory, Fire Control and
Small Calib r Weapon Systems Laboratory, Chemical y tern Laboratory,
and the Ballistic Research Laboratory.
The Small alib r and Large Calib r
Labs are located at ARRADCOM HQ,
Dover, NJ, while the Chemical and
Ballistic Labs are at Aberd en Proving
Ground, MD.

Large Caliber
Weapon Systems Laboratory
Tomorrow's Army must be able to
meet the demands of a major confrontation, potential small wars, or brushfire..
Future battlefield will require incr ased ability to fight high-intensity
assaults, to carry out effective operations in urbanized terrain, and to rapidly deploy both men and materiel. The
battlefield will also be more flUid, requiring better use of the land, more
positive identification of targets, and
engagements at longer ranges than possible with UTrent weapons.
Due to rapid advances in ounterweapon designs, new, affordable
weapon ystems are necessary, and
Soviet numerical advantag nee itate
a reduction in the number of our round
Ilecessary to disable armored fighting
vehicles, aircraft, and personnel.
The Large Caliber Lab supports major
developing commands and project
managers as well as readiness commands in improving fielded systems.
The lab is responsible for RD&E of
"smart" munitions, enhanced artillery
systems, mines and demolitions, cannons for tanks, and life-cycle engineering for all Army munitions, including nuclear rounds. Its activities
range from basic research in the fundamental sciences to development and
quality control engineering.
Establi hed in January 1977, the
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XM833 Armor-Piercing Round
Large Caliber Lab is a principal R&D element of ARRADCOM, at Dover, NJ,
with a major sub-element at Watervliet,
NY. Its 1,740 personnel include 1,050
'cientists and engineers.
Utilizing an aggressive exploratory
R&D approach, the laboratory i puruing a number of interesting technical
area. Novel artillery concepts include
Copperhead n, a 155mm, autonomous
projectile that provide a one- hot kill
capability against armor targets. There
is the Anti-Radiation Proj ctile, which
will defeat enemy radar units, and the
Artillery Registration and Adjustment
ystem, which provides a single-shot
registration capability.
Another potentially high pay-off area
is the improved sensing munitions program. This program offers true fire-andforget projectile , and a common family
of co t effective, unguided munitions
with increased lethality again t massed
targets in defilade, great r indire t fire,
anti-armor and counter-battery kill
capability, and an all-weather system.
The concept of attacking hard targets
from above, or top attack, is coming into
reality through a project called the
Smart Target Activated Fire-and-Forget
CSTAFF). [n a direct fire role, the spinning projectile flies over the target, and
as it passes its sensor "sees" the target
and initiates a self-forging fragment
warhead downward to defeat the vehicle. STAFF is a candidate in the Rattler Program.
Tank firepower improvements are
typified by a kinetic energy, armorpiercing XM833 round, and a chemical
energy XM815 round with armor defeat
and anti-materiel capability.
In the area of lightweight, more effective infantry armament devices, the
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lab i developing two 81 mm expendable
assault weapon system for urban use.
The Ughtweight Recoilless Gun and the
Minimum ignature Env lope Re<:oille
Gun provide low signature weapons
with a n w capability for defeating
buildings, bunkers, and light-armored
vehicl .
Other areas of the lab's mission include improving the safety, efficiency,
and logistics burden of the combat engineer and explosive ordnance demolition (EOD) technician, and to in ure the
latter's capability the laboratory is
developing improved demolition , several mine sy terns, and EOD tools.
Furthermore, the Large Calib r Lab i.
OARCOM's lead laboratory for energetic
materials technology in support of munitions development, pollution abatement, explosives detection, identification and producibility, hazards analysis,
plant de ign, and accident investigations. It play a ml:\ior coordination role
among the Services and other federal
agencie', and among the U.. and its
allies.
From its effort· here will come safer
or more powerful explosives for use in
advanced warhead and propulsion sy terns, and cheaper, more abundant ingredients that may be drawn from the
civil economy to meet wartime requirements.
The Large Caliber Lab is a1 0 a I ader
in the field of manufacturing technology. Ongoing work includes the
Rotary Forge System, the controlledcooling proce for TNT loading of projectiles, and computer-aided manufacturing and assembly of mines and
fuzes.
Other activitie are engineering support for a quick-reaction site defense
missile, a more lethal urface-to- urface
missile, an advanced charge design for
tank ammunition, and technique to reduce wear and erosion.
In the weapons technology arena, lab
goals are improved cannon systems,
greater muzzle energy, increased firing
rates, and better accuracy. Examples of
current work include improved tqnk
turrets, control of barrel temperature, a
new multi-lug breech, and upgraded
barrel construction.
Aware that future munitions and
weapon sy terns will require advancep
fuzing technology in the areas of air
defense, automated artillery, and antiarmor, the lab is developing fuzing for
antiarmorlhelicopter tank ammunition
and air defense projectiles, a co t effec-
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tive and safe arming device, along with
next-generation artillery.
Due to the efforts of the Large Caliber
Lab, there has been a considerable re~
duction in the cost as well as an improvement in quality of training ammunition, allowing additionally, increased safety in training exercises and
reduced range pace.
Looking well into the future, the
Large Caliber Lab is influencing the Army's support of the combat soldier into
tl}e 1990's and beyond by such additional programs as:
o SADARM, an artillery fire-andforget concept for .defeating massed
targets. Launched ovet the target area,
the SADARM's submunition descends
on a parachute, its sensor is activated,
and the beam sweeps the ground. Targets within the beam are detected, initiating a long- tandoff warhead which
projects a slug toward the target, perforating its top armor.
.
o The Army' first new mortar sy tern
in 25 years-the 60mm Lightweight
Company Mortar System M224-was
fielded in 1981 with a multi-option
fuzed HE cartridge for indirect fire support.
o The Medium CalibE:)" Antiarmor
Automatic Cannon Program resulted in
the Army's first medium caliber, automatic, antitank cannon. A primary candidate for the armament system on
future light-armored vehicles, this
weapon employs compact, tele coped
ammunition and a rotating chamberautoloader system.
The FY 82 program in the Large
Caliber Weapon Systems Lab is projected to be in ex.cess of $200 million;
$120 million for RDT&E, $78 million for
procurement, and over $5 lnillion for
the OMA program.

Fire Control & Small Caliber
Weapon Svstems Laboratorv
The Fire Control and Small Caliber
Weapon Systems Laboratory is responsible for all armament systems in
calibers up to 40mm and for all Army
gun system fire control regardless of
caliber. The laboratory also supports a
wide variety of major weapon system
developments such as short range air
defense, infantry fighting vehicles,
helicopters, artillery, tanks and various
infantry systems.
Formed in 1977, the FC&SCWSL has a
staff of 590 personnel of which 345 are
scientists and engineers.
It is laboratory policy that emphasis be
placed on accelerating the transitioning
or user priority items;' providing increased attention to integrated logistic
support, emphasizing timely and quality
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deliverables; and building upon meaningful research/technology base programs. TIlis policy supports the R&D
goals of the laboratory, which are:
o Initiate, develop, and present technically sound proposal to fill the recognized new materiel needs of the U.S. Army strategic and ta 'Lical forces.
o Anticipate unrecognized needs of
the combat arms and to initial and
develop proposals to fulfill those needs.
o Maximize the performance capabilities of developmental equipment and
minimize th elap ed time of the development cycle.
o Improve the quality of the technical
guidance and review applied Lo pI' Ject
managers and other commands and programs covering the complete technical
life ·yde.
The mission of the Fire Control and
Small Caliber Weapon Sy t. ms
Laboratory encompasses three major
areas of responsibility:
o Establish and maintain a scientific
and te hnical community that inCludeS
goverrunenl, industry, and univ rsity
personnel for the purpose of advancing
weapon technolob'Y responsive to the
needs and tactics of the user and La
avoid technological surprise.
o Develop new items and product improvements for fielded items and ensure
their effective tran ition into quantity
production.
o Provide te hnical assi tance and actions Ulrough the Army's readiness
agencie .
These areas of responsibility cover a
broad spectrum of the Army'S R&D program, which enCOmpasses fundamental
and applied research in physics. chemi try. applied mathematics. metallurgy,
materials science, the engineering
di ciplines, control theory, optimization
theory, systems analysis, and modeling.
The FC&SCWSL is organized into six
divisions. AIUlOugh each division is con-

cerned with sp cific areas of the laboratory" mls ion, the R&D team' within
each of the divisions have been flexibly
organized in rder 1.0 permit allocati n
of personnel to multidisciplinary proje ts; this capability is indispensable to
continued small caliber ammunition and
fire control development.
The laboratory's Exploratory R&D
Program i currently pur. Lling a number
of technical area~ of research in nre control. TIlis program includ devt>loprnent
of a 6.1 technology base in electromagnetic propagation and proc ssing;
innovative techniques for target location, identification and trac'king; control
theory; linear and nonlinear systems
analysis; and data sensor/computer
interfacing for fire
ontrol component /subsy tems/'ystem' (or Army
weapon syst.ems.
In t.he ar a of armam nt and materials, resei;lrch is heing conducted
whi h addresses hjgh~rate mechanisms
to describe and predict the ffect of
multiple, intermittent physical excitations on weapon performance and reliability and research in muni ions effe tivenes for proViding improved
weapon accu racy and reliability, propulsion, and materials proceSSing.
Thi-Iaboratory's exploratory d velopment program is divided intn seven
technical areas. The first four technical
areas develop system-oriented concepts,
while the last three emphasize the
generic technologies in support of the
laboratory's mission.
The objecli ve is to develop and maintain a technology base upon which advanced development of fire control for
aU gun ystem., future automatic cannons, futu'I mall arms for all the ervices, improved small caliber munitions,
and innovativ material application. for
gun systems can improve existing
systems and/or to develop new systems.
Current emphasis includes improving

DOVER DEVIL-General Purpose Heavy Machinegun
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infantry effectivenes through the Joint
Services Small Arms Program projects,
and improving the Infantry Fighting
Vehicle armament, lightweight armament for rapid deployment capability,
light weight air defense gun y tem ,allweather fire control, helicopter armament, and tank fire control to pr vide
improved hit probability. The approach
is an integrated program of analy i , experimentation, and test demonstration
thaI advances the state-of-the-art and
leads to concept validation.
Some of this laboratory's accompl.isl1ments since its inception are:
o The Squad
Automatic Weapon
( AW), a one-man partabl , 5.56mm
lightweight machinegun intended to
replace the MI6AI-AR in the automatic
fire role. De ignat d the M249 and
developed by Fabrique
ationale of
Belgium, it was selected from among
four candidates. Ammunit ion for this
weapon also resulted from a AT competitive evaluation. The weapon has
greater versatility in that it can be fed
from eith r a 200-round ammunition
canister or rrom the standard 3D-round
Ml6Al magazine. [t has a sustained fire
rate which i' six times that of the
MJ6AJ.
o Computer
Ballistic Mortar M23
(MFCC) i a lightweight, handheld
digital alculat r that provide' fully
automated fire direction, computation,
communication' and di play capabiJitie
for the 60mm (Lightweight Company
Mortar), 81mm and I07mm (4.2-in h)
mortar systems. This unit accepts and
proce ses data for el eted balli tic trajectories in indirect mortar fire mis.sion .
omputati n - of campi x parameters
can be handled with a degree of accuracy previou Iy only pa ible with a
large fixed computer system.
The M23 MFC may be u ed in conjunction with the Digital Message Device
which accepts incoming messages directly from a Forward Observer or the
Fir Direction Center, display each on
command, and perform all required
computations for firing from multiple
positions.
o The
General Purpose Heavy
Machinegun (Dover Devil) is an in-house
developed, 0 t effective, fUlly automatic machinegun willi multi-purpose
applications, including infantry, armor
and aircraft armament. Designed to
r place the M2, .50 caliber machinegun
which entered the a 'live inventory in
1933, it will p rmit the optional field
conversion from caliber .50 to 20mm by
rapid modular component interchange.
This new weap n, in .50 calib r, i .. 5
pounds lighter, has less than half the
part and will 0 t one third Ie in pro-
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duction than the M2.
• The Submachine Gun, M231, (Firing
Port Weapon), an automatic direct fire
weapon, ball mounted within the infantry Fighting Vehicle squad compartment, two on each ide and two at the
rear. This weapon, which supplements
the M2 IFV main armament, is magazine
fed and fired from an open boll.
• Automatic Targ t Cueing (AUTO-Q)
is a state-of-the-art system to impro e
the target acquisition apability of the
helicopter crew by automatic location
and identification of targets in on-board
sensors, Ucll as Forward Loading [nfrared (FUR) or TV, followed by audible
warning of their presence, and by vi ual
cues to mark their location and identity_
The cu ing system will process remote
sensor output signals over the entire
field of view and is designed to be
mOlulted in a variety of helicopters for
tactical use.
o Th Mast Mounted Sight (MMS) is a
fire control concept that will significantly increase aircraft urvivability
by p rmitting cout and attack helicopters to detect, recognize and engage
targets while in defilade.
Chemical Systems Lab
The principal mi ion of the Chemical
Systems Laboratory is to develop equipm nt and material for U.S. military
forces for use in a type of warfare that
has not been fought by Ameri an troops
since World War 1. Ml\ior R&D emphasis
i on prote ting the soldier from
chemical agents, detecting and identifying agen if they are employed in the
field, decontaminating the Idier if he
become contaminated, and developing
chemical binary munitions.
From the high calib r of talent in this

lab wiII come for example, fUlllr CB
protective mask that will take advantage of advances in materials
'cience, Threat and laser w apon will
be countered with optical coatings and
light adaptive len material.
ew
materials also hold out the pos.sibility of
providing som shrapnel protection for
the eyes and face .
Tomorrow's chemical protective overgarment will permit a freer flow of air
and thereby le en the heat burden associated with today' overgarments. A
40 per ent r duction in heat load has
already been demonstrated with a fabric
now in d velopment.
Biotechnology now offers important
opp rtunities for B defense. For example, a CSL-university effort has produced antibodies to threat agents, and
the e antibodie hav been u ed to
demonstrate an increase in detection
sensitivity. This sy tern may tell u what
agent has been used, with little or no
fal e alarms.
Additionally, a university . ientist in
an Army-sponsored program discovered
that a certain sea creature produces
minute quantities of :).11 enzyme thaI
"eats" an enemy agent, a discovery that
offers a potential for surface, skin, and
overgarment barriers.
Micro-processors are being applied to
developmental B detectors, permitting
the qUick change of detector logic to
adapt to new agent threats. False alarms
hould also be reduced with te (proofed software selection.
Dete ting CB agent· before they r ach
unprotected troops is the aim of workers
u ing ele tro-opti al techniques. Passive
remote detection of chemical vapors has
been d monstrated using absorption of
teITain generated infrared energy, while

ROBOTIC DECON CONCEPT

DECON Vehicle showing Robotic Arm concept
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active remote detection has been
achieved using a laser source and a Differential Ab orption Lidar y tern.
VISTA, or very lnt Higent surveillance
and target acqui ition technology, is a
large area. An example is the Be
re onnaissance system for vehicles. This
standard vehicl will first use point NBC
detectors and later, remote NBC detectors, and will be able to plot the lTIap
coordinates of NBC contaminati n as
well as ident.ify these agents.
Command, control, communication
and intelligence advances by others in
DAR OM and DOD will p rmit accurate
and rapid fore ast of downwind hazards
using recon vehicle generated agent,
weather, and location data.
Ion mobility spectroscopy ([MS) is a
technology built from the ground up by
a SL researcher and his nited Kingdom counterpart. The en itivity and
re ponse time of a UK application of
IMS, ar xploit d in a chemical contamination monitor, a handheld device to
quickly determ ine if a soldier or his
equipment i contaminatt>d.
Robotic technology holds the promise
to eliminate he time-consuming,
people-intensive, and dangerous task of
vehicle decontamination. One example
is the concept for a forward decon vehicle using a robotic arm and hot air NBS
decon device.
Facilities for achieving this progress
have been in the Edgewood area of MD
ince 1918. Although. the mi 'ion of
chemical development and readiness
has remained the same, the d ignation
has changed many times. [n 1977, CSL
assumed the resear h, development and
engineering functions of Edgewood
Ars nal, ontinuing th Army mi ion of
chemical development and readiness as
a major re ear h activity of ARRADCOM.
More than 1,000 civilian employees
and 90 military personnel are assigned.
In addition, 300 civilian employees and
3 miJitary per-annel are assigned to
ARRAD OM . upport el ments in Edgewood.
In FY 82, CSL has an operating fund
totaling $ [33.8 million, including the
prior year carryover, earmarked for the
R&D mission, operating and maintenance, and procurement. CSL officials
anticipate the CSL budget wiU increase
in FY 83 with the growing emphasis on
training and providing U.S. miJitary
forces with equipment to defend themselves in a chemical warfare environment.

Ballistic Research Lab
ARRADCOM's

Ballistic Research
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VULNERABILITY/LETHALITY research at BRL plays a key role in increasing tbe sllrvivability of major
Army systems such as the Advanced
Attack Helicopter (shown a·bove), the
Black Hawk, and the Ml tank.
Laboratory CBRL) plays a significant role
in shaping concept in armor and munitions technologies, ballistic missiles, and
the electronic computer. In fact, a
survey of the lab's activities reflects a
broad scope of capabilities in the Army's
materiel acquisition and readiness
operations. BRL scientists and engineers
provide ballistic data covering the entire
range of w aponry; from small arms and
their ammunition, through large missiles
to nuclear weapons and their effects.
With a civilian workforce of 496 employees that. include 367 scientists and
engineers, 44 technicians and 85 administrative personnel, BRL is augmented with 8 military officers and 12
enlisted personneL BRL's facilities include 70 acres in a technical compound
near the APG headquarters and a test
site on Spesutie·lsland. There are more
than 13 barricaded positions which are
used ror live investigations into blast
penetration or fragmentation effects
and for carrying out other ballistic experiments.
BRL has research teams working in
such highly specialized fields as aerodynamics of shell, transitional ballistics,
tran ient muzzle flows, sabot di card,
boundary layer effects, flow separations
and interactive d.l'namics for non-rigid
payloads. All are incorporated to enhance munition performance and to produce accurate firing tables and fire control data for the Army's land-based
weapons.
As the lead laboratory for both ballistic technology and vulnerability technology, BRL develops methods and data
for assessing the lethality of existing and
developmental munitions and the
ulnerability of many classes of military
targets. Principal programs include sur-

face targets such as armored v hicles,
tube artillery, command communications and control equipment and air defense systems, as well as aerial targets,
like helicopters and fixed wing aircraft.
Vulnerability/lethality research on
military targets as well as vulnerability
reduction studies have played key roles
in increasing the survivability of major
Army systems such as the Black Hawk,
the Advanced Attack Helicopter, and
the Ml tank.
While BRL's terminal ballistic personnel design and evaluate advanced
technology prototype chemical and
kinetic energy anti-armor devices and
armors, they have also provided assistance to the Department of Transportation and the Military Traffic Management Command, to r duce the
hazards of tTansporting fuels, chemicals
and explosives and to improve safety
practices for railroad operations.
Effort of terminal ballistic researchers have also had an important influence on work conducted by the Defense Nuclear Agency and the Def n e
Explosive Safety Board relative to structural response to blast, shock and thermal loading.
BRL scientists who tudy the interior
baUistic cycles of Army gun systems currently are directing con iderable attention to the design of minimum launchweight kinetic energy projectile sabots
to enhance lethality of the Army's Ml
tank cannon system.
Concurrent programs iJlVolve liquid
prop Ilant , low vulnerability and novel
propellants for artillery, tank gun and
air defense ammunition. Enhanced accuracy has been obtained for weapons
fired from vibrating platforms with the
precision aim technique, a computer
reglliated firing circllit.
Installation of a powerful new computer system named heterogen DUS element processor (HEP) is cheduled for
Septembe. of this year. Featuring a completely HeW architecture, this multiple
instruction, mUltiple data stream de ign
makes extensive use or parallel and
pip line technique, and tat -of-the-art
componentry to provide a high-speed
computing tool at moderate cost.
The HEP will consist of 4 main frames,
expandable to 16, operating in parallel
with global access to two million words,
expandable to 128 million word , of 50
nanoseconds bipolar memory. Develop d for BRL, but applicable to general
scientific computing, the HEP will increase the large scale computing capability at BRL by 400 percent.
BRL has five teams, each specializing
in a different area, and responsible for
weapon system analysis and system en-
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gineering. The air def nse team is heavily involved in the valuation of the Army's new DIVAD (Division Air Defense)
gun y tern.
An artillery team is exploring enhanc d effectiveness of field artill ry,
including participation in Human Engin ering Laboratory Battalion Artillery
Te ·t (HELBAT) artillery system fi ld experiments. An armor team is assessing
em rging t hnologies of armor d (' mbat vehicles, such as the preci ion aim
te hnique and applique armor as well
as preparing a handbook On generic tank
cannon capabilities; and an infantry
w apon Learn has contributed to the
development of improved infantry antitank weapon, u h as i r aUstic bat-

t1efield environment system engineering
analy' of the mart Target-ActIvated
Fir and-Forget, Sense and De troy Armor, and Guid d Anti-Armor Mortar
Projectile munitions.
The fifth team, moke and obscurants,
is planning and coordinating an Army
program on multispectral screening
agents, especially related to the millimeter wave realm.
BRL's r c nt contributions to provide
the American soldier with superior
weapon y tern include Ml armor and
continuing development of a technology
base in armor in order to respond to
futur n eds for new armor de igns;
kinetic energy penetrator, with inve. tigation. providing the basic in-

formation for the de ign of an armor
defeating antitank round; antitank warheads for the T Wand Hellfire systems;
and instrumented tank gun/ abot technology for improvement of first round
hit probabilities.
In summary, th significant contribution that BRL has made to Army
weapon ystem technology are a re ult
of the Lime, talent and d dication expended by the lab to improve the
Army' future fighting capability. Thi
holds true, not only for BRL, but for the
entire ARRADCOM laboratory structure.
The prec ding al"ticle W~ prepared by key personnel at th U.S.
Anny Annament R&D Command.

ODCSRDA Approves SAW for Type Classification
The Office of the Army's Deputy Chief
of Staff for Re earch, D velopment and
Acqui ition (OD RDA) has approved
type c1assifi ation of the Squad Automatic Weapon (SAW). T\lli a tion reportedly repre efilS a maj r achi vement for the U.S. Army Armament R&D
Command.
The 5.56mm SAW Machine Gun will
b deployed primarily in infantry fire
teams with the Army and U.S. Marine
Corps. Its op rational need has been
r cognized ince the ob ole cence of the
30-caliber Browning Automatic Rifle
which resulted from the adoption of the
7.62mm Ml4 Rifle.
Unsuccessful attempts have been
made to fill this operational void with an
automatic fire version of the Ml4 followed by the 5.56mm M16Al Rifle with
bipod. orne units later adopted the
practic of employing the 7.62mm M60
Machin Gun at the squad level, but
soon recognized that the exce ive
weight of this weapon resulted in an
unacceptable trad off with respect to
man uverability.
The AW was developed under management direction of the SAW Project
Officer within ARRADCOM's Fire Control and mall Caliber Weapon y tem
Laboratory. It was upported by a Joint
Service Operational Requirement (JSOR)
endorsed by the Army, USMC, Air Force
and Coast Guard.
The JSOR de cribes the need for a oneman portable, lightweight machine gun
capable of providing effective suppressive fire to a range of 1,000 meters, commensurate with the projected threat.
Based on extensive testing, the SA W
demonstrated its capability of effectively satisfying this operational need.
The SA W system components, besides
the M249 5.56 Machine Gun, included in
the type classification action where the
M855 5.56mm Ball Cartridge; the M865
5.56mm Tracer Cartridge; and the M27
5.56mm Metallic Belt Cartridge Link.

The M249 weapon evolved from a
competitive evaluation of four candidate systems; the XMI06, XM249,
XM248, and XM262. The conventional
piston-actuated gas ystem allow for a
choice of two power ettingi, achieved
by r gulating the bleed of g entering
the cylinder. This feature provide for a
constant 750 rounds per minute cyclic
rat
ven under adverse firing conditions.
This 15.6 pound weapon fir from the
open bolt po ition which redu e the
likelihood of ook ff in an automatic
gun required to operate with a hot barrel. The M249 has a quick change barrel
capability which can be achieved within
three seconds. It can be both belt fed
from a 200-round container or the
30-round magazine used in the M16AI
Rifle.
The M855/856 cartridges used in SAW
comply with the 'ATO 5.56mm econd
Caliber Standardization Agreement
(STANAG 4172). This STANAG was
agreed upon with the NATO countries to
as ure commonality of ammunition. The
AW type classification puts the U.S. in
a lead role with respect to implementation of the TANAG.
Th M855 Bali Cartridge is similar in
configuration to that of the M193 used
in the MI6Al, but offers significant improvements in extenl;1ed range effectiveness. Likewise, the M856 Tracer
Cartridge uses the same exterior cartridge envelope as the Army's current
standard M196 Tracer, but extends the
daylight-visible range by as much as 50
percent.
At the conclusion of the competitive
evaluation, a pecial in-process review
was held on 28 May 1980, recommending the XM249 weapon and XM855/856
ammunition for accelerated development to ready the system for FY 82 procurement.
The SAW Project Office devised and
execu ted thi program entailing system
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redesign, procur ment, te t and evall,ation, and adherence to and compliance with all DA regulations prerequisite to a development in-process
review.
The significance of this achievement i
that ARRADCOM transitioned the program from validation to type- lassification in 15 months, much less time
than the normal two or three-y ar fullscale engineering development pha 'e,
said a SAW official, who added that thi
also resulted in considerable aving.
The remaining re earch, development, test and evaluation tasks in lude
a continuation of the integrated logistics
support program along with finishing
development of supporting equipment.
A blank firing attachment will be devel ped for training and integration
with the Multiple Integrated Laser
Engagement Sy tern, a training device.
Newly designed, load-carrYing
pouches have been extensively tested
and technical data packages will be
developed to support their type
classification and procurement. These
pouches, which have been designed to
attach to the tandard load-carrying
belt, will provide the machin gunn r
with the capability of carrying' 600
rounds of M855/856 ammunition during
th assault. A weapons storage rack development program is being plann d to
assure the security of SAW weapons
when fielded.
Procurement planning is well under
way, said the official. The advanced
procurement plan has been submitted to
Department of Army headquarters and
the FY 82/83 procurement scopes of·
work have been developed. TIle current
5-year (FY 82-86) procurement plan includes the purchase of approximately
26,000 SA W weapons for the Army and
9,000 for the U.S. Marine Corps. These
quantitie are expected to e calate once
the non-infantry units and other joint
ervi e finalize their requirements.
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AVRADCOM Labs Develop Technology for Air/Land Battle 2000
As we evolve to the Army of the
1990's and beyond, our doctrine will
shift from the active defense to the
AirlLand Battle and finally the AirlLand
Battle 2000 concept of fighting. The
AirfLand Battle 2000 and Army Science
Board findings on equipping the Army
of the 1990's dictate an increasing requirement for Army aviation.
The problem of an aging helicopter
fleet and increasing technological obsole cence is further exacerbated by the
new mi ion requirements placed on
Army aviation by the future threat, the
AirlLand Battle 2000 concept and the
realization that we may be required to
fight anywhere at anytime. The Army of
the future will face superior numbers, a
strong air defense and air-to-air and
electronic warfare/nuclear-biologicalhemicalliaser threats.
The future battlefield will be characterized by a battle expanded into the
airspace and depth of enemy formations, inten e battle at the deci ive
point, and difficult command and control.
Close combat forces will operate in the
enemy's rear operations. These forces
will be dispersed, required to fight in
any direction and to fight for protracted
periods with minimal re upply. These
battlefield characteristics increase
demands on Army aviation. Air resupply and combat air assault are essential.
The future fleet must be numerically
sufficient to the task and, therefore,
affordable. Our reliance on strategic/
critical materials must be reduced. The
future fleet must be survivable, robust,
battle damage tolerant, po
low
signature, and capable of all-weather/
around-the-clock operation, able to
function on the dirtylEW battlefield,
fuel efficient, have extended range
capability, provide platforms for target
engagement, with direct and indirect
fire, complement other systems, and
provide standoff target acquisition and
engagement.
The Army of the late 80s and beyond
will be characterized by agility, deception, maneuver, and firepower, all of
which require Army aviation and the
application of advanced technology.
These are only a few of the future battlefield challenge for which the laboratories of the U.S. Army Aviation
Research and Development Command
(AVRADCOM) are developing technological opportunities and solutions.
A fundamental objective of the
AVRADCOM laboratories is the demonstration of aviation technology needed
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DISCIPLINE

PRINCIPAL THRUSTS

AEROMECHANICS

Fluid mechanics; dynamics; flight control;
acoosllcs

Dlvelop .nd demonshate low·welght .d·
nnced rotor., and flight control concepts:
Improve mission elfec:U"tnen. sunlvablllly,
ulety, ,.,.llabIJlty; and reduce cost.

PROPULSION

Aerothermodynamlc components; control!
and accessories; mechanical elements;
thrust producers; maten,ls; processing, InIr,rad suppression.

TECHNOLOGY

D....lop fuel elllelant turboshaft engines for

Army 011,,:,..11 r.sultlng In greater payload
capllcity ,nd reduced coat 01 operation.

STRUCTURES

Design criteria; weight predicting materials;
fatigue and tracture mechanics; struetural
design conceptsi ..nice evaluation and
usag.; noo-d..trucll". inspectlon/tesling:
fabrlcallon technology.

Oevelop lechnology and demonstrate new
composite components and primary strue:·
tures to enhance safety, survivability, baUle
de mage repair ,nd reduce cosUwelght.

AVIATION
ELECTRONICS

A.lonici system$:; communicalions; navigation; tacllcallandlng; air 1rafflc management;
environment sensing; Instrumentation; sur'
vellllnc:e; night vision llystem9 Integration;
electronic warfare.

Inlegrate aviation electronics function, to
reduce weight, cost. size, pilot workload lind
ine:reese Iystem ren.bUlly and effectiveness
Ihrough digital avionic systems.

WEAPONIZATiON

Guns; missiles and rockets; munitions; target
acqulsltlonfnre e:ontrol.

Develop. defOonstate and In,egrale weapon
systems to de'eat multiple hard poiot tllrgel,
al lX'tended ranges under ail batlieneld con·
dilions and to pro'fide afr·to-a1r selt defense.

AVIATION
SURVIVABiLITY

Alrcnlft Ilgn,tur. e:ontrol; pUllve'letive
counlermeasures; ballistic and la58r .ul·
o.rabllily reduction; survivability/vulnerability
,nalysea; crash survival; NBC protection!
decant.min.tlon.

Oevelop passive .nd active eM lor Radal, IR,
lind Laser Thf'.~. Signa lure suppression
lechnology to be coupled with warning and
jamming development. Demonstrate slele of
the art In silinature e:ontrol with ALOA.
Oevelop Improvements In b.IliSllc, crlSh·
worthlness.lner, end NBC proleellon for ,ir·
crews and aircraft systems. Upgnllde comb.t
effectiveneSS analysis.

MISSiON
SUPPORT

Cargo systams; ground support equipment;
second.ry power .yatem.; landing gear sya·
temsj environmental I control systems; 1If.
luppor. equipment.

Develop cargo handling ,nd ground support
equipment to Improve operational efllclene:y
Including battlelield reconslltutionJresuppiy.

SYSTEMS
INTEGRATION

R&D .Imulator; man·mae:hlne Integration;
comprehensive helicopter analysll; adnnced
system concepti; Night research Iystems
simulltors and demonstretors.

Develop rolorcraft system, Integlat!on slmu·
lator, develop a 2nd generellon comprehensive helicopter In.lysls Iystem to provide .n
Integrated analy.ls caplb1Uty to reduce risk
.nd cost .noel.ted with developing 'Y'teml; LHATDRPV altema1e mlss10ns XV·15
and RSRA.

Fig. 1. Technology Areas, Disciplines, Thrusts

to provide simple, rugged, reliable air
mobility equipment of superior performance, lethality and survivability
which the typical soldier can operate
and maintain. Technology areas,
disciplines and principal thrusts of the
AVRADCOM laboratories are summarized in Figure 1.
To accomplish their missions, the
AVRADCOM laboratories have a total of
35 military and 818 civilian personnel.
Thirty percent of the engineers and
scientists have master's degrees and 9
percent have doctorate degrees.
AVRADCOM laboratories consist of the
Army Avionics Research and Development Activity (AVRADA), Fort Monmouth, NJ, and the Army Research and
Technology Laboratories (RTL), ASA
Ames Research Center, CA.
AVRADA conducts that portion of
AVRADCOM's mission pertaining to
avionics from applied research through
production. This includes engineering,
product assurance, human factors en-

gineering, integrated command and control, po itioning and navigation, communication, controls and di plays, air
traffic manag ment and landing, and
systems design and integration.
The RTL includes four laboratories:
Applied Technology Laboratory, Aeromechanics Laboratory, Propulsion Laboratory, and Structures Laboratory. The
Applied Technology Laboratory, located
at Fort Eustis VA, condu ts R&D efforts
in the technical areas of aircraft
weaponization, safety and survivability,
reliability, and maintainability, mi ion
support equipment, applied aeronautics, and structure and propulsion.
A unique feature of the RTL is the
interagency rlJlationship of three of its
laboratories (Aeromechanics, Structures
and Propulsion) with
ASA at the
Ames, Langley, and Lewis Research
Centers, respectively. This feature not
only conserves the resources of both
agencies in the performance of research
in areas of interest common to each, but
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also provides the Army with direct access to the facHitie and professional expertis of NASA for application to specific Army requirements. The AVRADC M laboratory complex represents a
special blending of both Army and
NASA facilities which can be utilized to
meet the R&D needs of the Army as well
as th overall aviation communit .
AVRADCOM laboratori s work in concert with other DARCOM laboratories,
industry, academia, and other government agenci s. In FY 81, for example,
AVRADC M laboratories contracted industry and academia for approximately
56 percent of its tech base expenditures.
The proportions of the te h base flinding
devoted to the teclmologies addressed
by the AVRAD OM laboratories are
illustrated in Figure 2.
Participation in numerous profesional ocietie, the indep ndent R&D
program, and the rationalization, standardization, and interoperability program are a few of the other mean
whereby th AVRADCOM laboratories
multiply their RDT&E funding r turnon-investment. For example, memoranda of understanding and data ex hange
annexes are active between AVRADCOM and th Gov rnments of the United
Kingdom, Federal Republic of Germany,
Japan, Israel, Italy and France in rotocraft technology areas including aeromechanics, unmanned aerial vehi Ie ,
composite tructure·, crashworthines ,
and ground-based simulation for application to h Hcopter controls.
In 1982, the Army Science Board summ r tudy, '·Equipping the Army:
1990-2000," concluded that if we are to
overcome the Soviet momentum of the
last d cade, we mu t capitalize upon the
strength of our national economy and
technological areas of excellence such as
aviation, missiles, space and electronics.
The AVRADCOM laboratories are reponsive to this realization.
Aviation electronic technology is proViding many opportunities for simplifying materiel and the aviator's workload.
A major effort has been the development of an int grated digital cockpit,
utilizing MIL-STD-J553 multiplexing
techniques.
The first step toward the integration
of controls and displays was the integrated avionics control system,
AN/ASQ-166. This technology has been
transferred to the Coast Guard, Air
Force, and Army Helicopter Improvement Program. Building on the successes of the integrated avionics control
system, the Army digital avionics system
program was formulated. This program
defined a new integrated Army cockpit,
responsive to both crew and mi ion re-
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Fig. 2. Army Aviation Technology Breakout (6.J-6.3a)

quirements, through the use of advanced digital multiplex and display
techniques.
The digital avionics system can reduce
electrical switche by 56 percent, circuit
breakers by 80 percent, control panels
by 50 percent, instrument and indicators by 76 percent, and tatu annunciation by 85 percent while increasing
redundancy, improving system reliability, and significantly improving manmachine in·terface.
Future aircraft employing advanced
architectures and digital data buses require more emphasis on the total mission
package and consideration of system interaction and integration. A new program, known as future airborne communications equipment and technology,
will form a totally integrated com-
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munications, navigation, identification
equipment, and interactive voice recognition and response technology. Thi
program, along with the development of
tandard, programmable, multi-purpose
controls and displays, will significantly
reduce pilot workload.
Building on recent developments of
self-contained position/navigation systems, AVRADCOM is addressing promising techniques of hybridizing navigation
systems to optimize and extend their
performance capabilities in aU environments. Hybridizing the global positioning system and doppler, for instance,
will retain the inherent accuracies of a
doppler navigator, yet allow it to be
used over water via external update
from the global system.
With re peet to airborne navigation
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The Advanced Composite Airframe Program was initiated in 1981 to demonstrate the advantages of advanced material and tructural concepts utilizing
the dynamic components of the Bell
Helicopter Textron Model 222 and Sikorsky Model S-76 helicopters. Design
analyses have been completed as weU as
wind tunnel testing of cale models for
performance and static stability characteristics. In addition to in reasing design
flexibility and improving producibility,
the airframe program is expected to
demonstrate airframe weight and cost
savings of 22 percent and 17 percent,
respectively. Lightweight, fuel-efficient
engines such as the 5000- haft horsepower Modern Technology Demonstrator Engine and the BOO- haft horsepower Advanced Technology Demontrator Engine will add to the expected
savings generated by the airframe program. The former is a candidate for the
CH-47D block improvement and joint
services vertical lift aircraft programs_
This engine could decrease CH-47D
mission fuel by 19 percent, increase
payload range by 36 percent, increase
payload capability by 47 percent, and increase productivity by 74 percent.
The BOO-shaft horsepower Advanced
Technology Demonstrator Engine program goal is to demonstrate improvements in specific fuel consumption of 17
percent to 20 percent as compared to
current turboshaft engines in this power
class. Both of the competing demonstrator engine have achieved contract

over land, the feasibility of updating the
doppler via terrain correlation techniques is being pursued. Instrumentai in
this approach i development of a digital
map as part of the night navigation and
pilotage sy tern. 'fhj map is needed for
maintenan e of geographic orientation
when flying nap-of-the-earth.
The night navigation y tern omputer
will correlate terrain sensing data with
stored coordinates on the digital map
and automatically update the doppler
based on the derived error signal.
The airborne target handoff system is
another thrust which capitalizes on integrated systems and is vital to a robust
overall aviation command and control
capability. The system will enhance the
tran f r of targeting data and coordina·
tion between airborne scout, attack
helicopters, and elements of the tactical
artillery fire detection system using
digital technique.
In the area of controlJing aviation
asset, AVRADCOM is developing techniques to provide reliable landing gUidance information for aircraft operations
in both tactical and non-tactical environments. In fact, the data base developed at AVRADA was used by NASA
for the airborne receiver in the space
huttle Columbia.
Structures and propul ion technology
programs are addressing many aspects
of the AirlLand Battie 2000 with potential for significantly reducing size,
weight, co t, fuel con umption, and
reliance on critical/strategic materials.

SYSTEM APPLICABILITY
AVRADCOM DEVELOPED TECHNOLOGY
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AH·64
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Fig. 3. Application of Aviation Technology.
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requirements during te ting.
The Integrated Technology Rotor/
Flight Research Rotor program is a joint
AmlY 'ASA demonstrator program to
combine advances in rotor systems,
aeromechanic, structures, material,
acousti.cs, and dynamics to provide
several improvements. Maneuverability/agility for nap-of-the-earth and airto-air operations will be improved due
to increased rotor control power, tiffness and lift capability. Other improvements include: 15 percent redu tion in fuel consumption, doubling rotor
system fatigue life, rotor system part
count reduction by 50 percent, redu e
acquisition cost by at least 50 percent
and reduction in the use of strategic
materials.
The Advanced DigitaVOptical Control
System will demonstrate the advantage
of a helicopter fiber optic flight control
system designed to be urvivablc again ·t
the future battlefield ballistic and elec·
tronic threat and will demonstrat the
mission performance enhancement provided by decreased pilot workload and
improved handling qualities.
In comparison to augmented dual
mechanical flight control systems, a
helicopter fiber optics llight control
sy tern will: eliminate electrical interference potential from control system
signal paths, reduce the multiple
baUistic kill probability by three times,
reduce control y tern weight and life
cycle cost by 27 percent, and improve
flight afety reliability by a factor of
three.
Fire control t chnology i being advanced to capitalize on the fire-andfbrget and automation feature of brilliant weapons. The helicopter adverse
weather fire contrOl/acquisition radar
will provide detection, acqui ition and
tracking of targets against threats posed
at long range, both airborne and ground,
moving and tationary in adverse
conditions, day or night, and is an essential for Army aviation to be able to
operate in the around the clock, allweather mode requi.red by the Air/Land
Battle 2000 concept.
Unmanned aerial vehicles ar a force
multiplier and have the potential to perform several alternate missions to those
performed by the fire support role of the
AqulJa. These vehicles could perform
electronic countermeasures, radiac
survey, chemical detection, meterological data collection, decoy, mine detection, psyops, and munition delivery.
Technologie supporting these alternate
missions and the Aquila are being explored by the laboratories in concert
with other DARCOM laboratories.
Technology development program
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have been initiated for low and high
energy laser countermeasures and for
reducing th' vuln rabilitY of Army aircraft to the B threat. Ilelicopter battle damage repair concepts Ilave been
identified and demonstrated which will
greatly increa e ur ability to sustain
com hat effectiveness by permitting
rapid fi ld repair of combat damaged
aircraft.. Baltle damage repair kits, tools
and procedures are being develop d.
During 1981, two of AVRAD OM's
res arch aircraft achieved 8 milestones.
With proof-of-concept testing complete,
the XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft
as d monstrated at the 1981 Paris International Airshow and th attention it
atl.ract d clearly indicates that the U..
leads the world in this technology. Attendee at th show w r not only im-

pressed with the XV-IS's ability to fly
ve.ti 'ally, baCkwards, and in conventional forward flight at high speed, hut
also it silence as 'ompared to the preceding and following demonstrations.
The Advancing Blad Concept program continued in 1981 with flighl. t"sl.s
to obl.ain data on trim and maneuverability at altitudes of 16,000, 20,000,
and 25,000 feet (its servi 'e ceiling). A
maximum 'p ed of 263 knot.s wa' llttained during th te. ting. Following t.he
t sting, a. program review and flight
demonstration was held at Fort Rucker,
which succe 'sfully concludes the [Jigltt
test program.
Many of th technological advanc s
and design criteria developed through
the efforts of the A VRADCOM laboratories hav heen in orporated in the

four latest Army aviation systems: UB60A Blac'k Hawk, AH-64 Apache, CH47D modE'rnization, and the Army Helicopt r Improvement. Program. A sample
of these advances is pI' sent d in Figure
3.
With a coordinated hierarchy of longrange RDA plan. ,in luding the Aviation
RDT&E Plan, an accural.e forecast of thp
future threat and l chnology, a coop mtive user/developer relationship,
and a h althy t chnology base program,
t.hE' A VRADCOM laboratories look forward to contrihuting to a highly maneuverable, lethal, sustainable Army of
the future.

The preceding article 'was prepared by ke.1/ personnel at the u.s.
Army Ar ial.iun R&D Command.

High Mobility Vehicle Models Undergo Testing at APG
Te ting has begun at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD on three candidate
models of th propo ed High Mobility
Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle
(HMMWV).
The nearly 5-month long series of tests
wiu determine which of the candidate
manufacturers will be awarded the contract to produce th
initial 53,000
vehicles which are intended to become
the replacement for all quarter-ton to
5-quarter ton military vehicles.
.'The Hummer," as the new veni Ie is
called by APG's Materiel Testing Directorate engineer. , is an outgrowth of
two earli r programs which are designed
to find replacements for the M151A2
jeep, and the MS61 Gamma Goat.
"The jeep goes back 42 years, and the
other vehicles date from the late 1950's
to mid-1970's. A replacement was
needed for them because of tactical
limitations, the approaching end of their
life cycles, and unexpected high mileage
accumulation of tactical fleet vehicles,"
said Mr. Bill Sulak, assistant I-lMMWV
test director for MTD.
Current joint-8ervice thinking on offroad military vehicle ne ds require a
standard chassis vehicle which can fill a
number of roles.
Specifications for the new vehi Ie are
strict:
o A common chassis upon which
several different bodie could be built,
such as troop carrier/utility vehicle, ambulance, and weapons carrier.
o The engine must be a die 'el with at
least 140 horsepower, both for increased
power to handl projected heavier
loads, and to increase its off-road mobility.
o The vehicle must have power steer-

ing, automatic transmission, and runflat tires capahle of moving the vehicle
30 miles at 30 miles per hour (mph) over
a paved road while deflated.
o The vehicle must have a 300-miJe
cruising range, and be able to accelerate
from zero to 30 mph in eight seconds or
less.
It must also be air transportable by
helicopter, and many of the parts must
he commercially produced and in use on
oth r off-road type vehicle. n some
test models, up to three-Quarters of the
components came' 'off the ·helf."
MTD has received 21 of the 33 existing
prototype mOdels, and has begun a dual
test. According to Sulak, six of the
vehicles have been designat.d for performance and safety certification, and
12 have been assigned to reliability,

availability, maintainability-durabiJit.y
testing. Three have been assigned to
Yuma Proving Ground, AZ, for de ert
testing.
While at APG, the vehicle will be put
through a rugged test program. Each
will be driven about 20,000 miles and
tested for speed, acceleration, performance on horizontal (sid ) slopes,
grades, inclines, load distribution, braking, tra tion, teering and handling
around obstacles, fuel economy, low
and nigh water fording, cold, and
human factors.
The competing vehicle are produced
by General Dynamics Corp., which
recently bought out the Chrysler Corp.
HMMWV effort; Teledyne Corp., and
AM General, a subsidiary of American
Motors Corp.

Contracts Call for New Chemical Disposal System
Three contracts totaling $852,273
have been award d by the Army's Toxic
and Hazardous Materials Agency
(USATHAMA) for the development of
an advanced thermal chemical demilitarization system.
Rockwell International of Canoga
Park, CA, has received a $330,891 contract, whi!
Battelle's Columbus
Laboratories, Columbus, OR, received
$261,050 and Midland Ross Corp., Thermal y. tems Technical Center, Toledo,
OH, got $260,332.
According to Mr. John K. Bartel, chief
of USATHAMA's Technology Division,
the 10·month contracts will identify improved methods to incinerate nerve
agents GB and VX and mustard blistering agents.
An extensive literature search and in-
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d ustrial survey will be conducted to
identify existing and advanced state-orthe-art technology related to thermal
destruction of tethal chemical agents
and similar hazardous organic compounds.
Bartel explained that the thermal
systems to be evaluated will include, but
not be limited to, conventional incineration, molten salt, fluidized bed and
other novel thermal proce ses that have
demonstrated a strong potential to provide enhanced process safety and
economics.
The contractors will perform a preliminary engineering evaluation of the
alternatives identified and recommend
pro esses that might offer the greatest
potential of successful development
within a 4- to 5-year time frame.
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Communications-Electronics Command (CECUM)...
Major Efforts Directed Toward Digital Communications
From signal flags to satellites and
beyond-that is the 65-year history of
the R&D Center of the U.S. Army Communications-Electronics Command
(CECOM), headquartered at Fort Monmouth, J, with supporting organizations located throughout the U.S. and'
Europe. Starting with a handful of
civilian and Signal Corps military personnel in 1917, the organization now has
1,606 civilian and 199 military personnel, of which 702 are engineers and
scientists.
Early experimentation with radio as a
military communications asset, the application of the telephone company
devices to the Army, and research on
the care and handling of can-ier pigeons
have been superceded by a comprehensive program of development and acquisition of command, control and communications (C3) systems. These will
provide the battlefield commander with
the potential for a substantial force
multiplier to permit timely and successful execution of assigned missions
again t the enemy.
To perform its mission, the organization is comprised of three independent
but interlocking R&D centers. These
carry out advanced and sophisticated
research to maintain a technology base
for communication and automation
equipment and provide engineering support in the design of C3 sy tems in which
such equipment is used.
Center
for
Communications Systems
As the title implies the task of this
center is to conduct R&D of Army communi ation eQuipm nt/sy terns. A major
goal is to provide an all-digital communications capability through aU levels
of the Army so as not to limit mobility
and operational tactics. The approach to
implementation involved the establishment of three major product lines.
The first product line concentrates all
those efforts which directly contribute
to increased mobility, i.e., weight and
size reductions, remote location of
antennas, elimination of wire and cable,
reductions in the size and number of
antennas, and rapidly deployable antenna masts.
Providing techniques and equipment
designed to redu e physical and electromagnetic ignature, improving surviv-
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CENTACS Teleprocessing Design Center's Microprogrammable Multi-Processor
System.
ability against both conventional and
(M1COM), the fiber optic controlled guidnuclear attack, avoiding detection and
ed missile. This mi ile has a TV camera
interceptions, and resisting enemy jamin the nose and pays out an optical fiber.
ming are efforts which comprise the secTV picture information and missile guidond product line.
ance commands are carried up and
The last product line provides systems
down the fiber in the form of pulses of
and techniques to enhance system surlight. The operator can then fly the
Vivability via use of redundancy, nodemissile as if he were in it and yet be completely concealed from the enemy. The
less distributed networks, and adaptive,
responsive control techniques.
electronics and the fiber optic data link
Technology thrusts in eight major
developed at CECOM were successfully
tested at MICOM during a recent live
areas then feed into these three product
missile shot.
lines from which the actual "deliverAnother exciting program is that inables' in terms of communications hardvolving air layable fiber optic cables.
ware emerge. Within this fundamental
Smaller than the cable developed to
technology strategy, the emphasis is on:
replace twin coax and 26 pair, this cable
fiber optic development; millimeter
is still rugged enough to be deployed by
wave development; digital microwave
helicopter. In a recent flight test with
development; propagation research; antenna research; high frequency radio
the Air Assault Division at Fort Campdevelopment; imbedded communication
bell, KY, five mile of cable was desecurity; and battlefield information
ployed at speeds up to 130 miles per
di tribution system.
hour. The cable is smaller than field
wire and can be also easily deployed by
In accomplishing the above, approxback-pack.
imately 90 separate tasks are being purA tactical packet switching system
sued covering all phases of the R&D cy(TACPACS) is essential to satisfy the
cle from research to fielding. The most
communications needs among and benoteworthy of these involve fiber optween the five battlefield functional
tics, millimeter wave communications,
areas (inteIlEW, fire support, maneuver
modern high frequency radio equipment
and tactical packet switching.
control, air defense, combat service support). TACPACS will have the capability
In the past five years, fiber optic
of accepting information from any battechnology has gone from a laboratory
curiosity to a multi-billion dollar intlefield functional area processor-based
system whether it be voice, data, video,
dustry. It was eight years ago that the
message, facslmile, realtime or system
Army saw the possibilities of this infant
control and deliver it to any or all other
technology and began programs to make
battlefield functional area systems. It
use of its unique properties.
will utilize microprocessor-bas d gateApart from the obvious applications of
way interfaces to any system for the
replacing the current heavy twin coax
receipt and delivery of information,
and 26 pair cables with the more rugged
while the system itself will be highly
fiber optic cable, CECOM is pursuing,
dynamic and di tributed utilizing adapjointly with the Missile Command
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tive network management techniques.
TACPACS, will be an inherently reliable, responsive and survivable switched information di tribution system to
support large numbers of subscribers
with widely varying needs. This generic
common-user witched distribution and
communications system would integrate
the numerous and divers Wormation
types, reduce the resources for their
support and h Ip eliminate intersystem
interoperability and internetworking
problems.
Combining the covel'tn ss of cable
commw1ications with the mobility and
Qandwidth of traditional radio commW1ications is the thrust of CECOM's
millimeter wave radio program. From
the theoretical analysis of radio communications above 30 GHz in th
mid-1970' to the on-going world-wide
user evaluation of new concepts and
hardware, CECOM continues to lead
DOD in the development of such tactical
radio communications.
With these radios, survivability on the
modern battlefield is greatly enhan ed.
Covert wireless local distribution, command post remoting, vehicle-to-vehicle
communications and cable replacement
are now possible with millimeter wave
radios, and initial fielding of the first
radios will be in 1987.
After being dormant for nearly 15
years, due to satellite communications
prominence, a need for an HF radio was
resurrected to fill the void for extended
range communications, beyond tactical
VHF radios, and to supplement satellite
links.
Technical and operational shortcomings of the current generation of tactical
HF radios were compiled and a development plan for an objective HF radio
system to be fielded in the early 1990's
was formulated. Electronic countercountermeasures, an ele tronic means
to counter hostile jamming, was selected
as the first technical challenge to be
solved.
Thus far, frequency hopping waveforms and modulation clmracteristics
have been identified. Other areas of
development, which have been initiated
or will be in the near future, are automated features enabling the radio to
adapt to the ever-changing environment
thereby reducing operator training.
Of particular note is a new Communications System Design Center that
is rapidly nearing completion after five
years of planning and implementation.
It will be a comprehensive facility for
receiving, operating, testing, and
evaluating prototypes of any level of
complexity, as well as fielded commW1ications devices, and for modifica-

tions to them, in a controlled laboratory
environment.
This will be a om pUshed by tl1e integration of communications functional
modules into arious seCUl'e ystem or
network configurations which will contain tactical equipment; special purpo e
imulators; commercial communications
subsystems; and fiber optics, cable, terrestrial radio and at lIite test ranges;
and a sophisti ated data collection and
reduction capability. The facilit.y layout
and capability to test and experiment
will be flexible enough to conduct extensive communications system analysis
and address tactical communications
issues such as:
• Integration of newly developed
equipment items into existing configuration.
• New concepts for employing exi. ting quipment assets.
• System level degradation analysis
based upon simulation of predictable problems and problems being
report d by fi ld users.
• Feasibility and suitability of proposed concepts for new equipment
items or systems.
• Design integration and te ting of
propo d product improvements.
• 1mbedded COMSEC
The communicaLion sy tern center
has an authorization of 224 civilians and
5 military, which includes 151 scienti ts
and engineers-59 percent of whom had
advanced d grees-an exceptionaily
high level of professional competence.
Center
for
Tactical Computer Systems
A four-fold mi ion xists for the
Center for Tactical Computer System .
The e include carrying on teclmology
base R&D programs in tactical computer
ci nces and sy tems, developing multiapplication tactical computer hardware
and oftware, serving as the DARCOMI
agency focal point for engineering support of tactical computer-based systems,
and providing post deployment oftware
support for the communicat.ions battlefield function area.
CENTAC's a tivity in the e crucial
mission areas provide extensive support in multi-application computer
areas. Significant programs include: the
military computer family; the military
computer family peripherals; the
Army's Ada language system; a family
of u'ansportable oftware tools and
products; computer resource management; the teleproc ssing de ign center;
and post deployment oftware support.
In Line with the overall ECOM thrust
of improving the Army's present C'
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posture as qUickly as possible without
neglecting the long term needs, the tactical computer center concentrates its
efforts in several areas. Among these is
the military computer family program,
aimed at providing a standard compatible family of highly reliable computers and computer peripherals, such
as dislays, for use in communi ations,
command, control and intelligence systems applications.
The acquisition trategy i aimed at increasing system survivability and maintainability whil reducing th cost of
supporl and training through eliminaLion of the many different types of hardware now in use that perform similar
functions. This makes the systems more
survivable ince computers and periphenl1s can be interchanged from a less
critical sy tern to a critical system if the
latter becomes inoperable during battle.
The approach also provides for insertion
of the latest technology to eliminate the
problem of obsoles ence.
As well as standardizing on a smaU set
of computers, the Center is also developing an Army tandard high order
computer language system using the
DOD standard high order language. Ada.
TIli standard language is to be used on
all the Army's battlefield ystems that
contain computers. Using one computer
language simplifies training and support
and considerably reduces future cost of
new or modified software for existing
ystems.
The Center continues to support the
Army's standardization efforts with respect to cpmputer resources and computer resource acquisition. This involves
the generation of enforceable poliCies,
procedures, guidelines and standards
for cost-effecti ve management of computer resources. A eries of nine guidebooks covering aU aspects of the probI m have been prepared. Much of this
effort is directed toward assisting projct managers and system developers in
producing cost-effective software
throughout the system life cycle.
Through the cooperative effort of
DARCOM personnel and all of the major
subordinate commands, the Center conducted a far-reaching study to establish
an approved concept plan for post deployment software support for Army
tactical computer systems. Key aspects
of the plan are:
• EI ven software support centers for
fielded systems within DARCOMsubordinate commands.
• A laboratory at Fort Monmouth to
provide this support to tactical communications systems from Fort
Monmouth.
• The Fort Monmouth facility will
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hou e systems being developed by
CECOM I)roject managers, SateLBte
Communication Agency, and certain Air Force and Marine sy t ms
under the Joint Tactical Communications OFfice, Aviation R&D Command, and the U.S. Army Electronics R&D Command.
The major development facility within
CENTACS i designated the Teleprocessing De ign enter, and is used to test
and validate all aspects of the design of
Army and joint service data sytems configurations.
A key element of the facility is the
microprogramable multi-processor, an
integrated group of computers, which
has the capability of simultaneou ly
emulating multiple tactical data systerns
to tudy th ir interactions, weaknesses,
inconsistencies and possible improvements wit.hout having to use the a tual
y terns. The facility is continuously beingupgraded and expanded to handle
new technologie .
CENTACS has an authorization of 166
civilians and 38 military, which include,
on-board, 85 professionals; more than
50 percent of the group hold advanced
degre . and have a ub tantial amount
of specialized computer science training
and exp rien e.

Center
for Systems
Engineering & Integration
The third center of this command
dealing with y tern engineering and integration, serves as the Army's tactical
CO sy tern engineer. The goal of the
149-man Center is to establi h a cohesive, well-engineered, affordable,

and evolutionary system design that
integrate the component fire control,
air defense, intelligencelEW, maneuver
control, combat service support, and
communications facilities into a single
overall system to provide for effective
command and control of Army tactical
forces at all ech Ion .
Major activities include: command,
control, and communications . y. tem
engineering; interoperability and standardization planning for the Army on
joint service, DOD, nati nal, and international levels; maximizing intersystem
compatibility and commonality; interfacing with Army u ers to develop requirements, evolve sy tem architecture,
and ensure effective exploitation of advanced technology; supporting joint and
intra-Army testing, including managing
the Army Interoperability T st Unit; and
managing Army use of the frequency
spectrum.
The Army-wide tactical Co sy tern engineering program, which was tasked to
the Center a . a result of Army approval
of the Army command and control
master plan, was successfully begun
with methodology, outlines, 8l1d definition for specifications development.
The Army Command and Control
ystem (ACCS) Engineering implementation Plan was written to outline a
methodical approach for development
of the tactical Co system including
specification development and interface
te ting.
A series of functional analyses have
been prepared as the first step in
specification development. Fire upport, maneuver control, and air defense
functional analyses have been completed and corps and division oper-

FIELD TEST of a Millimeter Wave Radio System designed to provide shortrange Intercept resistant communications.
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ational ub ystem analyses are in progress. These functional analyses are being
used in preparation of pecifications for
fire support 8l1d maneuver control functional segments. Initial specifi alions
prepared und r this program have verified and refined the basic methodology
that had been e tabli hed arlier.
As the lead Service activity for the
management of th 0 0 tandardization area for tactical communication
y terns technical standards, the Center
completed development of interface
pecifications for the enhanced Position
LocatingfReporting ystem user unit
8l1d the Joint Tactical Information
Distribution y tern Class 11 full al
development terminal interfaces with
the host syst ms that have been de. ignated to participate in the combined
hybrid system test bed. A series of interface specification for interfaces among
ACCS elements is also being prepared.
The first processing element of a minicomputer-based-four-echelon tactical
frequency engineering pilot system has
been installed in Europe to provide a
"now" or "go to war" asset for battlefield spectrum management, if needed.
This initial operational apability includes circuit routing and status keeping
for multich8l1nel networks, frequency
assignment for multich8l1nel radios, and
terrain profiling and propagation prediction to support network planning and
engineering.
Currently there are significant activities in the network survivability and
management areas. Distributed processing and distributed command post techniques are being developed for inlproved C3 survivability. Survivability
analysis methodology and surrogate
satellite sy terns are being investigated
as are network management techniques
for combinations of model and nodeJess
systems.
The Center also operates the Army
Test Unit, a computer instrumented,
secure test facility that includes a
remote user interface unit for accessing
the JlNTACCS Joint Interface Test Facility (JITF). The facility includes secure
voice, data, and teletypewrit.er terminal
equipment, automatic data processing
equipment, patching equipment and test
monitoring facilities.
The U.S. Army Communications-Electronics Command is proud of its past
record and it looks forward to a highly
productive future thanks to a capable
and higby motivated workforce.

The preceding article was prepared by key personnel at the U.S.
A rmy Communications-Electronics
Command.
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Many Technologies Used.

ERADCOM Labs Focus on Providing the 'Winning Edge'
Like a larg modern. American corporation, the U.S. Army Electronic Research and Development Command
(ERADCOM) is composed of seven laboratories, two of which have subordinate activities, two project managers,
and an aircraft support activity. These
elements are dispersed through 10 different locations in four tates, and the
command operate on a budget of $1.2
billion with a staff of 4,000 administrative and techni al personnel.
Committed to providing the Army
with the winning edge-the fmest combat electronics materiel necessary to
win the war-ERADCOM uses many
technologies to achieve this goal;
microelectronics, millimeter waves,
electro-optics, radar, atmospheric
obscuration, signal processing,
countermeasures/countermeasures, fuzing, nuclear weapons effects, jammers,
lasers, integrated circuitry, and multisensors.
These technologies underpin a command long-range plan which supports 7
of the 10 Army mission areas. ERADCOM technologies are subsets of the Army's newest major weapons, e.g., the
Ml Abrams tank, the Palriot missile and
the Advanced Attack Helicopter.
Established in 1978, ERADCOM is the
newest of DARCOM's command. It is
collocated in Adelphi, MD with one of
its elements, the Harry Diamond
Laboratories, five miles outside the
District of Columbia.
Electronics Technology
&
Device. Laboratory
The Electronics Technology and
Devices Laboratory is one of the command's three lab that focus on their research, as well as critical components,
particularly for highly mobile distributed battlefield systems and their
logistics support.
The laboratory draws upon many
technologies including millimeter wave
and pulsers for location and identification of targets through smoke and fog,
high speed signal processing, microelectronics for compact, secure data
links, C3, and navigation.
Past breakthroughs have included the
areas of Jow cost millimeter wave dialectric circuits, lithium non-rechargeable batteries, flat panel displays,
brassboards megawatt modulators for
hiAA energy beam weapons, and new
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ERADCOM Headquarters and Harry Diamond Laboratories, Adelphi, MD
electronic materials and processing
mitters and receivers, reserve power
techniques for acoustic wave signal prosources, surface acoustic wave devices,
cessing devices.
omputer aided design and graphics,
Currently, more than 40 critical techand microelectronic .
nology products are under development
. Through its antiradiation mis He
at ETDL that will have application over
countermeasures program and nuclear
100 Army electronic sy terns.
effects support team, HDL supports
Key ETDL technology areas include
both DARCOM and DOD. The lab also
operates the world's largest gamma-ray
molecular beam epitaxy, E-beam lithography, ion implantation, and ion catsimulation facility and a thr at I vel
electromagnetic pulse simulator.
tering spectroscopy/secondary ion mass
During th past five years, HDL
spectroscopy. More than 68 percent of
the lab is devoted to R&D.
developed and type-classified five
ETDL is also the Army's principal
fuzes, ome of which use highly elecmanager of the Army's portion of DOD's
tronic countermeasures re istant decivery high- peed integrated circuits prosion circuits. ALI the Army's nuclear
gram-a major undertaking aimed at updelivery capability has been hardened
by HDL through its nuclear weapons efgrading the design and production of the
microelectronics.
fects program.
Two unique near miJJimeter wave
tran mitters source , the Orotron and
Harry Diamond Laboratorle.
Gyratron, have been developed and evThe Harry Diamond Laboratorieseral novel signal proce ing devices
HDL, an ther of the command's basic
using surface acoustic wave effects
research centers, is widely known for its
have been demonstrated.
Other HDL physicists have di 'covered
work in proximity fuzing. However, the
laboratory has diversified into other
a large number of new radioactive tranfields. Improving the survivability of
sitions in various gases, potentially
Army materiel on the nuclear battlefield
useful for la er source of n ar
is now an important HDL mission along
millimeter wave radiation.
with near millimeter wave sensors and
Recently HDL has begun applying gundefense sy tems against antiradiation
rugged fuzing technology to expendable
missiles and signal recognition.
jammers, and an exciting new thrust for
Originally part of the National Bureau
HDL is its new mission, supporting the
of Standards, where two of its staff
Army's battlefield data systems, an airborne radar.
developed the first proximity fuze durLocated on 137 acres at Adelphi, MD,
ing World War n, the activity became
HDL also has an electromagnetic pulse
the Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratory
laboratory at Woodbridge, VA, and a
in 1953 when it was transferred to the
Army. In 1962, it became HDL.
large te t ite at Blossom Point, MD.
HDL is well known for its work in
HDL's budget is $118 million in FY 82
nuclear weapon effects, fluidics, near
of which approximately $65 million is
millimeter wave, and radar technology
for in-house operations. The staff consists of 1,200, incl uding 350 technical
as well as fuzes. R&D activities include
nuclear simulators, conformal radar anprofessionals, over half with advanced
tennas and near-millimeter wave transdegrees.
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Historically, HDL was operated under
the Army Industrial Fund and today is
still largely funded by project managers,
other Army major commands, other Services and outside agencies.
Night Vision
&
Electro-Optics Laboratory
The Night Vision and Electro-Optics
Laboratory (NVEOL), third basic research establishment of the command, is
at the cutting edge of electro-optical
technology.
In fulfilling its mission to make
mill tary operations as effective at night
as during the day, NVEOL focuses on
development of systems which will act
as force multipliers by extending the
sensory perception of the soldier on the
battlefield.
In recent years, the laboratory has
fielded passive night vision devices and,
more recently, small laser rangefinders.
Development is now under way on
systems that perform effectively in conditions of limited visibility. The two
techniques used are image intensification and thermal imaging (far infrared)
-relatively new concepts in military
operations. They are passive, that is,
they emit no radiation and are undetectable.
Image intensifier developments at
NVEOL have reached the third generation stage at which the photocathode
tube demonstrates much lower light
levels.
Unlike image intensifiers, far infrared
sensors see during darkness and time of
poor visibility by detecting and displaying very small temperature differences between objects and their backgrounds. Camouflaged targets and other
targets hidden by light foliage are easily
seen with thermal imagers. Because
these devices are much more complex
and expensive than near infrared sys-

ANI AVS-6 Night Vision System
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terns, "building blocks" of common
modules are used in all far infrared
systems. The common module approach
is the first step in a revolutionary
technology to provide better-seeing,
smaller and lighter devices.
Recently, NVEOL achieved initial
operating capability for the night sight
(ANITAS-4), for the tube launched,
optically-tracked (wire-guided) (TOW)
weapon system, completed develOpment and operational testing of the advanced night vision goggles (ANIPVS-7)
and entered high volume production of
four thermal systems, including night
sights for the TOW and Dragon (ANI
VSG-2) and thermal night observation
devices (ANITAS-6). More than 1,000
systems have been produced and fielded
in the last two years.
Located at Fort Belvoir, NVEOL has a
staff of nearly 500, and a budget of $240
million, $26 million of which is for inhouse operations.
Combat Surveillance

&
Target Acquisition Lab
The Combat SUfYeillance and Target
Acquisition Laboratory (CSTAL) is the
most historical of all ERADCOM's seven
laboratories. Once the location of Marconi Wireless the forerunner of the
Radio Corp. of America, this site, known
as the Evans Area, was used to demonstrate the forerunner of the nation's
first radar used at Pearl Harbor. Here,
the inventor of frequency modulation,
Mr. Edward H. Armstrong, first tested
hi regenerative receiver bringing in
clear radio signals from overseas.
The CSTAL foc\.lses on radar design
and development. During the last
decade, ground and airborne systems
developed a CSTAL include the manportable radar to detect tactical moving
targets and the side-looking airborne
radar that surveys the battlefield from
the air.
The Mobile Army Ground Intelligence
and Interpretation Center system was
fielded in May 1982; new miniature,
multipurpose radiac devices are now being tested; development of the new
Meteorological Data Testing is almost
complete; and new Identification Friend
or Foe systems for non-cooperative
identification of ground and air enemy
vehicles is in development.
Acoustic techniques in weapons location systems are being improved and incorporated into a radio data link that
ties field sensors to the base recorder
and processor. This will eliminate the
Army's old hard-wired system and will
enhance its ability to locate enemy fire.
The 200-person workforce at CSTAL

includes 125 scientists and engineers,
and the budget for CSTAL in FY 82 is
$19 million. This sum i divided betwe n
re earch and development and equipment procurem nt.
Electronic Warfare
Laboratory
To provide the Army with an electronic warfare capability to counter battlefield thr ats and assur effective
operation of our electroniC systems in a
hostile "EW" environment is the job of
the Electronic Warfare Laboratory.
This laboratory has prime respon ibility for EW protection of combat
systems, hardening of communicationselectronic and mis ile systems against
enemy EW technology, and celtain intelligence materiel and support.
EWL also has project officer leadership for communications and noncommunications expendable jammers,
and heads the program to integrate both
communications and non-communications emitter location/identification Army system into a single airborne platform.
Emphasis at EWL is on development
of the supporting technology bas and
aggressive transition to field equipment.
For example, in the area of selfprotection, a variety of radar, IR, and
optical threat warning devices, reponsive jammers and decoys, along
with their integration into EW suites for
helicopter and fixed-wing aircraft, have
been fielded.
A comprehen ive program for expandable jammers is under way in the area of
ground-based airborne EW ystems.
Missile systems EW vulnerability and
test analysis is conducted on such key
missile systems as Stinger-Post and

APS-94E, Side-Looking Airborne
Radar for f'IXed-wing aircraft, provides near real-time detection of
moving targets.
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Patriot, and a strong technology measurements and intelligence base is maintained against evolving threats.
Communications-electronics systems
vulnerability assessments of systems
such as Position Location and Reporting
System and ANrrPQ-37 have led to
numerous ECCM corrections, and a
teerable Null Antenna Processor to defeat enemy jammers i in production.
The laboratory, operating with a $22
million budget, has a staff of 407 of
which 219 are engineering and scientific
professionals.

Signeia Werfere
Laboretory
For the development of communication signals intelligence/electronic
warfare systems to be deployed at
various echelons from division and
below through echelons above corp ,
the Army looks to the Signals Warfare
Laboratory. In carrying out its assigned
mission, the lab must respond to the tactical and strategic requirements in these
areas of the Army and the National
Security Agency.
Systems developed by SWL are integrated into the Army's combat electronics warfare and intelligence units as
well as fixed installations operated by
the Army Intelligence and Security

AN/ALQ 151 elctronic countermeasure system, developed at the Signals Warfare Laboratory, has intercepting, jamming and direction finding capabilities.
Command.
With an integrated technology based
program covering 27 areas, and upporting OARCOM and TRADOC longrange requirements, 8WL has ignificantly advanced the Army's intelligence
and electronic warfare status. The National Security Agency has designated
SWL as the lead laboratory in d veloping and fielding a tri-service rear
echelon high-frequency communication
intelligence system. SWL also has program responsibility for developing and
fielding a digital storage recorder for
field station use.
Some of the more recent key 8WL
products include Taljam (ANMLQ-34), a

Meteorological Data System-ANffMQ-31 is being developed by the Combat
Surveillance and Target Acquisition Laboratory to provide the Field Artillery
with a highly mobile, lightweight, automatic data processing, non-radiating
meteorological data acquisition and processing system.
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highly mobile tactical communications
countermeasure system used in the VHF
frequency range. It can jam virtually
any conventional communications emitter in its frequency range; Traffic Jam
(A rrLQ-17A), a tactical communication electronics countermeasure system;
and Trailblazer (AN/fSQ-114), a division
level, mobile, communications intercept
and location system to operate in a
specific frequency spectrum.
Additionally, SWL developed Quick
Fix (AN/ALQ-151), the tacti aI airborne
EW capability which includes signals intercept, direction fmding and jamming;
MROFS (Man-Pack Radio OF System), a
lightweight man-transportable, quickerecting communication intercept and
DF system for the Army and Marine
Corps; and Homerun/8uperfly, an inexpensive eeking head on a lethal
countermeasure drone to be used
again t communication nodes.
Expendable jammers, both hand
emplaced and artillery delivered, wHl
provide the Army with a ynergistic effect in electronic warfare capabilities.

Atmospheric Sciences
Leboretory
The future battlefield will hold an
elaborate blend of sophisticated combat
weapons, all profoundly affected by the
atmosphere. The mission then, of the
Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory (ASL),
is to increase the combat effectiveness
of these weapons by understanding
weather and ob curation problems
which affect weapons operations.
In developing Army requirements to
use the atmosphere as a force multiplier
without a profusion of meteorological
equipment on the battlefield, ASL first
studies the problem from five angles:
system design is reviewed to ensure that
atmo phenc technical assessment has
been included; knowledge of present atmospheric effects on these sy terns is incorporated to give them an all-weather
capability; techniques are developed to
mitigate atmospheric effectsj at-
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mospheric ensors that can be integrated into other Army multipurpo e
systems are developed; and meteorological measurement systems for battlefield environments are also developed.
ASL, the only Army laboratory dedicated solely to researching atmospheric
effects on weapon design and operation,
i located at White Sands Missile Range
in the historic Tularosa Basin in New
Mexico. The basin, on e the site of Indian battles, is now the home of the
White ands Missile Range, the largest
land-area military base in the country,
with ASL as its largest tenant.
The need for meteorological information in battle has grown rapidly .from its
beginnings following World War II in
support of the V-2 rocket program.
Since 1969, all activities involved in
weather-related weapon problems were
combined at White Sands under the
command of A L.
A high technology laboratory, ASL
centers on fundamental and applied
research, emphasizing technology for
Army materiel development and testing.
It is the lead Army lab for the DOD TriService High Energy Laser Program and
several Army areas including artillery
meteorological and electro-optics climatology and atmospheric optic data
bases. Currently, ASL scientists are
working on the atmospheric effe t on
modem weapon sy terns and the development of tactical remote atmospheric sensing.
The output from ASL has been con-

.ATMOSPE:ERIC
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iderable. One of the maj r products in
recent years is the Electro-Optical
Systems Anno pheric Effects Library, a
munition e,,-penditure model KWIK, the
Meteorologi al Data t, and the Automatic Meteorological Station System.
A battlefield commander can, through
the Electro-optical Library quantify the
obscuration effects of the dirty battl field in uch areas as system d sign, performanc analy is, test and evaluation,
and wargaming. Thi library was distributed to ATO and to more than 35
government and contractor organizations.
The Meteorological Data Set (A I
TMQ-31) and RAWS (ANtrMQ-30) both

provide meteorological information to
battlefield units. The fom1er, targeted
for fielding in the mid 80 , furnishes upper atmospheri data to in1prove the accuracy of artillery.
An A L workforce of some 200 civilians and almo t 300 military is responsible for the meteorological program in ASL. Twenty-seven percent of
tlle civilians have master's or doctorate
degre . An additional 25 percent hold
bachelor's or associate's degrees.

The preceding article was prepared by key personnel at the U.S.
Army Electronics R&D Command.

Easier Method Used for Nerve Agent Detection
Department of Def~nse medical
facilities are now using a simplified and
time-saving method to discover the presence of nerve agents in the blood tream.
The method was developed 10 years ago
by Dr. Robert Ellin of the U.S. Army
Medical Research Institute of Chemical
Defense, located in the Edg wood Area
of Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. Ellin,
acting chief of the Analytical Chemistry
and Bioassay Bran h said his method
has "a simplified means of measuring
cholinesterase activity in red blood
cells. "

"It's an important enzym pre ent in
blood and body tissues. It i re ponsible
for the normal transmission of nerve im-

pulses," ElUn explained. "The lowering
of enzyme activity is most likely an indication of expo ure to some agent."
Ellin said he developed his method as
the result of a project in 1972 and had it
published in the Archives of Environmental Health, American M dical Association, in 1973.
It was adopted by the Army about a
year ago and initiated at Fitzsimons Army Ho pital, Denver, 0, for the purposes of controlling and tandardizing
the technique.
A major advantage of Ellin's method is
the 'horter mpling peri d. The Michel
method, which has been in use since
1949, required a O-minute sampling
period. ELlin's method requires only 17
minutes.
According to ElIin's published report,
this modification in time "would be
useful in case where a rapid report of
enzyme activity is required to determine
whether or not a person has been exposed to an anticholinesterase compound
and al 0 when th assay of mall numbers of sanlples is required."
Ellin's method was sele ted for its
simplicity and precision. It is relatively
easy to learn, saves time, and can be
performed by technicians in field hospitals.
A similar method has also been developed for use with blood pia rna,
whieh cuts the sampling period to 13
minutes. However, Ellin hasn't pubIi hed this method as yet.
Ellin, who won an Army R&D
Achievement Award in 1973, has spent
27 years with the government, all at
Edgewood. H was educated at Johns
Hopkin University and the niversity
of Maryland, and taught for five years at
the University of Rhode Island, College
of Pharmacy and has authored 80
publications.
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Mobility Equipment R&D Command (MERADCOM)...
7 Labs Conduct Programs in Diverse Fields of Endeavor
Will th Army of the 1990's and
beyond be ahle to move its combat
forces across natural and artificial
obstacle , have fuel and electric power
to keep its equipment operating, have
prot tiv equipment to avoid being
seen and hit?
Will the logistical forces be able to provide the needed myriad of upply
items-including water?
These ar a few of the t chnical problems being tackled by the U.S. Army
Mobility Equipment Re earch and Development Command (MERADCOM), at
Fort Belvoir, VA.
To develop a logical, con. istent, and
forward-moving work program for iL.~
Jaboratorie., MERADCOM must exchange informatiOJl with many outsid
agencies. These include DARCOM for
funding and program guidance, the
TRADOC community for current doctrinc and requirem nts, and military
project managers for ne ds peculiar to
their. y tems. From thi continuing information exchange, MERADCOM annually updates its Mobility Equipment
R&D Plan to insure that its work program is responsive to Army needs.
An important element being introduced with th FY 82-83 planning cycle
is a focus on future requir men as
foreseen by TRADOC. MERADCOM
managers have incorporated th Airland
Battle doctrine and the Airland Battle
2000 concept to provide direction for
the Command's future efforts.
MERAD OM' diverse fields are demonstrated by programs and capabilities
of i seven Laboratories.

Countermine Laboratory
The Countennine laboratory's mission i associated with a unique military
function-detection and neutralization
of ho til land mines.
One of several currem mine detection
programs, which overcomes a number of
technical and operational constraints, i
an approach called "Enzyme ImmunollS-'lllY·" Certain enzymes interacting
with specially bred antibodies were
found to be specific in sensing explosive
22

vapors. An amplified light-emission
reaction increase ensitivity of the enzyme sensor and provides an extr m ly
ensitive d tection method.
ew approaches to mine n utralization are being pursued to overcome th
problem of weight, bulk, and .. kipzone" effects associated with u
f the
conventional explo ive long used in
this role. Fuel Air Explo ive (FAE)
warhead are effective over a much
wider area due to their di tributed explosive cloud. A significant breakthrough techniqu for neutralization
utilizes dispersed explosives to achieve
much higher overpressures than possible with a conventional FAE warhead.

Counter Surveillance
Counter Intrusion Lab
Re 'earch in the fields of physical
ecurity, camouflage, dec ption,
topographic , tactical sensors, barriers,
sp cial purpo e detectors, tunnel detection a nd field fortification', is th job
of the Counter Sltrueill(lnceICollntm'
171/,l"u.sion LalJoralory.
Facilities available for counter
surveillance resear'h incJude a radar
diagnostic fa ility to measure and pinpoint radar return and a number of
spe trophotometers for analysis of the
infrared refle tivity of camouflage
coatings. Counter intrusion facilities include an anechoic chamber and laboratories for the de ign, construction, and
testing of a wide variety of sensors.
A recent project was the devel pm nt
of tpe Facility lJitrusion Detection
Sy tern, commonly referred to as FIDS, a
highly secure and modern microprocessor-controlled system for joint service
applications. Sensing technologies investigated during FLUS devel pmem included seismic, magnetic, acoustic, electromagnetic, and infrared.

Electrical Power
Laboratory
The Electrical Power Laboratory is
re pon. ible for research, development,
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and engineering support for mobile electric power sourc s, heaters, air conditioners, general purpo e lighting, and
power distributi n ystems. The items
are e ential to Army weapons, communicati ns, and upport ystem.
Facilities and equipment are being
developed for electriC propulsion research and te ts to predi t how batterypowered vehicles will perform under
simulated field conditi ns.
Silent electrical power sources are a
major ne ed for the future, and to obtain thi capability the laboratory i.
developing a family of fuel cell power
plants which u'e methanol and other
unconventional fuels. Research efforts
continue on the development of direct
oxidation fuel cells for higher performance with Ie weight and volume.
In addition to it work with fuel cells,
the laboratory develops power generation equipment and environmental sy terns for weapon system like the Patriot
mi ile system and the Firefinder mortar
locati ng radar, and is also the lead agency for the evaluation of electric vehicles
and the applications of solar energy
within the Department; of Defense.

Energy & Water
Resources Laboratory
The Energy and Water Resources
Laboratory is concerned with developing fuels, lubricant, grease, preservatives, power tran mission fluid , and
relat d products. Ln addition, the lab
studie alternatives to conventional
fuels, such as gasohol and hale oil and
coal products. Also included in its mission is the development of systems for
handling, distribution and storage of
bulk POL and water; water purification
equipment; equipment and t chniques
for pollution abatement; and fire
fighting and fire supression equipment.
In a major effort in FY 81, the
laboratory designed and placed production contracts for a complete water
supply and distribution system for the
Rapid Deployment Force.
Major efforts in the area of fuels and
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lubricants are improving the survivability of combat equipment by developing new fire-resistant fuels and fluid,
developing new and improved products
and increasing the use of synthetic and
alternative fuels, and insuring that new
and existing fuels and lubri ants are
compatible with the Army's many and
varied weapon systems.

Marine & Bridge
Laboratory
The Marine & Bridge Laboratory is
re ponsible for research and development in upply di tribution and counterbarrier systems. The supply distribution
area covers a broad development and
modernization effort in marine vessels
such as tugs and harbor service craft,
logi tics upport vessels, landing craft,
barges and amphibians. Currently,
special emphasis is being placed on the
application of air cushion vehicle
technology to Army amphibious applications.
In support of the su pply distributionl
marine craft engineering effort,
MERADCOM has a naturally protected
basin in clo e proximity to the main
shipping channel of the Potomac River.
The basin is primarily used for testing
and demonstration of prototype small
craft.
The laboratory's counterbarrier program consists o[ bridges that can be
transported, erected and retrieved
without a heavy con entration of men
and equipment, and employs computeraided de ign techniques in conjunction
with the classical design methods in the
creation of bridge ystem designs.
Engin ers have structural analysis programs available for the development of
models for both component and system
design.
Laboratory ientists are investigating
the use of advanced compo ite materials
to achieve improvements in current
designs. An important future pro peet is
a conceptual design for a long-span tactical bridge using high strength alloys
and a number of composite components.
A complete in-house bridging test
capability is maintained for a wide range
of prototype testing such as static and
dynamic structural tests, bouyancy
tests, flotation tests, and trafficking.

Material Technology
Laboratory
The Material Tech7Wtogy LabO"l'atory
is the focal point for materials research
and development within MERADOOM.
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It provide a broad spectrum of
materials services from basic res arch to
testing and evaluation in organics,
chemical coatings, chemi try, rubber,
coated fabrics, adhesi ves, plastics,
ceramics, metallurgy compo ites radiation and packaging.
This laboratory is the lead laboratory
within the Army for coatings research.
It is responsible for ali coating specifications within DOD and is presently reformulating coatings to meet the Clean
Air Act, Toxic ub Lance Control Act,
and Occupational Safety & Health Admini tration (OSHA) requirements.
The laboratory' Rubber and
ated
Fabrics Research Group is rapidly becoming the Army' focal point for applied research in elastomerics. This
group's m~or current effort is material
development for arctic fuels handling
equipment, including polyurethane
fabric collapsible fuel tanks, drums and
hose.
The laboratory staff includes
chemists, metallurgists biologist.
engineers and physicists. Because of the
wide variety of material que Lions
which arise in the course of commandwide development efforts, the laboratory require extensive facilities and instrumentation. Some of the equipment
available includes scanning electron
micro copes, infrared spectrophotometers, a 3/4-meter spectrograph,
atomic particle counters, and optical
chromatographic equipment.

Mechanical & Construction
Equipment Laboratory
77~e Mechanical and Conslruction
Equipmenl Laboratory perform application and development engineering
of equlpment to meet the Army's combat, mobility, and logistic support needs
in construction equipment, supply distribution and materials handling equipment, railway equipment, diving equipment, maintenance equipment, compressors, and gas generating equipment.
In the area of construction equipment
capability, a new generation of airborne/airmobile earthmOVing equipment i being introduced to support airborne operations. The family includes
graders, loaders, scrapers, water distributors and two sizes of dozers. In addition, a highly mobile entrenching
machine is being evaluated [or infantry
support.
The laboratory's technology-base effort in materials handling and supply
distribution has focused on forward
resupply of ammunition. This focu i to
develop a technology base which will

r supply ammunition at high rates
under forward combat conditions and
the BC threat.
Various concepts were selected for a
technical feasibility analy i for FY 82,
including using robotic technology to
transfer ammunition clip into the combat tank and howitzer from an armored
resupply vehicle; a multi-projectile oml)atible conveyor to reconfigure/assist in
ammunition handling at the rearm/
refuel point; and u ing roboti technology to repackage tank and artillery
ammunition from shipping onfiguration into user-oriented packag .
MERAOCOM's laboratories have access to some of the fine t facilitie in the
Army, including environmental test
chambers, a railway te t hump, tilt
tables and te t tracks, model fabrication
shop, minefield lanes, a hydraulic
bridge test frame, a CYBER 170-730
Computer, and devices to tudy electrokinetic and other means of decontaminating fuel.
The e facilitie ar located in 40 permanent buildings on MERAOOOM's
240-acre main complex and in an
820-acre test area near Springfield, VA.
The command also directs the activities
of the Army Fuels and Lubricants Research Laboratory, a governmentownedlcontraetor-operated facility at
Southwest Research Laboratory near
San Antonio, TX.
The heart of MERAO OM' operation
i its 1,172 civilian and 63 military personnel, including 391 engineers and
scientists. The command has a FY 82
budget of $344 million of which some
$85 million have been de ignated for
re earch, dev lopment, test and engineering. The remainder is divided into
$26 million for operations and maintenance and engineering support, and
$233 million for procurement.
As an Army Laboratory, MERADCOM
has one of the mo t diverse rni ions
assigned to any of the Army's research
and development organization . Equipment developed by the command moves
supplie, power equipment and
weapons, clears paths and bridges gaps,
provide fuel and water in forward and
rear areas, and protects our troops and
equipment from enemy weapons and
sensors. Without these vital services,
Army combat force couid not accomplish their mission of del1vering
decisive firepower at critical points of
the battle.

The preceding article was prepared lJy key personnel at the U.S.
Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Command.
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Army Missile Lab Cites Benefits of Existing Technology Applications

-

It's a straight shot south for 45 miles
down Interstate 5 from the Seattlel
Tacoma Airport to Fort Lewis, WA, a
route increasingly familiar to Army
missile engineers.

IMAGING SENSOR
./

There are people at the Army Missile
Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL
(MICOM) convinced that lnterstate 5 is a
road the Army missile program must
take because at Fort Lewis the 9th Infantry Division is in the process of
te ting and fielding the Army's new
light infantry division. One of the people
who believes that is MICOM Commander
MG Robert L. Moore. He has directed an
all-out effort to support the 9th Infantry.
Dr. William McCorkle, MICOM
technical director and director of
M1COM's Army Missile Laboratory, also
hares his commander's conviction that
if availabl missile technology can be
used to help the 9th Wantry and other
Army combat elements as well, the
1,200 soldiers and civilian scientists,
engineers and support personnel in the
Army Missile Lab know how to do it.
In contrast to the early days of Army
missiles when knowing how to do something usually meant developing new
technology, Dr. McCorkle and his staff
believe today's primary challenge lies
not in invention but utilization, in
choosing existing technology to get the
most effective, affordable solutions to
the Army's critical needs.
Such choices must be made in close
cooperation with the Missile Lab's only
customer, the American soldier, more
properly with those who define the
soldier's needs to the people in the lab
charg d with meeting them. The business of defining needs, MICOM leaves to
"the user." One thread that nms
through the long history of Army missile
R&D, managed at Red tone Arsenal, is a
maturing partner hip between the
Missile Lab and the user.
It is no accident, for example, that the
lab's Advanced Systems Concepts Office, responsible for long-range weapon
system planning, is also its element
charged directly with working with the
user.
User concerns are sha~d by a certain
urgency. When war occurs, it must be
fought with available weapons. Therefore, MICOM's lab looks first to solve
user problems by improving existing
missile and rocket systems, or finding
new ways to use available weapons be-
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GROUND
STATION

FIBER OPTIC Guidance System Concept
Strong user interface is provided by
fore beginning lengthy and costly new
the Advanced Systems Concepts Office,
R&D program .
also respon ible for long-range weapons
An R&D organization focusing on
systems
plarming. Technology base projhigh-pay-off technology and a fairly
are
executed in functional direcects
rapid return on investment makes some
torates
responsible
for research, senpeople nervous. Their concern is that
sors,
guidance
and
control,
simulation
MICOM may be going for immediate payand
aerodynamics,
propulsion,
strucoff to the detriment of building the
and
high-energy
lasers.
The
Systures,
technology that will be needed for
tems
Development
Office
manages
projweapon sy tems in the future. In Mcects transitioning into systems advanced
Corkle's view, that concern is not well
development.
The laboratory also has a
founded. Shortly after taking over
small
office
dedicated
to executing redirection of the Missile Lab in 1980, he
search
programs
assigned
to MICOM by
told an interviewer: "I have found in
the
Defense
Advanced
Projects
Agency,
over 20 years in this business that worksuch as Assault Breaker.
ing on immediate, critical problems
tends to produce about as much new
As in most military laboratories, what
is new at MICOM i usually what is most
technology as broader brush efforts. Our
classified. However, the following paramost important priority in the lab must
graphs will provide a brief overview of
be striking a proper balance between imsome of the key programs at the Army
mediate payoff and longer term building
Missile Lab.
of the technology base."

Translated into one specific example,
that means the Army Missile Lab at Redstone is a place where one team works
to find ways to some day fight with
beams of light, while right down the hall
another group is assembling a prototype
towed quad mount for the shoulderfired Stinger guided missile.
The Lab uses matrix management
techniques to integrate technology base
and system support efforts under the
guidance of associate directors for both
technology and systems. Managing
about $250 million annually in technology base and project manager (customer) funding, the lab has DARCOM
lead responsibility for guidance and control technology and high-energy lasers.
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In the early 1960's, laboratory engineers conceived the idea of a pulsed,
low-energy beam to provide precision
guidance for explosive munitions. The
same concept, with improved technology, has found application in
MICOM's Hellfire missile now entering
production. M1COM's technical support
has also contributed to the successful
application of terminal homing technology to the Copperhead, 155mm terminally guided artillery projectile.
A major example of MICOM's belief
that operational weapons can be kept in
service by improving them as technology becomes available is seen in the
laboratory's support to the Hawk air
defense missile. In the early 1970's, the
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missile experienced catastrophic structural failure during firing tests. MICOM
efforts led to both airframe and autopilot modifications, a permanent fix that
was a critical step toward fielding a successful Improved Hawk.
More recently, the laboratory conceived a low-altitude simultaneous
Hawk engagement concept which resulted in a dramatic increase in Hawk
firepower. The entire developmentfrom concept through simulation and
flight verification-took only five
months, and will become operational-as part of the Phase III Hawk
product improvement program.
Viper, the Army's new lightweight,
ungUided anti-tank rocket now entering
production, is an outgrowth of a challenging in-house demonstration program
conducted in the laboratory during the
early-to-mid 1970's. Laboratory engineers developed a new, high-performance carborane propellant, a lightweight, filamentwound fiberglass motor
case and launch tube superior to
equivalent steel products.

•

The Army has long considered the
elimination of rocket motor smoke an
important goal. Since 1973, laboratory
engineers have worked to develop a
high-performance, minimum-signature
propellant. Their efforts led to the successful development of a now in production, "smokeless" rocket motor for
the Chapparal air defense guided missile.
Recently, this high performance
minimum signature propulsion technology has been extended for potential
use in Hellfire. It will give missile firing
helicopters a better chance of survi val,
and also improve missile effectiveness.
The M1COM laboratory uses integrated
technology demonstrations to evaluate
system level performance issues and to

o

CONCEPTUAL Laser Weapon System
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reduce the risk of transitioning
technology into subsequent development. Some recent examples are
described below.
• Integration of optical and magnetic
target sen ing, coupled with a selfforging fragment warhead, has proven
the ability to defeat future enemy tanks
by attacking through lighter-top armor
rather than frontal armor. Sensors,
guidance, propulsion and aeroballistics
technologies were integrated with the
self-forging fragment warhead in ajoint
effort with ARRADCOM.
• Kinetic energy penetrators show
great promise for defeating tanks. The
Missile Laboratory is developing two
concepts which use kinetic energy kill.
In the first, the laboratory acted as
system integrator to conduct the world'
first successful flight te t of a solid propellant, hypervelocity rocket/ramjet. In
the second concept, the first phase of a
program to demonstrate the potential
armor kill capability with a single
penetrator kinetic energy-free rocket
was successfully concluded.
• The feasibility of using fiber optics
guidance for missiles in close combat
was established with a 3-kilometer flight
test which demonstrated payout of a
high strength fiber from a missile and
simultaneous 2-way data tranmission
via a single fiber. The optical fiber was
developed by CECOM in re ponse to a
MICOM requirement.
The fiber optics technique makes it
possible to put most of the expensive
guidance components in the launch station rather than the missile. Target acquisition prior to missile launch is not required, and a single operator can seq uentially engage targets at high rate
from full defilade positions at ranges of
many kilometers.
Common to aU these efforts, is a
dependence on the laboratory'S simulation and test facilities.
Army Missile Laboratory facilitiessome of the finest in the world-are
equipped and staffed to study problems
of propulsion, aerodynamics, guidance,
structures, electronics, and lasers. MllJor
effort is expended on evaluating possible alternative systems, subsystems,
and components. Many of these facilitie are extremely versatile, capable of
evaluating many types of systems and of
carrying such evaluation from exploratory development through advanced
development, and into engineering
development and even production.
M1COM's mllJor investment in facilities
is concentrated in two areas-the Ad-

vanced Simulation Center and the Test
and Evaluation Directorate' facilities.
The primary purpose of the Advanced
Simulation Center i to prOVide highfidelity simulation support services to
Army and other DOD missil program.
System simulation permits a relatively
quick and inexp nsive evaluaLion of
propo ed product improvements, the
impa t of new countermeasure • and
the effectiveness of off-design applications, to name but a few important u. es.
Project managers oon Learn the alue of
reliable system simulations in making
management decision .
Perhaps the most attractive aspe t of
the imulation center is its tremendous
co t avoidance potential. For an initial
inve tment of approximately $50
million, MlCOM has saved literally hundred of millions of dollars by sub tituting simulation for expensive flight
tests.
The price tag for an actual Improved
Hawk Hight test, for example, is
$750,000. Hundreds of hardware-in-theloop simulated flights can be performed
non-de tructively on a prototype missile
for that co t, covering and determining
the entire performan e envelope. Today, one of the principal objectives of an
actual flight test i to validate the
simulation, as opposed to defining the
envelope.
The laboratory' te t and evaluation
facilities, in addition to providing
primary test support for the Missile
Command, are used to conduct cu tomer tests for other commands, services, DOD agencies, and private industry, and have been used in the test
and evaluation of every existing Army
missile system and in support of the
laboratory's extensive technology base
efforts.
The laboratory's most vital assets are
its 1,200 scientific, engineering and support personn I dedicated to the premise
that weapon system effectiveness and
readiness is the key to survivability on
the modern battlefield. The unique people, talent, facilities and resources that
are MICOM were recognized for excellence when the MICOM Missile Lab WilS
named the Army's best laboratory for
1981. In concert with the Army's RD&A
plans, MICOM and its laboratory will
continue to develop and field the best
missile technology, at an affordable
cost.

The preceding article was prepared by key personnel at the U.S.
Army Missile Command. and. the
Army Missile Laboratory.
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Tank Automotive Command (TACOM)...
Programs Geared Toward an Effective Army Fleet
By TACOM Technical Director
Dr. Erne.t N. Petrick
If it i n't carried on a soldier's back
and it isn't an aircraft, then odds are
that the U.S, Army Tank-Automative
Command, (TACOM) Warren, MI, is involved. As the Army's ground mobility
provider, TACOM has cradle to grave r sponsibility for the bulk of the Army's
multi-billion dollar inve tment in
ground mobility y terns.
The command also provides the
mobility capability for systems such as
self-propelled artillery and missile
launchers which are managed by other
DARCOM commands. In FY 1982,
TACOM will expend 12 percent of the
Army's budget on executing its ground
mobility responsibilities.
TACOM's ground mobility mission, in
its broadest sense, is "TO KEEP THE
ARMY'S FLEET EFFECTIVE" ... technologically superior, supportable and
ready. The las few years have seen a
subtle but definite shift in the way this
command approaches the research, development and acquisition aspects of
thi task. This hift is evident in both the
tactical and combat vehicle areas.
TACOM has sub tantially increased its
reliance on vehicles and components
developed for the commercial and industrial markets while concentrating on
the adaption and integration of these to
meet military requirements.
Whenever military requirements are
met through this method, significant
reductions in acquisition, operating and
support costs are achievable. Thi acquisition strategy has permitted TACOM
to concentrate its finite R&D resources
on systems integration related tasks and
on military unique materiel which cannot be bought or adapted "off-thehelL"
The systems acquisition programs
followed by TACOM clearly reflect the
commitment to this strategy. Examples
include the joint Army-USMC light armored vehicle project to test, evaluate
and select from vehicles offered by the
marketplace; and the high mobility
multi-purpose wheeled vehicle.
The high mobility multi-wheeled vehicle entails a relatively mall up front
RDTE investment, $19.2M, and is focused to maximize the use of commercial components configured into a
military design vehicle.
The TACOM R&D Center's greatest
challenge in executing a marketplace acquisition strategy and constructing its
R&D program has been to anticipate

HIMAG (High Mobility/Agility) 40-ton test-bed mounted in TACOM's Full-Scale
Simulation Facility.
future requirements and pinpoint the
task and identify technology gaps and
right technology task inve tments.
opportunities. Action teams then report
In the tactical vehicle area, the esto a program advisory council, chaired
tabti hment of the Tactical Wheeled
by the TACOM commander. This apVehicle Management Office has created
proach has been increasingly effective
a "fleet proponency" environment and
in providing an agreed upon sense of
has considerably enhanced the center'
direction.
ability to identify requirements and purThus far, the highlight of the armored
sue the marketplace strategy.
combat vehicle S&T program has been
its contribution to the conduct of the
The combat vehicle arena, which refuture close combat vehicle study. This
ceives the bulk of the command's RDTE
funds-97 percent in FY 82, requires a
study was launched by TACOM in
mid-1980 to take a hard look into future
"systems house" outlook and a continuous dialogue in order to anticipate
vehicle system concepts.
requirements and achieve effective
Action team members and user repreintegration of the R&D efforts.
sentatives were directly involved in
Consequently, TACOM has been instructuring and overseeing the conduct
creasingly active with the user com·
of the future vehicle tudy and are acmunity to coordinate an armored comtive participants in the evaluation probat vehicle science and technology base
cess. Four distinct contractor study
development program.
teams were selected, and THADOC gave
Through seven science and technology
each team an in-depth exposure to the
action teams, ranging from the ARRADevolving Air Land Battle 2000 concept.
COM chaired firepower team to the
Each team was also given extensive
Communications Electronics Comaccess to the best threat data
mand's command, control and commuavailable ... in fact, they had unnications team, the tank·automotive
precedented access. The first iteration
community has a mechanism to insure
of these studies is now complete and the
its awarenes of R&D activities which
evaluation process, by both the user and
may impact on future armored combat
development communities, has begun.
One of the first future vehicle study
vehicles.
In reviewing tech base activities, actasks was to examine the long-term
tion teams assess the relative imtrends which will impact on the enportance and funding sufficiency of
vironment in which these future ve-
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hicles will fight. Four of the most ignificant trend identified were: that the
lethality of threat weapons is growing;
that the dire tion of attack from which a
really first class threat can attack a combat v hi I i changing; that the location
of the war restricts strategic mobility;
and that ther is a 24-hour day, all environment requirement.
Initial conclu ion drawn from a very
preliminary analysis of future close combat vehicle study results, have led to
identification of certain de 'ign thrusts.
Th s are in Teased lethality, increased
agility/mobiHty, ~ntegrated battlefield
interfa e, increased survivability, improved Hfe support, reduced weigh
bulk, and quantum RAM improvement.
Findings of the armored combat vehicle
&T a tion teams and the design thrusts
permit TA M to di em futur requirements and to structure its own
t chnical base program.
A collateral inDuence in tructuring
TA OM's technical base has been acommand commitment to capit.alize on the
independent R&D programs of DOD contract.ors.
ertain areas have b en sleeted by
TACOM for future emphasis. Mobility
'omponents will continue to receive emphasis. The overall thru t will be to increase mobility and agility, reduce component pace claims and hence, wight
penalties, improve fuel efficiency, and
reduce lif cycle 0
The command has embarked on a ma-

jor program to increase track li fe and
reduce cost, weight and associated
logi tical burden. Use of operational
analysis and computer aided d ign are
also being exploited, and opportunities
exist in the suspension area to improve
ride and firing platform stabilit.y.
A very different approach to the combat vehicle power package is being pursued in the advanced integrated propulsion system program. lnrtovat.ive integration of the engine, transmi 'ion,
cooling, air filtration, and other subsystems also promi e significantly redu ed volume and weight penalties.
Adiabatic engine technology employ
cerami and other composit.e materials
to permit replacement of engine coobng
and lubrication systems. This promi es
dramatic redu tion in volume and
greatly improved fuel economy.
Armor, offering improved protection
with reduced weight and volume, i another essential priority. Non-traditional
survivability meChanisms will be required. Non-traditional survivability
refer to actions taken prior t.o a vehicle
being struck by a threat weapon.
In the past, survivabiHty thinking was
dominated by pa ive armor which concentrated solely against the terminal effect of the threat weapon. tress i now
placed on preventing that weapon from
striking initially. Non-traditional survivability has two major branches,
ignature reduction and integrated
threat. warning and reaction.

Intensive use of electronics in vehi les
leads to th new field of VETRONICS
(for vehicle electronics). TACOM's objective are to achieve more efficient integration of electrical and electronic
systems and to gain real time integration
with the ele tronic battlefield.
TA OM' approach is to implcm nt a
sy t m to enable total integration by
using computer controlled, bussed
multiplexed dat.a and power distribution
with multifunction control and interactive displays.
Vetronic i clo ely related to the
Army's avionic experience and point.s
towards an unprecedented level of
interface between the aviation and
ground mobility systems developers.
on the
Robotics in vehicles is aI
horizon. There is a clear need to reduce
crew ize, and employ r boti to unburden crews. Further, there is a clear
need to rethink life support ysterns to
maximize crew effectivene and urviva\. TAC M expects to devote considerable future effort in the application
of robotics and n w life support t.echnologies.
Finally, ystems concepts and demonstration remain a TAC M trength. The
ability to produce detailed concept
de 'igns has been enhanced by computer
aided design equipment. From the e
evaluations, critical issues can be determined for subsequcnt hardware evaluation in TACOM's Full Scale Simulation
Facility and on y tern level te t. beds.

DIVA OS, 9mm Pistol Managers Get Impact Legion of Merit Awards
In recognition of outstanding manag rial p rf rl11ance involving two of the
Army's high visibility ongoing developm nt-acquisition programs, the Division
Air Defense (DIVADS) Gun Sy tem and
the 9mm ideaI'm , DARCOM Commander GEN Donald R. Keith approved
impact Legion of Merit awards, recently
presented by LTG Robert J. Lunn
(D GMD), for OL Charles C. Adsit and
LTC Anthony E. Bisantz.
Adsit, project manager of the
DIVADS, was cited for his ability and
skill in managing that system from 1 Oct
8J to 23 Mar 82, and for successfully
guiding the program through the Army
Systems Acquisition Review Council
where formal production authority for
the $5.3 billion investment phase of that
program was granted.
Also cited was COL Ad it's kill in accepting the "challenge of Congre .. and
proving "that a major new weapon system can be developed on an accelerated
schedule and with great. savings to the
American taxpayer. "
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LTC Bisantz' skill in managing the Army' program to acquire and test new
idearm candidate for the Department
of Defense and other government agencie ,was the basis for hi award. Bisantz
is responsible, said the citation, for organizing and directing the program. His
careful and objective management of
thi extremely competitive, high inter-

est and sensitive program, involving
foreign as well as U.S. interests, wa
"directly responsible for insuring Army
interests... " The ci tation praised his
presentation of the program's te t
results and recommendation as
guaranteeing the integrity of the DOD
acqui 'ition process.

2 Ballistic Lab Researchers Elected as Fellows
Dr. Phillip M. Howe and Dr. Edward
M. Schmidt, both research supervisors at
the U.S. Army's Ballistic Research
Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD, have been elected as BRL Fellows.
An honorary group which currently
has 24 members, the BRL Fellowship
was established in 1972 by Dr. R.J.
Eichelberger, BRL director, to recognize
outstanding scientific and engineering
achievements.
Dr. Howe, who is chief of BRL's Explo ive Effects Branch, works with high
explosive in the field of munition

vulnerability and is engaged in projects.
related to afe tran port of munitions in
railroad cars. He holds several patents
and was a 1979 recipient of an Army
R&D Achievement Award.
Dr. Schmidt, an aerospace engineer, is
Chief of fluid physics research in BRL'
Launch and Flight Divi ion. His research
is primarily in the area of muzzle blast
overpre ures, relati ve to noi e and
recoil effects of weapons. Additionally,
he holds four U.S. patents and received
a 1980 Army R&D Achievement Award.
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Test &Evaluation Command (TECOM). ..

'Today's Tests Directed at Tomorrow's Defenses'
America's military arsenal, like the
culture it defends, is constantly evolving. The U.S. Army Test and Evaluation
Command helps u her in tomorrow's defen by serving as a gate through which
future materiel mu t pass before deployment. Research, which opens paths into
the future and improved cience, is inh rent in test and evaluation. TECOM
often asks, "1 ther a better way?"
M thodology investigation, a type of
research, serves to improve test methods. Sp cifically, TE OM seeks more efficient and Jess expen ive method with
whi h to perform software, environmental and simulation testing. The challenge is to achieve the above at a lime of
fiscal restraint and critical levels of
natural resources.
TECOM tests at nine in tallations in
the U.S. and the Republic of Panama,
with direction and guidanc coming
from th headquarters at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD, to form a cohesive
program of methodology inve ligations.
The element responsible for this is the
Methodology Improvement Directorate,
the name of which underscores the constant goal of making tomorrow's
methods better.
Another TECOM endeavor addresse
operational aspects and improvements
in instrumentation equipment, the chief
tools of testing.
Instrumentation yield critical feedback by recording performance, by
transmitting data to assembly points and
by blending it into test resul . This ef-

EXPWDING artillery shell illuminates tower grid during engineering tests of
XM685, 155mm projectile, at Dugway Proving Ground, UT.
able to observers as events occur. rather
fort is critical. For example, long-rang
than after the test. For example,
mi ile shots, with elaborate preparamonitor s reen display refined data
tions, are postponed if in trumentation
about as instantaneou ly as a live teleis unable to re ord, transmit and asvi ion broadcast appears on your telesemble important data.
TECOM engineers crutinize each test
vision screen. This capability enables
for the amount of data it can provide.
TECOM to make alterations during te tThey proceed only when certain that
ing, and it is particularly important for
range safety.
they will gain enough feedback to study
What can future instrumentatIon do
a system thorough] '.
for an encore? Look for even more
In trumentati n pr bably tarted with
an individual performing a visual inautomati n. Instrumentation is required
to do more ophisticated testing with
spection, writing down data and summarizing it for analysis. Improved techfewer assets. The
lution, officials
believe, lies in streamlining in trunology sophisticated the proce . Today,
mentation tools, such as by working the
much instrumentation is automated.
data recording, transmi ion and inteElectromagnetic, optical, mechanical,
gration devices into closer harmony,
and other ensors measure performance,
thereby reducing test time.
and telemetry transmits it to computers
Instrumentation cannot wait until
for integration with other data and astomorrow to test tomorrow's weaponry
sembly into the performance picture.
and military equipment. Already, inGenerally, aU thi is accomplished in
strumentation is being developed for
real-time, which means data are availtracking and recording data from multiple targets in consonance with the
late t developm nts for missiles with
multiple warheads. Currently, a
computer-driven drone formation control system can fly up to six fuU-scale
drone aircraft in close formation. The
drone aircraft represented the foreign
thr at during te ts requiring three
patriot missiles to engage three aircraft.
Test policies such as the Single integrated Development Test Cycle (SIDT )
have reduced time alloted for developing instrumentation and applying it to
n w systems. Prior to SIDTC, testing
was sequential and instrumentation for
each phase could be postponed, if other
prioritie dictated, until a particular
phase was scheduled to begin. Under
SIDTC, everal phases tart at once, and
most instrumentation must be ready
SIG-D (Simplified Inertial Guidance-Demonstration) missile emerges from a
from the outset.
climatic chamber prior to launching at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), NM.
Other developments are on the
The SIG-D test program is being carried out at WSMR by the U.S. Army TECOM,
horizon: advanced technology in truwhich tests proposed Army materiel at nine installations and activities.
mentation systems to identify height-of-
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burst and impact locations of projectiles;
low-altitude tracking, high-energy and
other laser ystems testing; improvements in ballistic testing capability; and
less labor-intensive instrumentation for
lower operational costs.
Lasers are a fertile area for developm nt of advanced instrumentation. Programs are underway to prOVide the
latest in trumentation technology in
lasers for multi-Iateration, tracking of
non-eooperative missiles and detection
of dynamic motion of projectiles in
space.
Laser automated tracking systems are
also enroute to the future instrumentation inventory. The system wiU provide precise real-time space position
data of aircraft and other flight vehicles
at less co t than current systems. It i
If-contained in a transportable van
from which an infrared laser is beamed
to a reflector mounted on another vehicle up to 20 miles away. The beam is
reflected back to a receiver in the van
which analyzes the second vehicle's
position for changes in azimuth, elevation and range.
Three of these system are used at
Yuma Proving Ground, AZ, for calibration te ts of a satellite navigation
sy tem. White Sands Missile Range, NM,
uses two of the sy tems to measure trajectory parameters of various flight
vehicles and ordnance. A high-energy
laser system test facility is under construction at White Sands to te t DOD
laser weapons engaging moving targets_
This facility will reduce te t costs by
consolidating the expensive support
equipment to one site.
A major problem facing the Army and
other services is the interoperability of
automated battlefield systems. These
command, control, communications,

CAMOUFLAGE nets cover Ha.wk
ra.dar and related equipment, during
II. U.S. Army Test and Evaluation
Command test at White Sands Missile
Range, NM.
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MCM Mobile Contraves Cinetheodolite, optical tracking instrument, provides
azimuth, elevation and angular data. during target testing at White Sands
Missile Range, NM.
and intelligence systems have not been
tested under full load conditions as interoperating systems in the battlefield
electronic environment. MAINSITE i a
new concept to be installed at the Army
Electronics Proving Ground which will
rely on computers and electromagnetic
simulations to create the battlefield
system interaction under load conditions and electronic environment
needed to test this new generation of
weapons systems.
Another battlefield environment is being created to counter terminally guided
weapons. Smoke can interfere with the
current generation of imaging systems
and new smokes are being developed to
counter the new infrared seeker
systems.
TECOM is developing a lesser infrared
detection and ranging tracking system to
give the three-dimensional characteristics of moving clouds. Lastly, many
weapons on the drawing boards will use
millimeter wavelength radiation to
penetrate smoke and battlefield dust.
Here too, instrumentation is being
developed to measure millimeter wavelength system performance.
Many of the multiple munition
systems are intended to engage multiple
tank targets. The drone formation control system has been modified to provide
remote control of 10 M47 tanks which

can be programed to represent a convoy
and battlefield formations.
Secure telemetry is being acquired to
assure that the data transmitted from instrumentation sensors to the analysis are
are not intercepted by an unfriendly
agent. All of this adds to the co t and the
complexity of test instrumentation.
In addition, many new methodologies
for testing in the natural environrnent
are evolving. Time-consuming and costly, the environmental test effort is
heavily involved in re-evaluating the
practicality of open-air testing. Chamber
te ting, simulating a particular environment within a man-made structure, can replace much natural environment testing. TECOM envisions more attempts to improve the quality of
chamber testing.
Whenever you strike into uncharted
areas, as TECOM often does, you can expect some surprises. Better for them to
happen in a test environment than on
the battlefield. That is TECOM' job: to
make sure the soldier in combat gets
what he expects from his materiel. To do
this, TECOM tests tomorrow's defense
today.

The preceding article was prepared by key personnel at the U. S.
Army Test and Evaluation Command.
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Army Materials & Mechanics Research Center (AMMRC).
'Better Materials for Tomorrow's Army'
A one letter difference in the words
material and materiel results in a change
in meaning that summarizes the relationship between the Army Materials
and Mechanics Research Center (AMMRC) and its parent command the Army
Materiel Development and Readiness
Command (DARCOM). The tran ition of
raw materials into Army equipment has
been the concern of AMMRC and i
forerunner. th Watertown Arsenal,
since 1816; from cast iron, leather and
wood to the high trength metals,
ceramics and composites required for
the high technology battlefield.
Today's AMMRC is the modern
materials research and development activity re pon ible for managing and conducting the DARCOM research and exploratory developm nt program in
material and solid mechanics. Its
charters as lead laboratory for material ,
olid mechani ,and materials testing
technology r quire AMMRC to po e
the in-house technical expertise and
facilities to perform R&D project ranging from the synthe is of new and improved materials and designs to the
prototype manufacturing of components for Army Weapon systems.
In addition to its management of the
materials research program, AMMRC
erves the Army in several other
capacities. It develops both d structive
and nondestructive methods of
materials testing and manage the
materials t ting technology program
forDARCOM.
As an integral part of its mission, AMMRC conducts the DARCOM nond structive te ting training certification
program and provides this type testing
field support throughout the DOD. AMMRC is also responsible for managing
and directing the Army portion of the
defense tandards and specifications
program for materials.
The Ballistic Mi He Defense Materials
Program Office at AMMRC is a special
project organization executing high
priority R&D programs concerned with
the development of materials for advanced strategic and tactical missiles.
Key developments are optical sensor
system materials, hardening of radar
components, advanced structural materials, propulsion system materials, and
thermal protection materials.
Through its efforts, AMMRC addresses
the major materials issues facing the

LASER RODS manufactured from world's largest ND: YAG single crystal.

Army today. Worldwide operational
capability for the Army require an increase in performance, durability and
survivability of Army materiel and the
capability to produce that materiel in
sufficient quantitie at reasonable cost.
Logistical burdens in a fuel-short environment dictate the development of
new lightweight material concepts, and
the integrated battlefield of the future
will expose Army materials to the threat
of chemical, nuclear and laser attack, as
well as improved conventional weapons.
In addre' ing these problems, AMMRC
has expanded its cope over the year' to
include a wide range of new materials.
I<:arly emphasi on metals development
continues today with projects in the armor and armor-pen trating materials
areas, research into materials processing
and net-shape forming techniques, corrosion su ceptibility, and surfacehardening processes for gear and bearing applications.
Research in ceramics has led to many
new applications for these materials:
silicon nitride components for heat
engines, fused silica radomes, laser rods
for rangefinders, and photochromic
glass for laser protection. Ceramics are
also finding increased use in combination with other material for lightweight
armor applications.
Continued development of metal and
organic matrix composites will assure
the availability of lightweight high performance materiel for utilization by
rapid deployment forces where light-
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weight and high mobility will be key factors in the logistics of future combat.
Organic materials such as adhesives,
elastomers and polymers are also receiving increased attention with research directed toward such applications as fuel-handling equipment,
materials and coatings for protection
against chemical agents, fire-resistant
materials and wear-resistant track pads
for combat vehicles.
Future plans call for increased emphasis in the areas of materials processing technology to insure quantity
production of materials at reasonable
cost, an advanced development effort in
support of specifications and standards
and the establishment of an expanded
elastomer/rubber capability.
Examples of the utilization of advanced materials fostered by AMMRC
include: a polyphospazene rubber air
plenum seal in the Abram tank, a
transparent blast shield for the Apache
attack helicopter, spall suppression
liners for the MU3 armored personnel
carrier, composite rotor blades for the
Chinook cargo helicopter, and a cast
titanium impeller for the T62 auxillary
power unit.
Army R&D achievement awards have
been presented in recent years to AMMRC staff members for work in such
areas as laser resistance of tung tenbearing resins, development of nitrogenstabilized cubic aluminum oxide and
characterization of resins for composite
materials.
AMMRC's research program is planned
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within seven major thru t areas; aircraft, armament, combat and tactical
vehicles, missiles, mobility equipment,
logistic, and personnel support. Among
primary gUidance sources used in formulating and prioritizing the program are
the Army long-range plan, Training and
Doctorine Command priorities and mi sion area analyses, and the materials
need of the DARCOM major ubordinate commands and program
managers.
Research projects are also carried out
by three in-house laboratories, organized along technology lines.
Activities of the Metals and Ceramics
Laboratory include tate-of-the-art technology in metal matrix composites for
bridging, advanced armor material,
materials processing, penetrator
mat rials, fragmentation materials, advanced gun tube materials, corrosion
and stress corrosion cracking, rapid

solidification technology, radomes and
multi-mode window , ceramics for laser
rods and high-energy laser protection,
and ceramics for heat engines.
The Organic Materials Laboratory
pIa es primary emphasis on material
processing and characterization, advanced armor materials, material for
lightweight vehicles, organic matrix
composites, CBR protective materials,
polymers and elastomers for track components, fire-resistant materials, laser
hardening and adhesive bonding.
Additionally, the Mechanics and Engineering Laboratory con entrate on
shock-impact mechanics, penetration
mechanics, fragmentation me hanics,
structural integrity and reliability,
nondestructive evaluation, life prediction/reliability mechanics, mechanics
of HEL/structures interaction, dynamic
deformation and fracture, material
testing technology, materials speciIi-

cations and standard , and mechanics of
advanced materials.
Vital statistics for AMMRC include an
FY 82 budget of over $37 million, a manpower trength of 572 civilians and 13
military of which 257 are scientific and
technical personnel, and a total of
382,000 square feet of laboratory space.
ets are combin d to conduct
The e
priority technical programs at the leading edge of materials te hnology, and
through close coordination within the
entire DARCOM community, AMMRC i.
able to fulfill its mi ion of assi ling the
Army in developing and maintaining the
finest in modern weapon y tem .

The preceding article was lyrepared by key personnel at the u.s.
Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center.

Reduced Gold Use in Electronics
May Lead to Large Cost Savings
El ctronic engineers at the Defense
Electronics Supply Center, Dayton, OH,
recently completed the initial phase of a
tudy on ways to reduce use of gold in
electronic connector contacts. Promising results have been reported.
According to Mr. Richard Schade,
project engineer for connectors in the
DESC Directorate of Engineering Standardization, the study showed that gold
use in connectors can be reduced by
two-thirds or more by Limiting the area
to which gold plating is applied.
"The cost savings are tremendous,
and the degradation to the system is
nil," said Schade. He notes that one inviolate rule of the study is that requirem illS of the connectors, which are
u d in military systems, must not be
lowered.
"The key to what we did is that our
proposed reduction in the gold area did
not degrade the performance of contact
or onnector," said chade. We develop d a porosity test to validate the
eff ctiveness of the plating," he added.
The test was devised by Mr. Max Peel of
Texas Instruments, and i now being implement d in new military pecification and tandards for connectors.
The study identified everal dozen
military specifi ations that hould be
reviewed for inclusion of gold localization techniques. Two military specifications, one Navy and one Air Force,
are now being changed to accommodate
the gold reduction technique. It will be
expanded to additional connector documents as they are revi ed.
The reduction in gold u e is po 'ible
because, according to the study, in
many cases it has been used in both non-
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critical and critical areas. When gold
prices skyrocketed, it became critical to
reduce the amount of gold used. Plating
a reduced area is practical because the
vast majority of current manufacturers
have the in-house capability to do so
right now.
The gold reduction technique is applicable to all kinds and shapes of connectors, and also can be applied to many
other kinds of electronic components,
such as relays, integrated circuits and
switches, which have similar plating
characteristics, said Schade.
The gold reduction tudy got underway in February 1980, and is entering its
second phase, which will consi t of examining the possibility of reducing the
thickness of the gold plating in connector contacts. SChade estimates that
phase two will require one to two years
to complete, as will the third phase,
which will attempt to identify alternate
metals for use as plating in connector
contacts.
Gold has traditionally been used in
it has exelectrical contacts becau
cellent electrical conductivity. It does
not easily react with other substances;
more to the point, it does not react with
the atmosphere to form oxide or tarnish
films on its surface. No other metal is as
completely free of oxide films.
This characteristic makes gold desirable for use in electrical contacts,
because oxide fi.lms are contact in ulators-they prevent the current flow
that is a contact's job to produce. Even
an invisibl film one microinch (one
millionth of an inch) in size can increase
electrical resistance to thousands of
times the maximum allowable.

Gold urfaces provide clean metal-tometal contact at the interfa e of connectors, even at the lowe t contact
pre ure, and under virtually all environmental conditions. Therefore, they
are desirable for u in contacts when
the highe t po sible reliability is needed,
as i the case in military y terns.
However, according to the DE C Ludy,
the use of gold can be redu cd without
sacrificing the effectivene of the contacts.

DARCOM Revises ILS
Handbook
Publication of a revised and updated Integra.ted wyistic Support
Primer, DARCOM Handbook 7001.1-81, has been announced by the
U.S. Army DARCOM Materiel Readiness Support Activity.
A pocket-sized ILS reference guide.
the short booklet is designed to provide Army personnel with a com prehensive overview of basic lLS policy.
Revision of the booklet was
prompted by numerous recent
changes in the Army's ILS policy, including new reviewing and reporting
requirements.
Copies of the booklet are available
from the Commander, U. . Army
DARCOM Materiel Readiness Support
Activity, ATTN: DRXMD-EI, Lexington, KY 40511. Additional information may also be obtained by calling Autovon 745-3393 or commercial
(606) 293-4154.
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AMSAA Serves Key Role in Assessing Weapons Effectiveness
By Mr. Keith A. Myer.
Director, U.S. Army Materiel Systems Analysis Actillity
Will the new weapon system work the
way it was intended, when it's supposed
to, and can it be supported in the field?
To provide answers to the e vital questions and others is the job of AMSAA[he U.. Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity, Aberdeen Proving Ground
(APG), MD.
AM AA's origins go back to 1945
when a small weapon effectivenes
evaluation group was formed in the
Ballistic Research Laboratory at Aberdeen Proving Ground, and over the
years this weapon effectiveness evaluation capability grew and expanded to
other materiel areas. Then, in 1968, AMSAA became a. eparate activity with Dr.
Joe Sperrazza as its first director and it
continued to grow to its present size and
structure (Fig. 1). The author took over
as director in July 1981.
A significant part of AMSAA's effort is
devoted to providing item/system level
performance and effectiveness data as
input to studies conducted by TRADOC,
the Concepts Analysi Ageny, and
others invol ed in cost and operational
effectiveness anslyses or similar large
studi
involving Army materiel systems.
As the Army has demanded increasing
capabilitie through better quipment
for a variety of combat environments,
the asse ment of equipment performance and effectiveness has grown
in complexity. This has led to a continuing need to upgrade our evaluation
capabiJitie and to consider mOre
realistic representations of the modern
battlefield environments.
AMSAA develops, maintains and uses
a full range of models from single
systems through small unit and division
level to support its analyses. Since no
analy is i better than the input upon
which it is based, the development of an
adequate data ba e for systems analysis
is a significant effort for AMSAA.
In response to recommendations arising from the early 1970's Army Materiel
Acquisition Review Committee, AMSAA
was assigned the responsibility for the
test design and independent evaluation
of the development tests of all major,
designated non-major and selected other
materiel systems as well as product improvements to them. This quickly became one of AMSAA's major efforts,
with as many as 60 such test and evaluation programs active at one time.
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Figure 1. Organization Chart.
In the execution of this mission, AMSAA has coupled its expertise in test
design and analysis with its systems
simulation capability to evaluate Critical
system issues. Issues addressed range
from y tern effectiveness to ystem
maintainability and supportability.
Another very significant element of
AMSAA's mission i its field liaison program. Team are sent to visit various
field units, all over the world, to di cu
equipment problems. These visits reinforce DARCOM' commitment to the
soldier and provide an interface with
the DARCOM major ubordinate commands. While these teams are composed
primarily of AMSAA personnel, engineers and other spedalists from the
command also participate to see first
hand their equipment in the field environment answer questions and resolve problems on the spot.
Although it began with an R&D orientation to system performance and effectiveness, AMSAA has developed and expanded it capability to upport other
elements of DARCOM. Major emphasis
was given to as e ing maintenance,
supply and oth r aspect of r adine as
AMSAA began to address spare parts
stockage for repair of combat damage,
time goals fOr air lines of communication, and other issues.
AMSAA also has a world-wide tockpile surveillance mi ion to provide
DARCOM an overview of the reHability
of nuclear and non-nuclear ammunition,
missiles and other materiel deployed or
tockpiled. To supplement these capabilities, the Inventory Research Office,
the Logistics Studies Office, and the Procurement Re earch Office were assigned
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to AMSAA in the fall of 1981.
AM AA i also designated the lead
DARCOM activity for survivability and
the DAR OM center for reliability,
availability and maintainability methodology. Most recently, AMSAA was assigned the DARCOM battlefield sy tern
integration mission with the disestablishment of that staff at HQ DAR OM
under RESHAPE.
Involvement in program with the
other services and the analysis establi hments of other nation i also part
of AMSAA's activity. The director of
AMSAA is the chairman of the Joint
Technical Coordinating Group for Munitions Effectivene , a joint ervice
working group established to publi h
tandardized munitions effectiveness
data on U.s. weapons. Thesejoint mumtions effectiveness manual are developed by the individual services under
DOD sponsorship with program oordination by a small staff at AMSAA.
The director is also the U.. national
leader and executive chairman of Panel
W-6 on generic weapons ystem effectiveness of the technical cooperation
program, with r presentatives from the
U.S., Canada, Australia, New Zealand
and the United Kingdom.
AMSAA has an authorized strength of
449 civilians and 32 military personnel.
More than half of the technical staff are
operations res arch analy ts with the
other half divided among the basic
ciences and engineering field. The FY
82 budget is $28.6 million-$22.5 million
RDT&E, $4.8 million OMA, and $1.3
million in customer funds. Yes AMSAA
does provide answers to the vital questions leading to better Army equipment.
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ARO Serves Many Needs as Multi-Disciplined Agency
The objective of the AJ:my R search
ffice, known popularly as .. ARO," is to
engage the nation's finest scientific and
engine ring talent in research which is
exp cted to have an impact on military
technology. The ARO is located in the
Research Triangle Park, NC, with some
40 other research and technology organization and in close proximity to three
major academic institution .
The ultimate goal in the production of
scientific information i to maintain our
Lechnological uperiorityand to increase
lead time over potential adversari .
Thi job is done through approximately
750 activ contrac
with research
laboratories within universities, industry and not-for-profit re earch organizations throughout the nation.
The scope of ARO's extramural research program is th largest of any of
the element.: in the Army R&D community, involving eight sci ntific disciplines: chemistry, biological sciences,
electronics, engineering, geosciences,
material sciences, mathematic and
physic _
Contract deci ions are based on a
thorough system of technical peer
review, u ing experts from within and
outside of the Army to assure both
scientific quality as well as Army relevancy. This entire effort is managed by a
group of approximately 30 professional
scientists, most of whom are personally
active in research and teehnology. Dr.
Hermann Robl, an internationally recognized physici t, has been techniCal director since 1975. He has also recently
served as a ting director until the i.nstallation, i.n July, of Dr. Robert E.
Weigle, form r technical director of the
Army Armament R&D Command.
1n the recent past, the ARO scientific
program has been oriented toward Army objectives including chemical and
biological defen e, microelectronics,
adverse weather, gun propulsion, surveillance and target acquisition, advanced materials, armor and antiarmor,
directed energy, adverse terrain, mobility and installation energy, fire control
and embedded computer software, explosive and shock phenomena, vertical
lift, manufacturing technology, and
human factors.
The chemical and biological defense
thrust, for example, involves research in
ientific disciplines and concerns
six
specific problems in chemical agent detection, decontamination, protective
material , atmospheric phenomena, and
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biologi al agent d tection and identification.
Vertical lift technology represents a
unique DOD investment in th development of national academic centers in
rotorcraft technology. Th.e centers
will perform research in a wide spectrum of subje t rei vant to rotorcraft
technology and will d velop a cade of
highly qualified engineers, scientists,
and Army aviation ofCicers.
The ARO methodology in selecting its
research investments is very much like
any other sound business investment decision, namely, to select investigators
with outstanding "track records" in
producing high quality and relevant
research. In this regard, the Army takes
pride in its support of many Nob 1
Laureates and recipients of other symbols of research recognition. For example, Dr. William Spicer, a long-time ARO
contractor, was recognized as the 1981
cienti t of the year by the Indll tliat
R&D Magazine. Prof. H.C. Brown of
Purdue University publicly praised the
significant role that the Army Research
Office played in hi work on boron
chemistry, for which he was recently
awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry.
These research efforts are fundamental
to night vi ion devices and propellant
technologies, respectively.
Additionally, new young investigators
with novel ideas for re earch are sought
out and supported. The office is also
known for its Junior Science and
Humanities Symposia and fellowships
for graduate students in ritical research
areas.
Accomplishments of the office in
terms of contributions to the national
scientific effort are impressive with
several thousand reports being generated every year. The true significance of
this effort, however, is measured in
terms of hundreds of interactions between ARO researchers, the Army lab
technologists and defen e contractors.
For example, models of the processing
and electronic behavior of integrated
circuits and devices, are widely used in
the computer-aided design of military
integrated circuits.
Research on hot gas ero ion has led to
the development of improved diagnostics and ero ion-resistant coatings, and
many alloys of rare-earth metals are
now being used in Army ystems which
involve electromagnetic control and will
be used for energy storage in the future.
New materials have been chemically

synthe ized, for exampl , boron d rivatives for missile propellants and polyphosphazenes for high I rformance
ela tomer seals in heLicopter application '. Method have also b en developed For predicting maximum lift of
helicopt I' rotor airfoils and optimum
metal Forming processes for projectiles.
Major advances have been made in the
techniques involving fast algorithms for
appli ation in fire control, image processing, filtering and guidance and control. Millim ter wave detectors, very
near the fundamental limi . of sensitivity, have been fabricated and demonstrated in planar onfigurati ns for
high resolution imaging radar during obscured vi ibility.
Army Research Office personnel ar'
v ry sensitive to the ne d For rapid
transfer of scientific results to potential
users_ Typically, about 15 to 20 activities in technology transfer from tile ARO
program to Army laboratories or
defense contractors are documented annually.
The Army Research Office ontract
program is carried out at a cost of slightly more than 55 million dollars annually
by a staff of approximately 100. onethird of whom have advanced degrees in
science and engineering. Thi ore of the
scientifi and engineering staff of
course, is greatly augm nted by the stimated 1,000 to 2,000 technical reviews
p rformed by . cientist outside of the
ARO in connection with it. proposals.
The argument for p rforming research
in the present climate of escalating
syst m co. ts is tronger than ever. Research has the potential of providing
dramatic reduction in co t and increased reliability such as in the transiti n from va uum tube to solid- tate
electronics. At the same time, there is
also the promi e of totally un xpected.
novel capabilities which may form the
basis for new y ·tem .
rn research, a very small investment
bUyS a great deal as compared to significant costs which occur when technology is being applied i.n . ystem
development. To a large extent, the
enormous cost of present weapons systems and their lengthy development
time is attributable to a lack of information whi h research must generate. This
is the important role of the ARO.

The preceding article was prepared by key personnel at the U.S.
Army Research Office.
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Human Engineering laboratory (HEl)...
Major Thrusts Determine Soldier/Equipment Performance
By HEL Director Dr. John D. Weisz
The U.S. Army Human Engineering
Laboratory's (HEL) main interests h:lIVe
always been to research and determine
the soldier's physical and mental performance and to help Army equipment
designers achieve the optimum point
where the soldier works best with the
machine the Army provides for combat.

these documents do not ask the impo .
sible of the soldier.

The Army i extremely concerned
with achieving parity with the capabilities of our potential enemies. We're
not as worried about quantity as we are
with stepping up the quality of our current and future combat systems. Since
its creation in 1951, at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, the HEL has strived to
find the best working relationship between the soldier and the machine. That
relation hip must be achieved for the
total materiel system to be effective in
combat.

The REL is required to complete an independent human factors study before
the Army Systems Acquisition Review
Council process begins. If the soldier is
still experiencing problems working
with the equipment, these obstacles
must be overcome before an item Or
system is permitted to go on to the next
phase of development.

We must "wring out" every potential
advantage to develop effective combat
materiel, using the best technology we
possess. Helping achieve this goal is
what the HEL is all about.
The REL conducts both laboratory and
field experiments to accumulate and
record data on soldier (both male and
female) performance. Once the data are
recorded, it is stored in REL's Department of Defense-wide data bank, an information storage facility that handled
over 18,000 foreign, industry, and inhouse requests for technical information
during FY 81. The bank contains information from many sources other than
REL. It holds a wealth of knowledge
from universities, other DOD laboratories, and NATO.
The REL has established detachment
staffs at each of the DARCOM R&D Commands, whose members work daily with
project managers and materiel designers
at each location to make the flow of in·
formation and the development of
systems move quicker and smoother.
The laboratory also provides field
liaison offices at mqior TRADOC centers
and schools, which close the loop in the
materiel acquisition process; the liaison
personnel become involved early on, assisting TRADOC in writing Letters of
Agreement and Required Operational
Capability documents. They make sure

When the acquisition process reaches
DARCOM level, REL detachment members become involved with the designers
and contractors to make sure the
machine and the soldier's performance
with it mesh intricately.

The HEL has served a lead laboratory
for several interesting research programs. It is the lead laboratory for
human factors engineering with DAR·
COM, as well as the lead agency for
Military Operations in Built-Up Areas.
Most recently, the REL was selected to
serve as DARCOM's lead laboratory for
robotics.
The HEL has been quite successful
over the last few years as a quickresponse organization for designing and
demonstrating materiel concepts, many
of which have already been fielded.
Some of the fruitful accomplishments
over the last 10 years include:
TOWCAP, or TOW Missile Cover
From Artillerij Projectiles or Frag-

ments. It was HEL's responsibility to
develop a protection device for the
M1l3 TOW vehicle crew to keep them
safe from artillery rounds and fragments. This vehicle normally has an
open top. The first prototype was
developed, produced, and provides the
same amount of protection that the top
of the regular M1l3 vehicle provides.
When REL completed its research, the
project moved to the U.S. Army Natick
R&D Lab and went into production; it
was fielded in Europe in FY 79.
The Evasive Tank Targel. HEL acted
as the salesman, the designer and the
fabrication crew for this project. Lab experts had to first sell the need for such a
target, then design and construct the
first prototype. REL later provided 12 of
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NBC-protected, fire direction center
vehicle, designed, fabricated and
tested by REL in 1981, is scheduled
for joint·effort testing by BEL and
the Chemical Systems Lab.
the kits for the Operational Test and
Evaluation Agency. The project then
moved to the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive R&D Command, where more kits
were fabricated and successfully used in
a number of field tests.
Precision Target Locator. REL
worked with the AAI Corp. on this project, designing and developing the first
prototype. The GVS-5 laser rangefinder,
encoders and associated electronic units
were mounted on the equipment. The
system was then interfaced with the
Digital Message Device and the Fire
Direction Center of conventional artiUery systems. The project moved to the
U.S. Army Missile Command.
Digital Weapon Fire Control Mon-

itoring System. Once again, the REL
worked with the AAI Corp. to design
and develop the first prototype, which
was used and demonstrated in the REL
Battalion Artillery Test in 1981.
TRADOC will be testing the system as a
training device. This system has the
potential for annual dollar savings in the
hundreds or millions; the savings wlll
come in the reduction of ammunitions
and POL costs formerly used for training
of artillery gun crews.
Integraled Helicaptm Flight ContrOL.

Two REL versions have been designed,
fabricated and installed into an OR58
helicopter. After successful testing con·
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ducted by the Army Engineering Flight
Activity in February 1978, this project
has led the field in developing a "f1y-bywire" integrated llight control concept.
Design of TOW Firing Bunkers in
Korea. The HEL led a team of top DAR-

COM representatives to Korea for the
formidable task of designing and te ting
a TOW firing bunker. After minor
modifications, the HEL version was
adopted. Construction has been completed and the bunkers are now in use
by the Republic of Korea Army.

Integrated Training DocumenUltion
and Training Project. The HEL developed and sold a new training manual
concept to TRADOC and DARCOM. Department of the Army approval for this,
revised training do umentation preparation and maintenance training on all
new DARCOM development programs
came in FY 78.

Military Operations in Built-Up
AreCLS. DARCOM Headquarters asked
the HEL to prepare a coordinated MOBA
program and to staff it with personnel
from the Berlin Brigade, TRADOC, Department of the Army, and all other
DARCOM agencies. The HEL has finalized the project and presented it to the
Deputy Chief of Staff for RDA for approval and funding. Meanwhile, work
has begun on many of the 38 tasks in the
composite program both at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD, and Las Vegas,
NY. A number of report results have
been published, including a test of current generation radios in Havre de
Grace, MD; Philadelphia, PA; and
Boston, MA. A third DARCOM-TRADOC
built-up area program has been developed and coordinated by the HEL; it
has been submitted for approval and
funding.
The HEL designed, fabricated and successfully tested the First Artillery Ammu.nition Resupply Vehicle, known as
FASTV. FASTV is now in production,
going directly from a demonstrator level
into advanced development; production
is now scheduled for deployment to
Europe.
A one-of-its-kind, NBC protected,
Fire-direction Center Vehicle was designed, fabricated and successfully
tested by the HEL in 1982. More testing
will be conducted on this vehicle in a
joint effort by the HEL and the Chemical
Systems Laboratory, U.S. Army Armament R&D Command.
It's clear that the HEL is responsible
for a Wide-ranging variety of research
projects that have a significant impact
on modern defense. The laboratory's
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Digital Weapon Fire Control Monitoring System, originally designed as a
research tool, is now being considered as a means of training artillery gun
crews, with an enormous reduction in ammunition and POL costs.
capabilities range from exclusively providing supporting human factors engineering services to developing concept
weapons systems, and conducting
materiel design feasibility studies. Its
quick design and development response
to DARCOM and TRADOC has been
proven many times.
Very significantly, the lIEL has served
in a liaison role between TRADOC and
DARCOM in the areas of target acquisition, communications, tactics and doctrine. This liaison role is especially pronounced in the field introduction of new
materiel in the artillery area. As such,
the laboratory is serving as a small,
field-Qriented, battlefield systems integration agency.
A strong working and coordination
relationship has been fostered between
the HEL and the Office of The Surgeon
General. This relationship has served to
provide early biomedical input to DARCOM development programs.
The Army is facing critical manpower
and budget restraints. in the past few
years it has become evident that automation is the key to future productivity.
With this in mind, the HEL, as lead
DARCOM agency, has begun a joint
DARCOM-TRADOC project for the
research and development of robotics.
An executive steering-group from both

major commands has been formed and a
5-year program is being developed.
An on-going HEL technical effort will
exploit current technology in an effort
to ease manpower requirements and to
enhance operational performance. The
first product of this effort will be a
technology demon tration program that
uses a robotic ammunition loader for the
MIlO Howitzer. Another robotic demonstration for ammunition handling at
the ammunition supply point is now being designed.
The HEL's 204 professional, technical
and administrative employees are looking forward to moving the laboratory's
headquarters into a new, multimillion
dollar 3-story facility later this year.
The laboratory' support facilities include a specially equipped area used to
test soldier clothing and equipment and
infantry weapons components; an up-todate, computerized, outdoor, 150meter, small-arms firing range; a special
facility used to experiment with ammunition handling under day and night
conditions; a farmhouse with five adjoining acres of land, and a building situated on two acres of land, both of
which are used in MOBA tudies.
The annual budget for the laboratory
which comes from a variety of source ,
has totalled approximately $12 million
annually over the last few years.
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Natick R&D labs (NLABS)...

'We Make Things Better'
By NLABS Commander COL James S. Hayes
The ultimate weapon in the military's
arsenal of weapons is the individual rvic man. He is the one \ ho must fight to
defend, or lake and occupy the high
ground. The mission of the U.S. Army
Natick R&D Laboratories (NLAB ) is to
d veloll clothing and ('quipmcnt systems
to prolect the serviCl'man, in all hostile
and climatic conditions; food and food
y t ms to feed him under these challenging conditions; and. h Iter and airdrop for him in this battlefieLd enironment.
To ac 'omplish this mission, NLARS
has 1,300 military and civilian employee who share the important task of
finding and fielding better ways to inrease the individual combat soldier's
performance and protection. This entails incorporating the late,t Slate-ofthe-art techniques to provide improved
uniform , combat clothing, field equipment and shelters, combat feeding syst m., food preparation and serving
equipm nt and systems, and the rapid
delivery of needed personnel and suppli s by air.
In the L940's and b fore L954,
Natick's mi.' ion and resources were
scaltered at various sites throughout the
country, fulfilling World War 1I and
Korean War requirement.s. ThoSE' war
experien cs d m nstrated that a centralized modern program of research
and development, aimed at protecting
and sustaining the soldier was n eded.
On 19 April 1952, J 77 years to the day
after the opening of the Revolutionary
War in n arby oncord, ground was
broken at Natick.
Two years later, in October 1954, the
doors were opened and facilitie. form rIy at Lawrence, MA; .Jeffersonville, IN;
Philadelphia, PA; Cameron tation, VA;
and Wa 'hington, D , moved in while
the Food and Container Institute,
hlcago, IL, made the transition in L963.
From that day forward, Natick Laboratorie and its taff became the centralized Army and military activity concerned with serving the need of the individual soldier.
The Nadcl< family consist of four major laboratories: Aero-Mechanical Engineering; Individual Protection,
Science and Advan ed Technology; and
Food Engineering, as well as the Oper-

LOCATED on 78 acres of land on the shores of Lake Cochituate and the town of
Natick, 20 miles west of Boston, more than 1,300 military and civilian
employee of the U.S. Army Natick R&D Laboratories share the task of finding
better or new ways of sustaining and protecting the soldier in all environments.
ations Res arch yst'ms Analysis Office. Two tE'nant netivitiE's, the a aJ
Jothing and Textil Res arch F'adlil y
and the Army Resl'arch Institute of Environml'ntal Medicin work doscly with
LARS.
Th
Aero-Mechanieal Enginl'ering
Lah's aeronautical and mechankal engineers and parachute {'quipment
specialisLs develop the mean>; for d('Iivering p('rsonnel and supplies from air('raft in f1i~ht, while other engineers
within thE' lab d . ign and develop the
organizational support equipment and
shelters.
Some past achievements indude th
highly effi j·nt M -1 steerahle I1'!"Sonnel canopy parachute and an antiinversion net. Since adopting the net,
the number of parachute inversion malfun tions ha.~ rlropp d to zero. The CTU2A, a torpedo-shaped pod container
dropped from b neath wings of high
speed aircraft, delivers up to 500 pounds
of supplies to pinpoint locations.
D livery techniques being developed
for the future includf.' a static-line deployed 2-stage parachute system for
safely dropping personnel from aircraft
flying at 250-knols per hour and 500feet altitude. A new controlled exit
system p rmiLS delivery of a full aircraft
load of equipment with minimum dispersion of the load and minimize th
time the aircraft and crew are exposed
to hostile fire.
Another 2-stage. 'ystem delivers 2,000
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pounds from altitudes up to 10,000 I' et
while also in the development cyde is an
ultra-high-Ievl'l container drop systl'm
for delivering 2,200 pounds from 25,000
ft'el. In this system, altitude sensors activate parachutes at 2,000 fel'l.
The two lahoratories at Natick that
have the most intimate impact on the
soldier are the [ndividual Prot ction
Lahoratory and Food Engin ering Laboratory. This is be('ause they provide the
most basic nec s: iti s of til' -protective
clothing and food.
[n the post war years, th Individual
Pr t ction Lab has significantly improved the well bing of the soldier. Major improveml'ols have been made in
body armor protection, including the
nyl n vest used during the Korean War,
the ceramic h Iicopter crew armor used
in Vietnam, and the vastly improved
personnel body armor ystem, con i ting
of a new heJmet and protective vest introduced in 1978.
Made of high-strength yntheti
Kevlar fiber, the I-piece helmet provides 25 percent more ballistic protection than the M-l steel pot while the
vest, made of the same material, increases torso protection by 50 percent.
Natick has developed, for the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,
lightweight inconspicuous body annor
which incorporates the Kevlar materia)
into sport coats, raincoats and ja kelso
New uniforms made of Nomex, a
flame-resistant material, have been de-
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velop d for both Army aviators and
combat vehicle cr wmen to protect
against flame hazards. A new generation
f chemi aI prot tive garments is
emerging from an accelerated R&D program in thi area.
Textile experts have developed a new
woodland camouflage pattern for the
qually new temperature wne battledress uniform and the arne technique
has b en adopted, in a desert pattern,
for operations in that environment.
Comfort, durability and protection are
th k y' to .llrv ivai in the Arctic and,
towards that end, atick, incorporating
the principJes of insulation, layering and
ventilation, has designed uniform and
footwear to protect personnel in temperatures down to -50°F.
Individual Protection Lab scientists
are also developing material that will offer laser protection for the eyes as well
as for th
Idier's entire body.
To sustain troops in Ar tic assault condition , the Food Engineering Laboratory has refined th earlier fr eze-dried
dehydration techniques pioneered by its
predecc sor at Chicago and develop d a
compressed field ration which provides
1,500 calori p r meal. Test results indicate high acceptance, both as to taste
performan e, as well as ease of preparation.
Compressed freeze drying permits
storage of larger amounts of food in considerably less space-id al for long range
submarines or spacecraft. Thank to
u h products developed for Army
ground tr op , astronauts Mr. Neil Arm-

trong and Mr. Ed Aldrin were able to
eat the first meal ever on the moon in
July 1969.
The dehydrated Long Range Patrol
Food packet was a uccess in Vietnam
and unusually high acceptance i now
being gain d by the Meal, Ready-to-Eat
Ration which is replacing the Meal,
Combat, Individual or .. .. ration so
well known to thousand of ervicemen
and veterans.
With the added development of flexible retort pouches for thermo-processed foods and the new flat, rectangular
Tray Pack (T) Ration served from Mobile
Field Service nits, combat troops can
expect a wider variety of hot, nutritious
meals.
Responsible for evaluating and developing improved feeding systems, the
Operations Research Sy -terns Alllilysi
ffice (ORSA) de igned the Army's new
"heat on the move and erve" combat
feeding ystem concept which is now
under accelerated development and
test. The ORSA Office also originated
the New Harvest Eagle Forward Field
Feeding System for the Air Force which
was successfully tested in Korea and
will be procured in FY 83.
A redesign by the ORSA, of the food
service system aboard the avy carrier
U
Saratoga, to redu e serving lines
and provide high preference foods, has
been so succe fui it has been implemented aboard all carriers and major
ship of the fleet.
The Science and Advanced Technology Lab's research in physical,

RIGID WALL SHELTERS, developed by the Aero-Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory, eliminates several sizes and shapes of shelters now in the system.
This 8' x 8' x 20' basic shelter can be expanded either on one or two sides.
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biological, behavioral and engin ering
sciences also provides the data base for
use by the other commodity laboratories
in seeking solutions to problems encountered in the development and procurem nt of materials and systems upgrading support to the soldier. Some examples include microbiologi t inve tigating and developing biological and/or
physical proce e to assure th safety
and stability of rations and f eding
systems, as well as means to protect
material from microbial deterioration or
contamination.
In promoting the advancement of the
military ration technology and the reIiabillty of all DOD food service systems,
biochemists and nutritionists are
currently engaged in the major challenge of d vising ways to protect food,
and improve its preparation and erving
in e~treme and toxic chemicalibiological
warfare environments.
A number of unique facilitie are
a vailable at Natick to assist the team of
scientists and technologists in pursuing
their projects.
Within the climatic chambers, worldwide environments can be simulated,
ranging from -70°F temperature with
winds up to 40 miles per hour in the arctic chamber to a humid and torrid J65 OF
environment in the tropics. A separate
raincourt facility produce up to four inches of rain an hour while in yet another
location, the flame resi tance of clothing
and equipment is tested at an open fire
pit.
A modem pilot plant containing the
late t in baking, cooking, dehydrating,
retort packaging and testing equipment
is an integral part of the food research
program.
A sophisticated array of equipment,
including a carbon dioxide las r, Raman
spectrometer, a nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer, are of invaluable
aid to the scientists while a third generation U IVAC 1106 computer helps
solve knotty technical and management
problems.
At the beginning of the 1982 calendar
year, the
atick Laboratorie work
force totalled 1,218 (96 military and
1,122 civilians). Eighty of this staff had
earned doctorates while 142 had
master's and 225 had bachelor's
degrees.
A total FY 83 budg t of approximately
$65 million dollars, with the major portions allotted to R&D ($42 million) and
O&MA ($20 million), i being diligently
applied by a concerned taff, dedicated
to making things better for the American soldier and assuring he has the best
food, best equipment and best protection, no matter what the environment.
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The Intelligence Community/Laboratory Interface
u.s.

Army Foreign Science and Tecllnology Center
By FSTC Deputy Director Mr. Donald B. Dinger

The Army laboratories' source for
scientific and technical intelligence
relating to foreign nations' ground
forces, exduding mi iles and medical
equipment, is the U.. Army Foreign
Science and Technology Center (FSTC),
located in Charlottesville, VA. Included
in its mission is the discovery of scientific and technological threats to the
security of U.S. Army ground force.
Induded here are the identification of
foreign technology and equipment improvements that could benefit the .S.
R&D community, and pinpointing deficiencies in foreign developments. The
major goal of the FSTC mission then, is
to prevent technological surpri e by
unknown or unprojected materiel advance from hostile or potentially
hostile force .
FTC's workforce consists of approximately 570 military and civilian employee , of which approximately 420 are
scientists, ngineers, and intelligence
research specialists. The arumal FSTC
budget is slightly in excess of $20
million.
The heart of the FST technical organization is the Intelligence Production
Directorate and the Technical Services
Directorate. The Intelligence Production
Directorate consists of a Current Intelligence Office, four systems-oriented
production diVisions, and a Sciences
Division which is the only scienceoriented organization in the DOD intelligence community.
The Technical Services Directorate
conducts highly technical imagery enhancement and electronic signal
analysis laboratory-type efforts as well
as providing printing, computer
graphics, micr graphics, and word processing support to the center.
Another key FSTC organizational element is the Army Foreign Materiel Office which manage the foreign materiel
exploitation program. The majority of
FSTC personnel are located in Charlottesville, but operating elements are
also located at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, Yokota Air Force Base,
Japan, and Frankfurt, Germany.
Intelligence production requir ments
are initiated by the materiel development community and result in a Defense
Intelligence Agency approved production schedule and FSTC operates as a
member of the national intelligence
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community in carrying out this production sch dule. To accomplish this
mi sion, FST provides outputs through
a variety of media.
Through these various output media,
FSTC has significant impact on the
materiel development community. Recent examples are the Ml tank in which
FSTC contributed to the election of the
120mm gun and the M2 and M3 fighting
vehicles, Advanced Attack Helicopter,
and small unit support vehicles.
Other rec nt accomplishments included providing reports on advance
foreign technologie in upport of
TACOM vehicle mobility research, ARRADCOM tank and artillery gun design,
AVRADCQM advan e helicopter materials technology, and signature data on
foreign ground forces systems.
Because of the criticality of FSTC'
outputs to the research, development,
engineering, and acquisition (RDE&A)
process, a number of initiatives are
underway to enhance the working relationship and input of FSTC in the
RDE&A process. These initiatives can be

u.s.

group d into three categories:
• Initiative to enhance FSTC working relationships with the RDE&A community. These laboratory initiatives
range from direct interaction of the
commander and staff of FSTC with
DARCOM major ubordinate commanders and directors to memorandums
of understanding to coordinat on common items of interest.
• Initiatives to increase F TC leverage on b half of the RDE&A community. In this area, FSTC is improving
its interactive data bases and computer
networking. They are also in reasing
decompartmentation and sanitization of
information to increase the availability
of intelligence.
• Initiatives to increase impact of the
Foreign Materiel Exploitation Program.
Here efforts range from making foreign
equipment documen available to the
community to establishing a memorandum of understanding with other friendly governments for exchange of oviet!
Warsaw Pact military equipment and exploitation results.

Army Missile Intelligence Agency

By MIA Deputy Director Dr. Rankin A. Clinton Jr.
The job or produ ing s i ntific and
technical intelligence on foreign mis.~i1e
systems belongs to the . . Army Mi i1e
Intelligence Agency (MLA), Huntsville,
AL, with an authorized str ngth of 369
personnel.
MIA provid
the Army, Navy, and
Air Force R&D community with scientific and engineering definitions of current and projected selected foreign
weapon systems. MIA and F T also
support strategic and tacticai operational commands, training and doctrine
command and operational test and
evaluation agencie .
The agency's work is done under a
current budget of some $20 million, and
is hou ed in a recently acquired new
60,000 square foot facility, a facility
that has been modified as an ultrasecure sensitive compartmented information center, the largest uch one
under Army control.
MIA performs in-depth analyses to
provide support r quested by a wide
sp ctrum of DOD users, and distribution
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of multi-source infonnaLion i~ accomplished in a variety of ways to include quick-reaction me sage documentation.
In recent years, MIA has also conducted exten iv exploitation of foreign
hardware, and the end product of thi'
foreign mat riel acquisition has been of
inestimable value to the weap ns acquisition/dev lopment cycle.
The agency continues to be oeeply involved in the Army Development and
A qui ition of Threat Simulation Program, managing the de ign, development, procurement, modification and
replacement of this equipment. The
simulators provide a realistic threat envirorunent to support training, testing
and development of new equipment and
tactics.
Additionally, MLA has made many
recommendations t
the countermeasures community on countermeasures which should be added to U.S.
systems to survive in the face of the
hostile threat.
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Testing Rotors in Model Scale
By Georgene H. Laub
A su bstantial portion of research of
the Aeromechanics Laboratory, ASAAmes Research Center (AVRADCOM),
Moffett Field, CA, involves the te ting
of helicopter rotors in model scale.
The e experiments upport continuing
efforts to improve understanding of
aerodynamics, tructural dynamics, and
acoustics of modern rotors.
Central to the e investigations has
been a versatile Rotary Wing Test Stand
that makes many of these programs po sible.
The system consists of several interchangeable units with control, monitoring, and on-line data acquisition capabilitie making it readily adaptable to a
variety of experiments and experimental facilities. It was conceived as a
major tool for obtaining experimental
aerodynami , structural dynamic, and
acoustic data on model helicopter rotors
to correlate with full-scale wind tunnel
and night test data.
To facilitate investigations of the complex high-sp ed rotor flow field under
controlled environmental conditions,
pursuant to the development and refinement of aerodynamic, structural
dynamic, and acou tic predi tion
theorie , was the purpose behind the
concept.
The tudy and design of the Rotary
Wing Test Stand system was begun in
1973, and by 1978 it was put into ervice
for the first rotor noi e radiation test
performed in the anechoic (acoustic
testing) hover chamber facility of the
Aeromechartics Laboratory.
In its several design configurations,
the t t tand i adaptable for te ting not
only in the anechoic hover chamber but
also in the 2 x 3·meter wind tunnel that
is operated by the Aeromechanics Laboratory.
The y tern can drive two or more
rotor blades at speeds up to 3,000 rpm in
either a clockwise or a counterclockwise
direction. Further, it can operate with a
120-horsepower transmission driven by
either two electric or two high-pressureair motors or with a 500-horsepower
transmission driven by three air motors.
Requirement of the te t program dictate which transmission is L1sed-generally the more quiet electric motors and
the 120-horsepower transmission being
selected for acoustic tests and the higher
500-horsepower transmission being
chosen to power large rotors in the
testing regime of high-drag, transonic
tip speeds.
The upper shaft unit used with the
120-horsepower transmission is a multi-
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component force balance de igned to
measure thrust loads to 600 pounds and
horizontal loads to 150 pound. The
swashplate control system used with the
balance unit allows cyclic attitudes from
-10 to + 13 degrees and a collective attitude range of 16 degrees.
In the relatively short time the system
has been operational, it has been proven
a very valuable asset to the Aeromechanics Laboratory. It has been the
test bed for 2 and 4 bladed rotors, rotors
of 1.2 to 2.1 meters diameter, rotors
with variou airfoils, blade tip , and
planforms, and rotors instrumented for
pre ure measurements.
Additionally, it has been u d in test
programs exploring such facets as rotor
hover wakes, structure of shed tip vortices, laser visualization of threedimen ional flow fields at transonic tip
speeds, and impulsive and blade-vortex
interaction noise.
Although it was designed specifically
for service in the anechoic hover
chamber and the 2 3-meter wind tunnel, the test stand ha been found
reasonably mobile and readily adaptable
for use in various other facilities and environments. For example, it with tood
the hazard of being transported from
country to country for service in cooperative re earch ventures.
During the past year, it was transported to France and used for a U.S.!
French cooperative research program in
rotary-wing acoustics. The test was run
as a totally cooperative effort that could
not have been accomplished without the
full support of both governments.
The reliability of the Rotary Wing Test
Stand system was impre ive. Many
hours of testing were conducted during
the 5-month long program with no
significant operational problems, and
severai major technical achievements
were accomplished.
The ability to use scaled-model rotors
for the study and measurement of rotor
blade-vortex interaction noise was
demonstrated by comparing preliminary
on-line French data with the equivalent
full-scale acoustic data taken in flight.
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These new data should aid in pinpointing the cau es and the potential
design changes which will minimize the
noise due to blade-vortex interaction.
Upon completion of the tests in
France, the system was hipped to th
etherlands for the U.S. and Dutch!
German cooperative research te t program in their new acoustically treated
wind tunnel facility, the DNW. Once
again, the U.S. was given tunnel time
and support for setting up the test stand
in this very large, nearly anechoic facility. Test objectives were similar to those
in the French te t, except that higher
flight speeds were po ible and were included in the test program.
Additionally, this tunnel has inflow
tl!rbulence levels which are an order of
magnitude smaller than the French
facility. Since the DNW tunnel nozzle
section is very large (6 x 8 meters), the
majority of the measuring microphones
were immersed in the slip stream making comparison with flight data quite
easy. These efforts have provided the
Army with valuable basic data enhancing the data base for the improved performance and reduced noise of helicopter rotors. This test covered a
2-month period, and once again, the
Rotary Wing Test Stand demonstrated
remarkable reliability.
Plans for the future utilization of the
test stand system include the possibility
of tests in the 4 x 7 meter VSTOL wind
tunnel at the NASA-Langley Research
Center, Hampton, VA, and an open field
environment at the NASA-Ames Research Center.
The new system has permitted testing
the same model rotors in a variety of
facilities and environments. Utilization
of the te t tand frame, drive, control,
and data measllring system in such d ifferent testing envirorunents minimized
concerns about comparability of data
taken from the various te t facilities.
During the less than four years since it
was first put into operation, the te t
stand has adequately demonstrated the
merit of its concept and the valid ity of
its design.

GEORGENE LA UB is a research, operations, and
facilities engineer at the Aeromechanics Laboratory,
NASA-Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA. She
hold.s a BS degree in aeronautical engineering from
Purdue University and an MS degree 'in aeronautics
and astronautics from Stanford University.
The Aerrrmechanics LaOOratory is one offour laboratories of the HQ U.S. Army Resem'ch & Technology
Lalx)T(r./Qries (A VRADCOM). Both units are located at
NASA-Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA.
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Army Corps of Engineers Laboratories
Introduction by Dr. James Choromokos Jr.
Assistant Chi.f of Engineers tor R&D and R&D Director, aCE
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers conducts both
military RDT&E (primarily 6.1 & 6.2) and civil works
R&D and directs five laboratories: the Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, NH;
the Coastal Engineering Research Center, Fort Belvoir,
VA; the Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory, Champaign, 1Li the Engineer Topographic
Laboratories, Fort Belvoir; and the Army Engineer
Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MS.
In addition to our direct funded RDT&E, the Corps of
Engineers also is the Department of the Army director
monitor for environmental services. This includes the
tech base R&D program at two DARCOM laboratories,
Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory and Toxic Hazardous
Materials Agency, and one Surgeon General laboratory,
U.S. Army Medical Bioengineering R&D Laboratory.
All Corps laboratories conduct both civil works and
military RDT&E except the Coastal Engineering Research laboratory which conducts only civil works
R&D. The Directorate of R&D for the Corps is re pon ible for the R&D program of over S165M that includes
both civil works and military RDT&E as well as reimbursable work.
Reimbu.rsable work includes advanced systems development for DARCOM, DMA, DNA and the other services, where customers come to our laboratories to
have specific R&D performed. Because of the variety of

R&D (RDT&E, civil works and reimbursable), we obtain
a tremendous amount of synergi m which benefits all
program . PersorUlel in the five Corp laboratories
totals over 2,300.
Our military program is focused in three areas. First,
is the characterization of the battlefield environment
and its impact on Army operations and materiel. Included are weapons and natural environmental effects
from the desert condition of outhwest Asia and the
winters of orthern Europe. Second, is the Army combat role and the support provided by combat engineering in mobility, countermobility, survivability, topographic science, and general engineering. Third, is the
acquisition, construction, maintenance and operations
role of the Corp for base/facility development and installation support to the Army and other services, including environmental quality and quality of life improvements for Army facilities.
In support of the Corp , civil works mission, the
research encompasses coastal engineering, flood control and navigation, con truction materiel, environmental quality of waterways, remote sensing, and ice
engineering.
In summary, the Corps program is forward looking
and responsive to the need of the Nation, the Army
and the Corp of Engineers. The following articles discuss the activities of 4 of the 5 Corp of Engineers
laboratories.

CERl Conducts Key Mission of Improving Base Support
By CERL CommanderlDlrector
COL Louis J. Clrceo Jr.

With most of the Army's physical
plant over 25 years old, the principal
mission of the U.S. Anny Construction
Engineering Research Laboratory
(CERL) at Champaign, IL, is to attack
this most significant need-base support.
The Anny's bases were built for yesterday's Anny and yesterday's soldier.
Weapons systems for today's Army call
for modern facilities and ophisticated
equipment. Today's volunteer soldier
requires higher quality living quarters
and service for him and his family.
However, the ever-increasing cost of
utilities for operating the Anny's aged
physical plant is making otherwisesuitable facilities "unaffordable"-and
the high cost of new construction and
recurring repair and maintenance compounds thi problem.
The approach taken to solve these
problem is to provide technology and
42

systems to make military facilities
technically and economically affordable.
The laboratory's technology areas cor-
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respond to the stages of real property
management in the Army, ranging from
master planning through acquisition and
construction to operations and mainte-
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nance. The technology in lucles lead
laborator responsibilities in energy
conservation of fixecl facilities and environmental quality manag melll f all
Army activities at an installation.
CERL' accom]>Ii. hments can be d scribed best in terms of emphases which
hav pr vail d during the last 10 years.
The first is to improve productivity of
th limited Army resources available to
plan, design, and build new facilities.
CERL i developing a computer-aided
design system to assist the Army
engineer-the computer-aided l'ngineering and archit ctural de ign sy tern.
This system wilL consist of three
phase. A pre-design ph
will assist installation planners in automated ma.~ter
planning and initial project dev lopment. The concept de 'ign phase is an integrated set of automated design tools
which will provide design layouts
validated against design criteria, energy
budgets and the cost estimate for the 35
percent design level.
The final design phase will be an int grated set of automated design tools for
the 100 percent design of the major
systems in a facility (structural, mechanical, etc.), and the final procur ment documents (specifi<'alions, costestimate, detailed drawings, etc.).
Separale modules of concept design
were r cently integrated into a single
ystem. In a pilot test using standard
drawings, the concept system was appli d to th designs for over 100 proj ct
in th FY 4 military con truction Army
program. Results thus far are highly uccessful, with indi ations of significant
savings in both ost and time.
Two recent accompli hments that will
become a part of this computer-aided
design y tern, are the building I ad
analysis and system thermodynamics
system and th compul r-aid d spe ification preparation system. The first of
the e i a compr hensive s t of programs for predicting energy consumpti n and en rgy y tems performance
and cost in buildings. It also e. timate

annual energy performanc of the facility, whi 'h is ssential for the design of
s lar and total energy system. and f I'
determining compliance with design
energy budge .
The second sy tem is an automated
specification preparation y tel;' unique
to military con. truction. Both systems
are in active use by Army engineers
with annual savings in the multi-million
dollar range anticipated.
The second CERL activity addresses
the need to coordinate military facility
modernization with I' duced maintenance and repair costs. This reseatch
takes advantage of the latest technology
in indu try. A typical example is roofing. Roof on Army facilities currently
require maintenance and repair in exeess of 850 milJjon annually, and have a
history of leaking within a few years of
placement.
CERL is investigating potential Army
use of single membrane roofing in
answer to this problem. If ucces ful,
this technology could reduce roof maintenance costs by 40 per ent. Other
technologies in this activity are in pollution abatement and energy conservation.
The third research activity is to reduce
repair costs in non-destructive testing of
material on site. For example, improper
welds lead to safety problems, and an
improper weld costs five times the
original weld cost to correct. The weld
quality monitor is being developed to
evaluate the quality of a weld as it is being made-in real time. It ion-line al
the Abrams tank production plant in
Lima, OH, and tests have been 0 ucce ful that a change to a Ie expensive
weld rod is planned.
A fourth need is to improve the productivity of limited resources available
to the facility engineer to maintain and
operate the physical plants. CERL reearch in this area is designed to enable
the facility engineer to systematically
select what facility to maintain/repair
and to determine what quality of repair.

The pavement maintenance management system helps the facility engineer
optimize the allocation of re ources in
roads and streets maintenance. An FY
81 test at Fort Eu ti re ulted in pavement maintenance management co ts of
879 per lane mile with the pavement
system, compared to 8158 per lane mile
cost for a manual system that was in effect. Utilizing this system, the Fort
Eustis backlog of pavement maintenance and repair is being rapidly reduced. Other such systems in development are for roor'mg, corrosion, railroads and utilities.
In the fifth thrust area-the facility
engineer's management of operationsCERL has developed technology and
automated sytems to minimize costs. For
example, the environmental techni al
information system has been developed
to calculate the environmental impacts
of military construction and lnilitary
operations. This system is being exten iveLy used throughout th Federal
Government. Additionally, energy conservation technologie ranging from
time clOCK through energy monitoring
and control systems are being tailored
for Army use.
The newest of the five Corps of Engineers laboratories, CERL was established in 1968. It is located on a
3D-acre site at the Interstat Research
Park in Champaign, IL, where it can
take advantage of the resourc sand
facilities of the University of Illinois.
The CERL interdisciplinary research
team onsists of 124 scienti
and
engineers assisted by 29 technical support and 58 admini trative upport personnel. Nine of the staff members are
military personnel.
In FY 81, CERL's total program was
$18.5 million, of which $8 million was
direct ROT&E funding and 87.5 million
was reimbursable funding principally
from the Office of the Chief of Engineers and Corps division and di tricts.
Other federal agencie accounted for
the remaining 83 million.

CRREL Programs Enhance Army's Cold Regions Mission
Winter-snow, ice, frozen ground.
These enviI'onmental extremes OCCUI' in
over half the Northern Hemisphere. The
penalties of winter condition must be
overcome by the military on the battlefield as well as in the garrison. Even the
civilian populace must learn to effectively adapt to winters in cold regions.
rving the Army and the nation in
understanding the particular characteristics of the cold regions, how it affects man, and how it is affected by
man, is the Army Corps of Engineers
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Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory (CRREL), Hanover, NH.
CRREL's roots go back to World War II
and the construction of the Akan Highway and construction of defense facilities in Alaska. It was involved in, and
continues to work on the construction
and maintenance of the DEW line facilities in Greenland.
In 1977, CRREL engineers developed
the concept for the successful move of
one of the DEW line radar tations to a
new foundation on the icecap. The

move of the 3,300-ton structure resulted
in a savings of $1.5 million when compared with building a new on . The
move of a second structure is planned
for this summer.
Additionally, CRREL staff members
are active in the nation's space exploration program, participating in the
development of the hardware u ed on
the Mars Mariner lander which analyzed
the soil and made determinations for the
presence of moisture. Currently, CRREL
i studying the potential for the build-up
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of lee on the fuel tank of the space shuttle. Ice breaking off during launch could
damag the heat shield tile..
Winter imposes a unjque set of condition on the battlefield,
CRREL
research looks at defining the environmental condition of the winter ba~lle
field which must be considered hy the
hardware developers and the tactical
planners.
now, frozen ground, thawing
ground, and lee on rivers and lakes all
affect mobility. Snow and frozen ground
limit the performance of mines. Frozen
ground restricts standard excavation
techniques, wheth r for building of
revetment or repair of bomb damaged
runways.
A major re arch effort at CRREL is to
study the effe t of winter conditionssnow, ice, fog, rain, cold-on the
soprusticated electro-optical and miUim ler-wave systems currently in u e or
under development for target acquisition and guidance.
The lab is coordinating a series of
"SNOW" field experiments to quantify
the influence of the winter environment
on such systems. After two winters of
study, the environmental characterization program has developed a data base
for electro-optical and millimeter-wave
propagation through snow that can be
utilized with confidence in developing
statistical analysis.
For permanent Army bases, CRREL
research is seeking ways to build more
energy efficient structures in the cold
regions, and in this quest has developed
new design standards for snow loads on
roof. Various types of commercial roofing insulations are being xamined to
determine the amount of moi ture
which may penetrate the insulation and
its effect on insulation value .
CRREL pavement engineers have recently publi hed a "Pothole Primer"
which addresses the understanding and
management of pothole problems in
asphalt pavements. It is intended for
non- nglneers in understanding the ma-

SNOW characterization instrumentation being used by CRREL in SNOW field
experiments include (from left) holocamera, electro-optical particle-size
probes, and snow-content meters.
jor cau e and general solutions to the
the Peoples Republic of China are conducting research at the Hanover, NH,
universal pothole problem.
CRREL served as the COfj)S' lead
facilities. This past winter, two CRREL
laboratory on a project to develop the
scientists conducted studies in Antarcdesign criteria for the treatment of
tica's Weddell Sea while on board a
sewag wastewater by application to
Soviet icebreaker.
land areas. This program, funded under
Specialized facilities at CRREL include
the Corps' urban studi s project,
a large Tee Engineering Laboratory,
resulted in the publishing of the Process
which provides refrigerated areas
Design Manual Jm' Land Treatment qf
where scale model hydraulic ice studies
Mun'icipal Wastewater, in coordination
may be conducted. This program i' part
with the Environmental Protection
of the Corps' civil works efforts in supAgency, the Departm nt of Agriculture,
port of the nation's waterway. Proband the Department of Interior. The
lem addressed include understanding
land treatment process offers an atand preventing or controlling ice jams,
alleviating icing problems in navigation
tractive, cost effe tive alternative.
locks and dams, and prev ntion of icing
CRREL ha. a staff of 300, including
more than 100 re earch scienti ts and
of hydropower water intake .
engineers. Expertise of the professional
The final dividend of the extensive
staff has resulted in the lab's parti iand varied re 'earch program of CRREL
is information which enables the Army
patlon in many national and international programs.
to achi ve its mission in the cold regions
CRREL personnel served in an adof the world.
visory capacity to the government in the
design and construction of the TransThe p1'eceding article was preAlaska all Pipeline, and currenlly, it is
pared
by key personnel at the U.S.
assisting government agencies on the
Army Corps of Engineers Cold Reproposed Ala5ka natural gas transmisgions Research and Engineering
sion system.
At present, scientists from Japan and
Laboratory.

ETL Supports Terrain Requirements Through Intense R&D Programs
Modern developments are changing
the nature of combat. The cope, accuracy and methods of su pportlng topographic requirements are also changing.
Coming to grips with these modem
hang s, th research and development
community, along with developers and
users, is taking a hard look at how to
manage and use vastly increased
amounts of battlefield information for
effective coordination and control of
modern fighting unit and weapon systems.
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Performing the full range of R&D services, from basic research through engineering development in the topographic science, the U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories (ETL)
reports directly to the Chief of
Engineers. ETL personnel are actively
involved in supporting Army modernization and, where applicabl , in transferring defens technology to the civil
works element of the Corps.
Two major clients are served-the
Defense Mapping Agency and the Army
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Materiel Developm nt and Readiness
Command (DARCOM). Along with these
major elements, ETL also serves the
Army Space Program Office and other
Department of Defense and governmental agencies. ETL's Terrain Analysis
Center, the only production-oriented
element of the laboratories, responds to,
among others, the Assistant Chief of
Staff for Intelligence by preparing
special terrain studies.
Systems developed for the Defense
Mapping Agency enable rapid map com-
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mer, could also support oth r weapon
systems.
Digital terrain elevation data that are
already being produced at the Defensc
Mapping Agency wjll be able to be verified, reformatted and transferred onto a
militarized tape cartridge that is compatible with Firefinder computers. This
facility will be the first of its kind
delivered to a tacti al unit and it should
greatly improve accuracy and responsiveness.
Research now in progress at the
Jaboratorie is indicative of the change
taking place in topographic support.
There is a definite shift in emphasis
from the classic function of providing
static, two-dimen ional, conventional
maps to a modern function of providing
quick-response, three-dim nsional,
dynamic products using digital topographic data.
A Digital Terrain Analysis tation is
being u ed by oftware developers in
order to work on digital topographic
data bases. TIle focus is on generating
computer graphics similar to crosscountry movement overlays and other
tactical graphics that are now laboriously prepared by hand. Recently, ETL
was given the responsibility for developing a digital system that can deliver the terrain portion of information
requirements for the all-source analysis
system.
Another facility, dubbed ComputerAs isted Photo Interpretation Re earch,
was set up to take on the challenge of
producing cost-effective, high-quality,
geographic data files. Scientists who are
working at this facility are investigating
direct-data entry into existing digital
files. Capturing, validating, updating
and, thus, managing geographic data, is
easier, faster and more precise.
Driven by new topographic doctrine
and organization, technical experts designed a topographic upport ystem
that is due to replace antique equipment

pilation and drafting at lower costs and
with gr ater accura y at base printing
plants.
In conjunction with DARCOM, ETL
personnel are responsible for delivering
high-precision positioning systems for
the field artillery, target positioning
equipment for tactical missile units, and
improved systems for reproducing maps
portraying specific military geographic
information needed by the Army in the
field.
Currently, the terminal guidance
sy tern for the Pershing 11 mi ile is one
of the top priorities for the cadre of
scientists and engineers who work in the
laboratories at Fort Belvoir, VA. Accuracies required for siting the Missile X
ar also being addre. sed. Worker are
busily targeting their energy on improving astrogeodetic and inertial survey
technology.
Back on the ground, in a fast-paced,
no-nonsen e ituation, a printer that
gives commanders quick-response,
combat-oriented terrain maps is essential. Spearheaded by ETL researchers, and now in advanced development, the Quick Response Multicolor Print r is especially designed for
low-volume, "n.eed it now" conditions.
With an eye on the future, these researchers are looking into the possibility
of a digital interface for the printer. If
this should occur, map could be printed
from digital data bases, as well as from
paper.
Today, the soldier and the standard
topographic map play key role. in determining enemy weapon locations. Tomorrow that may not be the case. A d ubbing fa iUty, now being developed at
ETL, wiU serve as a critical field link between DMA digital data and the ultimate user in the field. It is being
developed to support the Firefinder
weapon location sy tern. Thi data conversion facility, expected to be out of
the laboratory environment this sum-
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ETL's Digital Elevation Data DUbbing Facility will convert Defense Mapping
Agency digital data to a form usable by Firefinder weapon locating radar.
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now in topographic units. Headed for
Europe in FY 84, the syst m i modular,
mobile and evolutionary: modular to adjust to battlefield conditions; mobil to
maintain contact with tactical forces at
th low st possibl echelon; and evo·
lutionary to keep pace with advancing
technology.
The effort to apply military R&D to
the civil works program add a further
plus to the productive output of the
R&D effort and serve to increase positive returns on the funds expended for
defense of the nation.
Always aiming at quick, cost-cutting
and accurate methods for military applications, ETL personnel realize that
much of t11eir R&D has spin-off in the
civilian community. The Position and
Azimuth Determining System and the
lightweight gyrocompass, both developed for the field artiUery, have been
successfully marketed in commer ial
versions for civilian use.
ETL is the Corps of Engineers' principallaboratory for remote en ing. This
civil works-fUllded program includes activities at other laboratories and is
oriented toward using remote sensing
information in water resource , inland
waterways and flood control projects.
Many Corps dams are being monitored
by urveyors chooled in the use of an
ETL technique that make it possible to
spot minute movements in huge structures. This te hnique is being used in
support of the Corp of Engineers' dam
safety program. Engineers will soon be
able to pinpoint tress areas, and to
determine what is cau ing the str 55, by
a tilt monitoring method thaI i now being introduced.
Named 1976 Most Improved Army
Laboratory, ETL won further distinction
as the 1977 Army Laboratory of the
Year. Once again, ETL was named Most
Improved Laboratory for 1981.
ETL's work force of over 300 civilian
and military personnel has come a long
way from the 1920 temporary engineer
detachment that was formed under MAJ
James Bagley, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Bagley set the stage for radical
change when he began testing the use of
aerial photographs for mapmaking purposes. Today, ·ETL's researchers are
harnessing the technical explosions in
digital array techniques, coherent light,
data storage, and other disciplines to
answer the same question: What is the
terrain like?

The preceding article was prepared by key personnel at the U.S.
Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories.
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Waterways Experiment Station (WES)...
Principal Missions Support Military, Civilian Requirements
Who in the Army analyzes and devise
solution for ueh things as bomb
damage repair of pavement, protective
structures, nuclear and conv ntional explo ive effects, tunnel detection, and
seismic sensors? The e and many other
tasks fall under the mission of the U.S.
Army's Corps of Engineers Waterways
Experiment Station (WES), Vicksburg,
MS.

WEB is one of the principal Army research, testing, and development
facilities under the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. Its mission i to conceive,
plan, and execute, engineering lllVestigations, and research and development
studies to support both the civil and
military missions of the Chief of Engineers.
.
This work is dOhe in four laboratories.
Fields of research include hydraulics,
soil and rock mechanics, arthquak
engineering, concrete technology, expedient con truetion, nuclear and conventional weapons effects, nuclear and
chemical explosive excavation, vehicle
mobility, engineering geology, pavements, protective structures, environmental relationships, aquatic plants,
water quality, and dredged material.
In addition to purely military needs,
national problem addressed at WES include maintaining and improving the na-

tion's waterways for navigation, controlling flood, designing of harbors,
avoiding problems caused by the liquefaction of oil., preventing los due to
earthquakes, insuring safety of dams,
prop r di po ing of dredged material
controlling aquatic plants, proper
disposing of solid and hazardous wastes,
treating wastewater, restoring wetlands, insuring water quality, providing
recreation, detecting tunnels and
cavities in the subsurfa e, insuring adequate structural strength, determining
methods of trafficability over beach
sands, constructing airfields, and using
explosion effects for civil as well as
mili tary purposes.
The Hydraulics Laboratory was the
original "Waterways Experiment Statibn," and its principal tool are phy ical
and numerical hydrauliC models. A
group of engineering speciali ts, continually honing its intellect on research,
has always been ready and able to address new problems in hydraulics and
hydrodynamics.
For more than a haU century the
laboratory has developed both physical
and numerical hydraulic modeling to an
art that produces results of tremendous
value. The results are used in the design
of dams, planning and construction of
flood-control levees, river and harbor

Front-end loader fills sand-grid confining system for improved beach trafficability in Geotechnical Lab, Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MS.
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construction prOje t , soil-erosion control, treambank erosion, thermal pollution, and water quality, and in many
military applications.
Anot11er key area is that of the Geotechnicai Laboratory where some 200
military and civil resea rch projects are
underway. Some of the more ignificant
military study areas are vehicle mobility
research, repair of bomb damaged runways, tunnel detection In thods, repair
of war-damaged port facilities, sand
treatment for mobility enhancement,
railroad rehabilitation for mobilization,
non-destructi ve testing and recycling of
ail'field pavements and pavement and
foundation design.
The Geol.echnical Laboratory recently
oc upied a new building named in honor
of Prof. ArthLlr Casagrande who wa
recognized as an outstanding specialist
in oil mechanics and foundation engineering. With the modern laboratory
facilities in the new building, orps support for th Army is being significantly
improved in such areas as advanced
analysis of soil liquefaction processes
and d velopment of high volume
material te ting teChniques, as related to
permanent military facilitie , better tunnel detection methods, improved
military pavement design, and theater
of operations horizontal construction.
The Structu res Laboratory condu ts
inve tigations to determine the phenomenology and effects of explo ions and
tudies th response of structures to
such loading. Effects of earthquakes on
concrete dam and other structures are
studied. The lab also investigates effects
of natural and artificial environmental
influenCeS on structures and nn structural materials.
Additionally, the lab carries out reearch on the behavior of soils undl'lr
dynamic loading conditions, the effe tivene~ of various tructural de ign
oncepts in with. tanding specific design
loads with appropriate margins of safety, and the feasibility and cost-saving
aspects of performing excavation with
explosives, or, through the USl'l of explosives in cor\iunction with conventional excavation technique. The total
research effort of the laboratory involves theoretical, analyticlil, experimental, and modeling approaches. fts
motto is: "To Build Better."
Hydrodynamic codes are used to calculate kinds and amounts of explosives
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to be u. ed to simulate the blast and
shock effects of nuclear explosions. Eff cLs of uch detonation and the tran mission of these effects through singleand multi-lay red media are calculat d.
mall-scale laboratory and large-scale
field cxpcrim nts ar condu ted to
verify Or modify the codes.
The lab also accompli hes partitioning
of explosive energy into various media,
resulting from detonations that 0 cur at
arious heights or depths of burst, and
the transmi ion of th shock energy
through the various media which provide data upon which to base the design
of protective and trategic tructures.
Scale models of a wide assortment of
tructural type are also tested to determine response characteristics and
vuln rability, and to asseS! th internal
shock environments.
Finit
lement omputer codes are
developed and used to predict the respon e of . t ructures to the dynamic
loadings associated with nuclear or nonnuclear explosions, and to j>redict the
respons 0 f stru 'lures such as concrete
dams to the effects of earthquakes.
Re ear h in the Environmental Laboratory answers questions on the effects
of man' . activitie on the environm nt
as well as the effecls of the environment
on military operations and materiel. n i
the lead laboratory for the Corps in the
field of military hydrology, fixed-intallation camouflage, and mine!
countermine programs.
Military hydrology provides techniques for locating probable water
urces in arid environments and producing new methods for tactical treamflow fore ~ ting to assist in planning
military op rations uch as bridging
tream with floating bridg s.
Fixed-installation camouflage i
I ading to new techniqu for hiding k y
elements of fixed facilities from visual,
thermal, and radar target acquisition
devices to increase their survivability.
Th mine! ountermine program will
provide a technology base to define the
range and nature of terrain anomalie
created by mine placement, provide
methods to locate and evaluate mined
areas as a function of terrain and environmental changes, develop concepts
and criteria for u ing explosives and
simulated larget signatures for neutralization, and provide analytical models,
concepts, and criteria to improve mine!
countermine operations for transfer to
equipment develop rs.
Special tudy areas include the treatment and management of wastewater,
urban runoff, or other wastes and pollutants produced by indu trial or other
activities. A geographically based infor-
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WES testing program includes use of both physical and numerical modeling
tl!chniques to address the problem of shoaling in the Sunny Point Terminal,
Cape Fear River, NC. The Military Ocean Terminal, Sunny Point, operated by
the Military Traffic Management Command, is in Brunswick County, NC.
malion system capable of storing, retrieving, displaying and analyzing multiple environmental factors has b en
developed.
The WES taff is proud of their re ent
accomplishments in the areas of vehicle
mobility, pav ment design, soil stabilization, concrete technology, b mb
damage pavement repair, nuclear and
conventional explo ive effec~, prot clive structures, and seismic sensors. In
addition, major contribution have been
made to the technology of flood c.'Ontrol
and navigation studie, arthquake
damage prevention, beach erosion and
sand bypassing, dredged material disposition, aquatic plant control, tunnel
and cavity detection, and re 'ervoir
water q uali ty .
Recent new areas of empha i at WES
include thermal camouflage studies,
military hydrology, installation restoration, hurricane surge studies, water
quality research, streambank erosion,
mathematical modeling, solid and hazardous waste research, wetlands resejlrch,
maintenance and repair of hydraulic
structures, sediment transport, and the
development of coastal wave information.
A unique feature that differentiates
WES from other DOD R&D in tallations
is the degree to which its program
simultaneously, and in an integrated

way, serve both the military and civil
needs of the nation as these are embodied in the Corps of Engineers mission.
WES scientists and engineers have
some of the mO'L complete and sop histi ated testing facilities in lhe world to
carry out their R&D to solv important
problems affecting our nation's safety
and its vital natural resource .
WES has mape major contributions to
the Nation' growth and dev lopment.
It supports the total Army and, through
its re earch, meets the needs of the Army's military mission. The civilian staff
of 1,316, augmented by 15 military personnel, includes 779 engineers, scienti. ts, and technicians.
Research at WES is funded directly
from the Offi e, Chief of Engineers and
on a reimbursable basi; Congress makes
no direct appropriation for its operation.
Sponsoring organizations pay for all
costs incurred in carrying out the work
they request. There are presently 1,200
active projects underway with 120 sponSOJ1!. This represents a work program of
around $70 million.

The preceding article was prepared by key persO'1'/nel at the U.s.

Army Corps of Engineers Water-

ways Experiment Station.
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Army Medical R&D Command...
Individual Soldier Viewed as 'Most Important' Battlefield Asset
Introduction by MG Garrison Rapmund
Commander, U.S. Army Medical R&D Command
The motto which describes the tradition and worldwide mission of the

u.s.

Anny Medical Research and Development Command (USAMRDC) is
"Research for the Soldier," because the soldier is considered lhe mo t important and the m.Q t vulnerable component of all battlefield systems. The
medical R&D program of the Army then, is geared to address pmblems
which may cause the soldier to become inopprative or operate at 1"educed e.fficiency under a variety ofphysical, psychological and disease stresses in a
wide array of enviromnents.
To provide overall management and direction to the multi-disciplined
and multi:faceted R&D efforts of the Office of The Surgeon Gene?'al of the
Army, is the purpose of the U.S. Army Medical R&D Command headquartered at Fort Detrick, Frederick, MD. Re.search and development is
organ1.zed into five general area.S: military disease hazards, combat casualty care, health hazards ofmilitary systems and combat operations, combat
maxiltofacia.t injunJ and medical defense against chemical agents.
The USAMRDC commander is responsible for the planning, coordinating,
directing, executing, and reviewing the Army-wide medical RDTE program. The Surgeon General provides the essential command guidance and
personnel res01J,rces, while funds and general program guidance are receivedfrom lhe Office of the Deputy Chief ofStafffor Res arch, Development
and Acquisition, DA.
The medical research program is conducted in the United States and, to a
limited degree, in otOO- ccruntries. Medical R&D efforts are performed in
military laboratories by more than 2,900 military and civilian investigators, technicians and support personnel. These activities are compl81nented by more than 375 research contracts with universities, nonprofit
research organizations, and industry.
Approximately 55 percent of thes contracts m-e with edtteational institutions. Some research is conducted in othe?' government laboratories such as
tho. e of the Department of Agriculture and the National Bur au of Standards. TlUJ following are descriptions of 1-esearch activities at each
USAMRDC laborat.Qry.
Walter Reed
Army Institute of Re.earch
Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research (WRAIR) is the oldest and largest of the USAMRDC laboratories.
Founded in 1893 as the first school of
preventive medicine in the United
States, WRAIR has always had, as an
associated mission, the conduct of
research in the field of military preventive medicine. Today, the mission includes studies in combat casualty care.
The FY 83 budget for the institute is in
excess of $26 million. Course include
tropical medicine, military veterinary
medicine short course, the animal
specialist (91T) course, the military
preventive medicine residency and the
infectious disease fellowship.
Staffed by approximately 825 re-
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searchers and support personnel, the
workforce is about equally divided between military and civilian. Advanced
degrees are held by many of the people
assigned to WRAIR, and embrac a wide
variety of disciplines.
WRAIR pursues a research program
which extends from basic research
through product development. Goaldirected basic research is aimed at
understanding the molecular biology of
agents causing militarily important
diseases such as hepatitis, shigellosis
and malaria. These studies are complemented by basic studies of immunology
and epidemiology.
Basic studies in neurophysiology and
behavioral psychology are aimed at discovering determinants of behavior and
response to stress and lead to better
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understanding of combat psychiatric
problems.
Explorat ry development, supporting
all the USAMRD labs, covers four of
the five Command research areas;
military disease hazards, combat casualty care, sy terns health hazards and
medical defen e against chemical
agents. An example of ongoing work is
the development of genetically
engineered Shigella vaccine. New approache such as genetic engineering
and production of monoclonal antibodies are applied to development of
disease prevention measures.
In product development, vaccines for
dengue fever, a tetravalent meningococcal vaccine, a vaccine effective against
drug resistant gonorrhea, antimalarial/
leishmanial drugs and alltidotes for
organophosphate compounds are nearly
ready for human testing.
Much of the work of WRAIR goe on in
the main laboratory located at the
Walter Reed Army Medical Center in
Washington, DC. However, small elements of WRAlR have operated overseas since MAJ Walter Reed led the
Yellow Fever Commission to Cuba in
1900. WRAIR researchers are presently
in Thailand, Malaysia, Kenya, Brazil,
West Germany, and Egypt.
WRAIR also has command responsibility for management of a broad program of extramural re earch. ContraclS
with leading university and industrial
laboratories greatly expand the
USAMRDC capability in neuropsychiatry, infectiou di ease and drug development research.
Together with the addilional responsibilities in ombat casualty care,
WRAIR continues its traditional research and teaching program dedicated
to preventive medicine and the preservation of combat effectiveness.

Army Medical
Re.earch In.tltute of
Infectious Dlse••e.
Conducting studies on the pathogenesis, prophylaxis, treatment and epidemiology of infectiou diseases, is the
mission of the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases
(USAMRIlD), Fort Detrick, MD.
Particular emphasis is placed on problems associated with medical defense
against potential biological warfare
agents, or naturally occurring di ease
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of particular military importance and on
the highly virulent pathogenic microorganisms which require special containment facilities.
In th past year, U AMRIID, a com·
ponent of WRATR, in cooperation with
the .S. Air Force, has developed the
apability of ending a unique medi al
team to distant locations to bring back
military pati nts using the most stringent i olation procedure. These proed ures are necessary for patients who
have, or are suspected of having any
one of s eral highly hazardous and contagious disease, uch as Lassa, Marburg, or Ebola fevers or other hemorrhagic fev rs.
The procedure consists of placing a patient in a plastic-enclosed tretcher,
totally isolating the patient from the attending medical and Air Force personnel. These plastic milts are eq uipped
with air lock eats and pecial microbiological filters, and provide the
highest level of biohazard containment.
The stretcher unit can be moved in Army medical evacuation helicopters,
ground vehicle of light truck size, or in
small buses. Once the patient has been
moved to an Air Force ho pital transport
plane, they will be transferred without
contaminating the attending medical
personnel to a somewhat larger unit, the
aircraft transit isolator.
Initial loading in the field must be
done by medics who are protected by
impermeable suits. These are decontaminated with di infectant solution
after the patient is •'buttoned -up" in the
isolator. The tran it isolator provides
the patient with more room and comfort
and allows attending medical personnel
greater accessibility for providing care.
Once the patient has been transported
by air and bus to USAMRIID he is transIerred into a unique containment suite
where state-of-the-art medical treatment can be provided. [n this suite environment, the patient is not surrounded by a pla tic endosur j instead,
attending medical personnel must wear
protective plastic suits with their own
air supply. Each of the transIers from
the field to carri r, to the containment
uite can be done without breaking the
isolation barrier and without exposure
of personnel who move the patient.
In summary, USAMRIID, in conjunction with the Air Force, now has the
capability to transport highly contagious
patients via land and air from any continent without endangering the medical
attending staff. At the institute, tateof-the-art medical care, including fully
protected clinical laboratory support,
can be provided to the patient. Major
problems which have been solved are:
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conformity with existing USAF equipment, independent and rechargeable
power sources for use in remote areas,
and in-flight and non-interference with
aircraft electronic systems.

Letterman
Armv Institute of Research
Letlerman Army Institute of Research
(LAIR), Presidio of San Francisco, CA, is
a complex of modern buiLdings with a
staff of about 275 investigators, technicians, and support personnel to carry
out the research missions that indud
battlefield 'asualty management, military trauma and resu. Citation, effects of
military lasers, blood sub titllte· and
preservation, and chronic mammalian
toxicology.
LAIR's organizational structure includ four medical r arch divi ions, a
research support di.vision, an information science. group, and administrative
and logisti ' support el ments. The current in-house research budget amounts
to nearly $7 million an I i supplemented
by more than $3 mi.llion in extramural
contracts.
[n the last 10 years, LAIR's res archers have distinguished themselves
in the fields of military nutrition, battlefield blood sub titutes and pres rvatives, and laser safety. Extending blood
shelflife by 60 perc nt is one example.
In 1978, the Food and Drug Administration approved a 35-day shelfJife
blood pr ervation method ba ed upon
documentation provided by LAIR inve tigators who dir cted a 5-ho pital
cooperative clinical study. Mor recent
findings in rease storage time up to 49
day. Blood banking procedures resulting from this research are now worldwide.
Although no longer the DOD performing laboratory Ior nutrition, LAlR has
been assigned the new mission of determining basic toxicology of militarily
unique material (xplosives, prop Jlants, repeUent.s, and others). The ocular
hazards program continues to provide
information on laser safety and has extended its studies to more wave-lengths.
Efficacy and safety of blood ub titutes, such as perfiuorochemical and
hemoglobin solution, are being evaluated for ituation where blood is not
available. Work has been started on the
new generation of high velocity mi sile
induced wounds. In general, combat
casualty care problem areas have been
assigned to LAIR for resolution.
Armv Inst[tute of
Surgical Research
The U.S. Army Institute of Surgical
Research (USA [SR), al 0 known as the

Army Burn Center, is located at Fort
Sam Houston, San Antonio, TX. It.s mision is investigation of problems of
mechanical and thermal il\iury, and the
complications arising from such trauma.
car for patients with such injuries, COllduct of studies at the basic and clinical
lev Is, and training of physicians and
ancillary medical personnel in the principles of management of thermally injured patient;, .
USAlSR has served
the model for
other burn enters throughout the
world. Some of the many advance. in
burn care which have emanated from
the institute are: the Brooke formula for
fluid volume r plac m ntj development
of topical sulfamylon burn cream; establi hment of the first Army renal
dialysis unit; lise of biologic dressing
for temporary burn wound coverage;
development of diagno tic means, including the use of the 133 Xenon lung
scan, to detect In halation burn ini ury;
use of the ultrasonic flow meter to
assess adequacy of peripheral circulation in patients with circumferentially
burned limbs; and the detailed description of post-burn hypermetabolism as
well as definition oI effective techniqu s to provide total metabolic support to badly burned patients.
Thermal rEl.! earch developments directly attributable to the institute have
decre;u ed the mortality associated with
o to 50 percent body surface burns to
one-third that of 16 years ago and that
associated with 50 to 60 percent to onehalI that of 16 years ago.
[n addition to the preceding contributions, the USA ISR established trained
fllght teams to provide prompt aeromedical transfer of soldiers who receive
thermal injuries. Such a romedical
tran fer insures continuity of care along
the evacuation route and by prOViding
trained attendants, reduces in flight
complication and increases survival
significantly. During the past 15 years,
these trained fJight team have made an
average of eight flights per month.
In compliance with U AlSR's mission
to train physicians and ancillary medical
personnel in the principles of management of thermally injured patients, the
in titute has current affiliation agreements for such educational activities
with 52 medical schools and hospitals
throughout the United States.

Armv Aeromedical Research
Laboratorv
The U.S. Army Aeromedical Research
Laboratory (USAARL), Fort Rucker, AL,
was established in 1962. Its mission is
medical research in support of the Army
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aviation community and airborne activities, and maintenance of a central aeromedical research and reference library
for the Army's large aviation effort.
Starting with a modest budget of
$229,562 and six military and th.ree
civilian employees, USAARL now has
141 permanent employees (51 percent
military), and an FY 82 budget of over
$5 million.
USAARL directs its efforts toward
medical problems in the areas of
acoustics, vision, crew workload and
stress, vibration, impact, and life support systems.
In-flight and on-the-ground noi e
hazards abound. Turbine engines and
gears produce high-frequency noise;
rotor blades and vibration of tracked
vehicles create low-frequency noise;
and weapons produce impulse noise.
Field ana laporatory investigations seek
to evaluate the effects of noise and its
possible threat to hearing and disruption
of communication, and way to reduce
the noise or to protect the exposed
soldier. Helmets and hearing protecti ve
devices are also evaluated.
Contract and in-house projects are also
keyed to studies of tolerance of i1]pact
force on the whole body, head and neck
and impact forces of projectiles, to find
means to protect the soldier. Vibration
research defmes some of these effects
and tries to determine a means to alleviate the detrimental influence of exposure to vibration of modern weapon
systems.
Change in the aviation environment
demands continual health hazard assessment of new or modified equipment and
environmental conditions. Researchers
are evaluating chemical-biological protective uniforms for aviators because
the outfits developed for ground troops
don't work well for air crews. Altitude
chamber static and flight tests on a
molecular ieve oxygen system are in
progress to support crews in aircraft
that no longer fly "low or slow."
Laboratory and field experiments
strive to improve the efficiency of the
eyes in interpreting informatIon presented by helmet mounted displays,
cathode ray tubes, and a variety of
sophisticated vision enhancement
techniques and by optical assessment of
visors, spectacles and goggles.
USAARL seeks to determine the
human ability to function when vision is
degraded by hypoxia or exotic chemicals
and to determine a person's visual ability to identify moving targets under adverse conditions.
With widespread use of chemical warfare agents, the survival of the unit as
well as the individual may depend on
visual acuity. USAARL is developing a
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comprehensive biomedical data base on
the effects of selected nerve agents,
candidate antidotes, po sible prophylactic compounds, or combinations of
the three on the retina and higher visual
centers. Ultimately, methods will be
developed to predict how well a soldier
will be able to visually complete his mission following a specified exposure.
Army Medieal Bioengineering
R&D Laboratory
Broad mi ion responsibilities being
met by a diversified, multidisciplinary
team of scienti ts and engineers best
describe the U.S. Army Medical Bioengineering R&D Laboratory (USAMBRDL), Fort Detrick, Frederick, MD.
One of nine medical research laboratories under the USAMRDC, USAMBRDL is the only one active in all five of
the parent command's broad missions.
Current emphasis is directed toward
the Army's urgent need for field medical
materiel for patient care on the chemical
battlefield. The lab is also continuing its
traditional role in developing field
medical, dental, and vector control
equipment, with preventive medicine
and casualty care applicability.
A comprehensive program in the Environmental Protection Research Division is designed to provide the data base
to enable the Army to e tablish standards for compliance with executive
orders, The Clean Air Act, and The
Water Quality Act, and to derive standards for cost-effective pollution abatement procedures at munition plants.
This environmental division's occupational health research group provides
the research e,,-pertise to support
weapons development activities. This is
achieved by assuring that weapons safety and health hazards are addressed sufficiently early in the development process to provide cost-effective soldierweapons system compatibility.
Some of the current field medical
materiel R&D projects of the Applied
Research Division include development
of medical equipment to facilitate decontamination, and monitoring vital
signs of patients during evacuation.
Other work involes fit, function and
operability studies for medical equipment and plans for new chemical field
shelters under DOD development.
Freedom from many of the constraints
associated with film use in field X-ray
applications is a primary goal of new
technology being developed which will
utili'l'e nOnfilm image detectors and television for diagnostic procedures. This
capability will not only eliminate the
need for film, but also will reduce patient radiation exposure, reduce equipment weight and si'l'e, and since the im-
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age is transmittable, provide a capability
for consultation with specialists located
at long distan es.
A project designed to develop technology for field generation of pyrogenfree water for medical use has potential
for elimination of most of the logistical
burden associated with supplying sterile
water needed for IV solution and ir\jections in field medical facUities.
Optimal responsiveness and fJ xibility
are achieved through a prud nt blend of
in-house and extramural cOntract R&D.
The FY 82 in-house budget of approximately $4.4 million is augmented by
$7.2 million in funds available to upport mission-essentiaL extramural research contracts with industry, universities, non-DOD federal laboratories,
and commercial research facilities.
Reimbursable funds of about $600,000
are available to support specifi
re earch projects conducted for other
governmental agencies.
Army Medleal Researeh
Institute of Chemical Defense
The nucleus of what is now the U.S.
Army M dical Research Institute of
Chemical Defense (USAMRICD) at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD was formed
in 1915 when the War Department gave
responsibility for designing protective
equipment against chemical agents to
the Medical Department.
USAMRICD conducts research, development, test, and evaluation on medical
defense against chenlical warfare. This
mission includes fundamental research
or mechanisms of action of CW agents
and antidotes.
The purpose of the research is to establish data from which to devise improved prevention and treatment of
casualties; develop and evaluate drugs
and other methods for the prevention,
resuscitation, treatment and management of chemical casualties; and assist
in the integration of products of these
mission activities into the logistical
system, doctrine developm nt, and
training; and the training of medical and
non-medical personnel in manag ment
and prevention of chemical casualties.
USAMRICD has a professional staff of
80 scientists, of whom one-third are
military. The majority of the profe sional staff have advanced degrees,
which includes 23 doctorate, four
medical and 11 veterinary medical degree. The institute also has 132
technical personnel to support the professional staff.
The R&D efforts of USAMRICD are
concentrated in the fields of neuropharmacology (vertebrate and invertebrate models), pharmacokinetics, neurotoxicity, cardiopulmonary physiology,
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enzyme chemi try, clinical chemistry,
membrane biochemistry, electron
microscopy, immunobiology, and
veterinary pathology.
Basic research studies are being conducted on mechanisms of anticholinesterases and antidotes, central and
peripheral neurophysiological mechanisms of nerve agents, neurotransmitters, and receptor and immunological methods for determining agent distribution.
Applied research is directed towards
the development of animal, non-animal
and computer biomedical models; standardization of method and procedures;
biomedical data acquisition, analysis,
prediction and information transfer;
toxicological and behavioral effects of
sublethal doses of CW agents, tolerance
to chronic CW agent exposure; toxicological ffects of chemotherapeutics;
safety and efficacy of pretreatment
componnds; en ory effects of CW
agent; vesicant treatment technology;
soldier and patient decontamination
technology, and management and treatment of mass casualties.
Many of these re earch efforts are
supported by an expanding R&D contract program and collaboration with
USAMRDC sister institutes, other government laboratories, universities and
re earch efforts with NATO countries.

Army In.tltute of
Dental Re.earch
Today the U.S. Army Institute of Dental Research (USAIDR) mission focuses
exclusively on support of the soldier in
combat. Emphasis continues and has increased on the development of new
methods and materials for emergency
surgical management of maxillofacial
wounds on the battlefield and the
definitive surgical restoration of the
wounded soldier to full function.
This effort, which represents approximately 70 percent of USAIDR research,
includes the development of biocompatible, biodegradable materials for use
as implants to replace destroyed tissues;
research to devise new and improved
methods and materials for treating
wound infections, and the development
of more effective means of managing
the wound healing process.
Studies are also being conducted on
the effects of various types and sizes of
missiles on the facial complex with the
objectives of devising practical facial
shielding for the soldier and developing
the most effective strategies for managing the Wide range of maxillofacial
wounds that occur in combat.
Approximately 30 percent of the
USAIDR R&D effort is directed toward
combat denti try .. This includes the
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development of simplified and rapid
methods for the prevention and treatment of field dental emergencies, dental
materials which are storage-stable and
effective under wide ranging climatic
conditions, and lightweight, rugged,
self-contained field dental equipment.
The USAIDR, located at WRAMC,
Washington, DC, and Fort George G.
Meade, Laurel, MD, has a professional
staff of 25 scientists, most of whom are
military dentists with advanced degrees
and training relevant to the military.
'rile staff also includes four civilians and
one MSC scientist.
The institute's research in recent
years has produced a number of experimental products which promise to significantly improve the treatment of
combat maxillofacial wounds. This includes several polymeric and ceramic
materials for the stabilization and
replacement of damaged bone during
healing. These materials are safely
degraded by body processes as new
repair bone take th!:ir place.
A polymer is also being used to encapsulate antibiotics in a controlled release
system so that relatively small singledoses applied to Wound surfaces can effectively fight wound infection for extended periods.
The USAIDR research effort is supported by an active and effective contract program conducted in universities,
non-profit research institutes, R&D companies and other government labs.

Army Re.earch In.tltute of
Environmental Medicine
Physiologically and medically, the
U.S. soldier, although perhaps in better
physical condition, is little different
from his civilian counterparts in his
response to climatic extremes. The soldier during a military operation, however, cannot afford the luxury of com·
ing in from the cold, getting out of the
heat, or stopping whatever he is doing
simply because he is uncomfortable or
tired. The requirement to continue his
mission, regardless of discomfort, makes
the soldier different from others.
An important function of U.S. Army
Research Institute of Environmental
Medicine (USARIEM), is to advise
military comrnan(!s of biological responses which could limit military
operations or pose a threat to the
soldiers physical well-being, even
though these responses are the body's
way of warning and thereby protecting
us from harm. The institute, a tenant activity on the grounds of the U.S. Army
Natick Research and Development Laboratories, at Natick, MA, is derived from
elements of the Environmental Protection Division of the U.S. Army Quarter-

master Research and Engineering Command at Natick, MA, and the Army Medical Research Lab at Fort Knox, KY.
Initially comprised of 45 civilian and
military scientists and technicians and
located in temporary facilities provided
by Natick, the institute presently has
162 personnel, and occupies a new
building at the Natick installation.
The mission of USARIEM is to conduct
basic and applied research to determine
the effects of heat, cold, high terrestrial
altitude, and work upon the soldier's
life processes, performance and health.
The goal is to understand the complex
interaction of environmental stresses,
the body's defense mechanisms, and the
techniques, equipment and procedures
best calculated to make the soldier
operationally effective and provide environmental protection.
USARIEM also conducts research in
the physiological aspects and health effects of Anny physical fitness training.
Additionally, USARIEM provides technical, advisory, and consultant services
to Army commanders, installations and
activities in support of the Army preventive medicine program.
Modern laboratories of USAR1EM are
equipped to support militarily relevant
research in physiology, biochemistry,
pharmacology, psychology, physical anthropology, histology, pathology, medicine, physics and veterinary medicine.
Equipment is available for thin layer,
·gas and liquid chromatography, electron
microscopy, automated analyses of
almost any constituent in body fluids,
scintillation counting for tracing distribution of important substances within
tissues and cells, and separation and
analytical ultracentrifugation.
Electronic instrumentation is capable
of measuring such widely disparate
functions as blood flow in minute vessels and evoked action potentials from
the sensory cortex in response to visual
stimuli. Computers are available for
data storage and analysis.
Available to USARIEM investigators
are many unique, highly specialized environmental chambers, capable of supporting human research in a wide variety of simulated environmental extremes. Fourteen environmental rooms
are capable of providing controlled
temperatures ranging from - 40 to
+ 140°F.
Two altitude chambers with an airlock
can simulate altitudes up to 25,000 feet,
controlled temperatures from -30 to
105°F, and changes in humidity from 20
to 80 percent. Both can be operated 24
hours a day for an indefinite number of
days in succession.
Major research areas include military
perfonnance, human adaptations to
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climate and related stresses, the biophysics of clothing and the pathophysiology of environmentalJy induced
diseases, e.g., cold i!\iury, acute mountain sickness and heat stroke.
Current research includes the use of
human volunteers, goats, pigs and rats
exposed to cold, heat or extreme altitude. By studying the behavioral patterns and the effects of environmental
extremes upon them, it may be possible
to predict and improve combat effectiveness under a wide variety of environmental and emotional stresses.
USARIEM i fortunate to have a staff

that includes approximately 32 scientists at the doctoral level, and another
17 with masters degrees. Military personnel include 18 officers and 1;;2 enlisted. Scientists and supporting technologists are grouped organizationally
into seven divisions: Altitude, Exercise
Physiology, Experimental Pathology,
Health and Performance, Heat, Military
Ergonomics and the Research Support
Division.
In summary, the USAMRDC research
and development program is designed to
support the most valuable and vulner-

able component of all battl field systems, the "individual soldier." The
Command's goal is to conduct research
designed to keep the soldier healthy, but
if that fails and he becomes sick or injured, then it is expected for the
USAMRDC program to hav developed
the end products-techniques and
material-to permit swift and effectiv
treatment and nlpid return to duty.

The preceding article was prepared by key personnel at the u.s.
Army Medical R&D Command
headquarters and laboratories.

Army Research Institute (ARI) Conducts 'People' Aspect of R&D
By ARI Commander COL L. Neale Cosby
Making the armed forces more effective at its job isn't simply a matter of
building bigger and more effective
weapons. That's one reason the Army
employs 200 PhD research p ychologists
in the Army Research Institute (ARI)
with headquartes in Alexandria, VA.
ARI research is concerned with the
whole person functioning in the Army
system. The understanding of human
behavior-the continual subject of investigation by the Institute's staffleads to a better matching of soldiers to
Army jobs, improved equipment designed with the soldier in mind, and better trained soldiers and units. Stated
summarily, the mission of ARI is to maximize combat effectiveness through
research in the acquisition, training and
utilization of soldiers in military sy lems.
ARI is the principal Army R&D agency
conducting the "people" side of raear h and development. Because the
soldier is the critical element in aLI
aspects of military life, regardless of the
degree to which hardware is included,
the agency's research program is aUinclusive and multi-faceted. Research
conducted by the Institute is concerned
with the interaction of the soldier with
the sy tems he must operate and maintain, as well as methods for assigning
him to a job where he can be most productive and methods for training him to
a level of combat readiness.
One of the largest groups of behavioral
and social scientists in the United States,
ARI is a field operating agency responsible to the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Personnel (DCSPER). In addition to
its principal installation in Alexandria,
ARI has 10 field units-nine in the continental United States and one in Mannheim, Germany. Working with troops in
the field not only permits its behavioral
scientists to apply research results, but
it also gives them a chance to learn firsthand the research needs of the Army.
Because the human component is the
most complex, yet most flexible component in man-machine systems, behavioral research has increasingly ad-
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dressed a wide range of j • 'ue . pre ented
by the AJ'my of today and tomorrow.
From a concentration on personnel
measurement testing used throughout
World War n, today finds research programs that are also concerned with identifying manpower and personnel requirement~ for new systems early in
design, developing meUlOds for using
computer technology to shift the workload "from the head to the hardware",
as well as new training techniques that
exploit the potential of advanced information technology.
ARI's research program is concerned
with enlisted men and officers throughout their careers as well as in all aspe '($
of their job. Bringing the individual into
the ervice is only th first step. His peronal goals and his uniVs goals must b come almost synonymous. The individuality he brings to enlistment must be
reconciled with a new focus on group
accomplishment. There is a clear mandate to move tht management/assignplen tltrai n ing/eval uationJoperations
from an individual basis to a collective
or unit basis. lndividuals do not Fight
wars. Units fight wars.
The soldier must be provided with the
necessary knowledge and skills for surviving and winning i.n combat. Many
soldiers entering the Army today do not
possess the basic learning kills needed
to receive maximum benefit from Army
training. Hence the Army must provide
initial instruction in basic learning and
life-coping skills to allow these men and
women to absorb the training that will
make them productive and useful soldiers. The new soldier must be matched
to the skill needed by the force,
specifically the skills required by his
MOS. Which tasks are to be allocated to
the soldiers? Which to the hardware?
But as modern skill requirements proliferate, there is a decreasing availabillty of trainable recruits. The need
for tailoring computer operation to skill
levels is compounded when recruits
with low skills in reading, oral English
comprehension, and math with much
shorter attention spans are accepted.
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ARI examines these two related problem
areas as typical of their many program
concern. Solutions to the above problems lead to payoffs in terms of improved human performance when
troops are committed to battle.
ARI 's research products are developed
to meet broad Army rather than local
needs in the areas of manpower and personnel, training and systems. The
following sampling of recent research
products helps to characterize the
re ults of the Institute's research program: a new basic M-16 rifle marksmanship training program, a flight aptitude
selection test to improve the success
rate in selecting and assigning aviators,
human factors guidelines for the design
of the man-computer interface in future
computer-based ystems, techniques for
the management of tank crew turbulence, and a model for optimizing the
mix of si.mulator and aircraft training
time for rotary wing pilot.q.
Research requirements that lead Lo
the development of products such as
the e are obtained from top Army leadership itself as well as from systematic
surveys of all major commands. It is
ARI's job to formulate research and
development programs relat d to major
"people" problems, then to carry out
the necessary r earch and development, and finally to help the Army proponent to put the re earch product into
practical use.
Challenges to be met by ARI require
the cost-effective application of advanced technolOb'Y to soldier-related
problems, consideration of societal influences, current Army demands, and
Army requirements for the battlefield of
the future. In order to meet such challenges, ARI cientists communicate with
and visit Army units world-wide, they
communicate with other governmental
agencies, foreign military and academic
institutions, universities, non-profit
organizations, and industry.
Success in meeting challenges for
people-oriented research in January
1982 earned ARl, the Anny's Laboratory "Award for Excellence."
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
FOR
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
The Department of Defense laboratories exist to ~c.hleve-In cooperation with universities and
Industry -a level of tecbnological leadership that will enable the United States to develop,
acquire, and maintain military capabilities needed for national security.

MISSION
• Ensure the maintenance and Improvement of 1101.l0nol competence In technulogy arcus csscnltulw mlllLary needs.
• Avoid technologicaJ -surprise and ensure lcchnologJc,allnno\'olion.
• Maintain a conUnult)· of effort, free from excessive commercialization pressure, directed toward the conception
and e. vol u Uon of ad\lanced mill tary materiel and 811 pporl tech nolugics.
• Pursue technology Intltath'cs ulfough the planning, programming, and budgcllng process; allncntc work umung
private sectororgnnlzatlons and government clements.
• A.ct us pdnclpal agents In muJntuJnJng lhe technological base of the Depurlmcnt uf Derl.:nse.
• Provide lUl1tcriel ncqlll Ilion und operoting systef1l support.
• Have o\'uilnblc a fast-renelion capabllily lU soh'c cr1tlcnl, Immedlatc tcchnical pt'Oblcms Ihal arise when ullcxPCCh:.d
operational sJtuatlons arc encoulltcl'"ed.
• SUmulah: the usc of demonslrullons and protot}'pc~ to maturc wld cxph,H l',S. und aWcd technologies.
• ea..ry out actl\'IUes hovlng high technological risk Or requiring Inlenslve n.::sourcc In\'c!'!lmCIII notnvall.llbk fremlthl'
prh'atc sector.
• Intcrftlce wllh the worldwide scientific conullunlty; proVide support lo uther gm'crnmcntul agencies.

OPERATIONS
• Respond to notional defense needs by undertaking acllons to
Achieve timely Improvements in military systems Dnd develop tcchnlquc!'! ror IncrcuslllJ( their crrecth'cllcss
Reduce munpower and skill conslralnts on materiel performance
Lower materiel production, operation, and support C01'its
Extend life- of ope:ratlonuJ sysLe.ms
• Continue intensive uscr·dc\'c!oper Interfacing to
Achieve ,g,rcaler sensiU,'ll)' to potential combat requlremenls und opcruLing cn,-lrollmc.ntN
Integrate technological obJCCU\'C.40 with malericl readiness, l11odernl"..ullnl1. nnd stlSLuinubilHy requlr~r1tcnt~
E"olve cffccli\'c balance bel Wcell Icchnology push and rC'IulrCmcnls pull
• ConUnue a \'1gorou!'l partnership wlt.h Industry and lhe academic communily.
• DIslrlbute efforts appropriately across short-, mid·, and lung-term horizons.
• Participate aClh'ely In lhc Ot'crpll Defense. plUI1I'lng ~roccss.

MANAGEMENT
• Pro\'lde laboratory managcni ,,·lth the responsibility, authorlly. und ncxlbilily lo munugc
lechnical programs through usc of broad guidelines and wllhoUl o\'erlappl1lg cmllruls.
• EnsurecompelcHcy of Pentonnel
Recognize clearly Lhntthe mosl \'oluable resource of ltlC laboralorles is the c.upubllity. skill. and
Lheir personnel
Provide for personnel stability, challenging work. and meaningful incenU\"cs
Pro'\'tde for equal opportunity for ep.reer developrncnl, lrpining, prOlnoLlml, n,;::Cltgllitiol1 and
• Upgrade FacUIUes and Equipment
Remo"'e Umttatlons which con!!llruln modernization of luooralurlcs
Promole producllvlly. energ)' efficiency. and cosl avoldallce t.hrough policies which pru,·ldc. rOT

laboratories und

creath:ily uf

rc\\.'u.rd

modem ruclHtlcs

and equipment
Base replucement polJcles on pra.cUces Ulol befit the buslness venture nalure or research u.nd de,"c1opmcnt
actl\'ILles.

•

Provide effective procedures for Procurement and Acquisition
Pro"lde laboratories wUh the authority and capability to make procurements and acquisitions in a timely and
cfflclent manner
Ensure techu1cal excellence in contractor performance

•

AcbJeve couUnulng Asse88n1Cnt and Ac.countabLiHy

The Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Military Departments arejOintly responsible for
establlshlng polides and procedures conducive to the continalng Vitality of the laboratories.
Accordingly, perl.odic evaluations will be conducted to assess the health of the laboratories,
the quality and quantity of their contributions, and their performance against the public's
legitimate expectations of efficient and effective use of personnel and financial resources.

